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In an Airport, First Communion
By ANNE BUCKLEY
NEWARK A Negro woman and her five sons re-
ceived their First Communion from Bishop Stanton in
Newark Airport Sunday morning.
Beside Mrs. Arthur Hoffman and her sons was their
white friend, Neil Gulliksen, 27, a quadraplcgic they have
taken into their home as one of their family.
Neil’s example of faith in the face of suffering had
fanned the interest of the Hoffmans in the Catholic Church
and he had been godfather for 13-ycar-old Rodman Hoff-
man when the family was baptized Thursday evening. After
the airport Mass, Neil and Arthur Hoffman, 17. boarded a
chartered plane with 49 other invalids and their volunteer
escorts, including Bishop Stanton, in pilgrimage to the
shrines of Canada under auspices of the First Saturday
Club.
NEIL WAS INJURED 10 years ago in an automobile
accident. He lived with his mother, Mrs. Anne Gulliksen, in
the Curry's Woods public housing in Jersey City. They
became fast friends with their neighbors, the Arthur Hoff-
mans. Mrs. Hoffman marveled at Neil's "unwavering
faith,” at "seeing him so graciously, so humbly accepting
everything so uncomplaining^”
She had the chance to see more of the same when Neil
and his mother invited the Hoffmans to a First Saturday
Club Mass and breakfast last December. The Hoffmans
have joined the group of invalids at their monthly Mass
ever since.
Then, last January, Neil’s mother died suddenly. “We
were all the family Neil had left," Mrs. Hoffman says.
"All we could do was what we would do for our own child.
Neil is like our son.”
The Hoffmans kept Neil with them through his mother’s
funeral, pleaded with city welfare authorities to let him
stay with them indefinitely, and when he was assigned to
Poliak Hospital arranged to have him home with them
every weekend. The youngest Hoffman, Stephen, 8, wept,
“Don’t take my brother away," the day Neil left. They
are still negotiating with the authorities for permanent
guardianship of Neil.
"We have nothing material,” says Mrs. Hoffman,
whose husband works in a supermarket, “but we have Uie
greatest thing love for one another.”
MEANWHILE, Mrs. Hoffman and the boys kept finding
their way into Catholic churches and plying Neil with ques-
tions about Catholicism into the wee hours of his weekends
with them. He gave them books from his wide religious li-
brary.
"Then during Holy Week,” Mrs. Hoffman recalls, “the
children said to me, ’This is the time. We’re ready to he
Catholics.’ So we went to Rev. James Mills at St. Paul’s,
Greenville, and started taking instructions.
"Neil helped us a lot. When we were learning the rosary,
he was our teacher. He knows so much about the Faith.
His mother was a very religious woman and it rubbed
off on him and now it has rubbed off on us.
"Neil has given us so much, and we have given so
little.”
TIIE NIGHT OF the Baptism, Mrs. Hoffman says, was
"like a wedding —but so much more important.” Just
before leaving for St. Paul’s Church the catechumens re-
ceived a giant bouquet of flowers from "Your First Satur-
day Club Family." The fact that it would be in the bosom
of that “family” that they would receive their First Com-
munion from a Bishop of the Church put the whole
thing beyond description for the Hoffmans.
Then there was one more bit of happiness. It came
when Arthur Hoffman Sr., who had watched his wife and
five sons espouse their new Church, announced the next
day that he had come to his own decision. He will begin
instructions in Catholicism with Father Mills.
ONE FAMILY - Bishop Stanton gives First Communion
to the Hoffman family - five sons and their mother,
who kneel around the wheelchair of Neil Gulliksen, the
quadraplegic whom they consider one of their family.
It was Gulliksen's example that aroused interest in the
Church for Mrs. Hoffman and Arthur, 16, William 14,
Rodman, 13, Donald, H, and Stephen, 8. Scene is the
Mass for First Saturday Club invalid pilgrims and their
escorts Sunday morning before takeoff for Canada
to visit its shrines.
Returning Priests Assigned
Fr. Cevetello Named
To Villa Walsh
NEWARK - Rev. Joseph
F.X. Cevetello, former assis-
tant pastor at Mt. Carmel,
Newark, was appointed this
week a$ chaplain to the Reli-
gious Teachers Fllippini at Vil-
la Walsh, Morristown, by
Archbishop Boland.
•Father Cevetello, also a
member of the faculty of Se-
ton Hall University, is a na-
tive of Jersey City and was
ordained in 1947. He served at
Our Lady of Sorrows, Jersey
City, Assumption, Bayonne,
and Mt. Carmel, Montclair,
before coming to the Newark
parish last month.
In his new post, Father
Cgvetollo succeeds Msgr. Paul
E. Lang, who was recently ap-
pointed pastor of St. Philip the
Apostle, Saddle Brook.
ARCHBISHOP Boland also
announced the assignment of
three priests who have recent-
ly returned from studies
abroad. Rev. Richard M. Lid-
dy. who has completed studies
at the North Amorican College
in Rome, was appointed to the
faculty of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary.
Two graduates of the North
American College in Louvain
received parish assignments,
Rev. Philip E. Merdinger at
Our Lady of Mercy, Jersey
City, and Rev. Frank D. Testa
at Mt. Carmel, Newark.
Seo Table, Page 15
On the Inside
...
OUi UN A LIMB? That’s one way to
describe “The Press Box" column
which dreams up anew kind of
habit for nuns. See Page 4
THE ESTABLISHED RELIGION is the
news in two countries Malta,
where it is Catholicism, the Faith of
the majority; and Vietnam, where
some consider it Buddhism, the
creed of the minority. Stories Page 14
GROUND RULES for ecumenism are
laid by Cardinal Alfrink, a Vatican
Council president and member of
the Vatican’s unity secretariat Page 2
New Pastor
In Orange
ORANGE Rev. Richard
Barancllo, O.F.M. Cap., has
been appointed as pastor of
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel
Church here.
Father Barancllo succeeds
Very Rev, Joseph Mozzanottc,
O.F.M. Cap., who was re
cently elected one of the ma-
jor superiors of the New Jer-
sey Capuchins.
The new pastor is a na-
tive of Brooklyn. He attended
St. Lawrence Seminary, Bea-
con, N.Y., and Our Lady of
the Angels Clericate, Staunton,
Va., before being ordained in
1932 in Washington, D.C,
His first assignment was to
Mt. Carmel, Passaic, where he
served for one year. Father
Baranello then taught at Im-
maculate Heart of Mary High
School, Beacon, for three
years, and for five years 'and
at St. Lawrence.
FR. BARANELLO
State Told to Buy
Seton Med School
By ED GRANT
TRENTON A special com-
mittee appointed by Gov.
Richard J. Hughes has recom-
mended that the state pay $4
million to take over the debt-
and controversy-ridden Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry.
The recommendation was
made to the Governor and 57
state legislators in Trenton
July 28. The committee, chair-
ed by George F. Smith of New
Brunswick, also included form-
er Governor Robert B. Mey-
ner and state Education Com-
mission Frederick Raubinger.
The panel advised the $4
million payment, and esti-
mated an annual operating
cost of $500,000.
The value of the school's
equipment was set at $3,736
million.
BUT THE UNIVERSITY also
owes more than $7 million in
debts accumulated in the eight-
year operation of the school,
and the committee made no
mention of assuming that debt,
as was rumored last week.
The Newark Archdiocese, then
would have to advance anoth-
er $3 million to be free of the
school.
Gov. Hughes told newsmen
that the legislators were fav-
orable to the proposal. But he
said he would not call a spec-
ial session of the legislature,
noting that he was sure the
lawmakers would vote the nec-
essary appropriations at its
first session Nov. 16.
"The decision they have to
make,” he said, "is whether
they want to spend the money
to keep an operating facility
operating.”
The panel rejected a bid by
Rutgers University which is
itself planning a medical school
to take over the Jersey City
facility and preside over its
dissolution.
The Rutgers plan would
graduate the last class in 1966
when the Rutgers school
should open —and would pro-
vide for the present sophomore
and junior classes to transfer
to other schools.
MEYNER’S BOARD vetoed
that saying, "The committee
is convinced that the Rutgers
proposal is unsatisfactory . . .
it is unrealistic to suppose that
the faculty would remain at
Seton Hall during the ’64-’66
period. The immediate cessa-
tion of medical and dental
graduates from 1964 to 1970
(when the first Rutgers stud-
ent would graduate) at the
earliest would aggravate New
Jersey’s problems. The Rut-
gers proposal, reduced to its
simplest terms, costs the state
the benefits of an effective
college of medicine and den-
tistry."
Rutgers recently announced
that it intends to build its own
medical school in New Bruns-
wick. Plans call for the first
class to enter the two-year
school in 1966.
Rutgers was once approach-
ed with the idea of operating
the remains of the Seton Hall
school, but rejected the propos-
al to concentrate on its own
medical school.
THE GOVERNOR’S commit-
tee suggested that an indepen-
dent board of seven trustees
including one from each major
profession —be appointed to
preside over the state-run
school.
The committee report printed
a number of letters from in-
terested parties, arhong them
Bishop Dougherty, president of
Seton Hall University, and Dr.
DeWitt Stetten Jr., dean of
the Rutgers College of Medi-
cine.
BISHOP DOUGHERTY made
a formal request that the state
take over the medical school:
"The Archdiocese of Newark
cannot continue
... we request
the earliest possible take-
over . . ."
Stettcn’s letter, written after
the committee rejected Rut-
gers’ takeover proposal, at-
tacked the'“superficially ap-
pealing solution” offered by
Seton Hall and the state, call-
ing it a “compromise with the
concept of excellence in medi-
cal education which I deter-
mined not to make.” The state
takeover of Seton Hall’s school,
he said, would continue “medi-
ocrity in medical education.”
The report did not consider
moving the medical school out
of the Jersey City Medical
Center, a white elephant which
cost the school in lawsuits,
time and money at its start
and finish.
But educators have talked
about a $3l million complex
for the state-run school —a
figure which contrasts sharply
with the $79 million asked by
Rutgers for its larger New
Brunswick-based center.
See Editorial, Page 4
Church Schools Participate
States’ Rights Win
In War on Poverty
WASHINGTON <NC) - The
Senate has passed the adminis-
tration’s "war on poverty" bill
after amending it to permit
state governors to veto partici-
pation by private agencies and
institutions in several key pro-
grams.
But the Senate did reject an-
other amendment to bar funds
for the bill’s community action
program from going to church-
related schools.
TIIE $947.5 million measure
would focus to a large extent
on training youth. It would
establish a job corps for 40,000
young people aged 16-21 who
would live in conservation
camps and training centers; a
work-training program for 200,-
000 youths aimed at increasing
their employability and help-
ing them stay in school; a
work-study program for needy
college students; and commu-
nity action programs mobiliz-
ing public and private commu-
nity resources for an attack on
poverty.
The bill also calls for aid to
farm families and small busi-
nesses, basic adult education
efforts, and creation of a do-
mestic peace corps to be called
“Vista.”
Under the Senate-passed bill,
as well as the version of the
legislation before the House,
private agencies and institu-
tions could cooperate in many
of these programs. Including
the job corps, the work-train-
ing and work-study plans and
community action programs.
BEFORE approving the
measure, however, the Senate
amended it to permit gover-
nors to veto contracts between
the federal anti-poverty agency
and private institutions and or-
ganizations in their states un-
der Titles I and 11. Title I in-
cludes the jobs corps and the
work-study and work-training
plans. Title II covers commu-
nity action and adult basic ed-
ucation.
The amendment was viewed
as a concession to states'
rights sentiment and had the
backing of the administration.
It was approved by a vote of
80-7, compared with a vote of
62-33 for final passage of the
bill.
More School News, Page 9
Women Posing
As Nuns Here
The public should be
warned that a group of
women falsely representing
themselves as Sisters from
Queen of Angels Parish,
Newark, are soliciting
funds in this area.
If approached, one should
not hesitate to ask for cre-
dentials. No such creden-
tials have been issued by
the parish or the Newark
Archdiocese.
22 N.J. Lay People
Off to the Missions
NEWARK Twenty-two
men and women who have vol-
unteered to serve the Church
in mission areas from here to
Africa will be honored by
Archbishop Boland at a de-
parture ceremony in Sacred
Heart Cathedral Aug. 3 at 4
p.m.
The volunteers, who will
work in parishes, schools md
hospitals in domestic and for-
eign mission areas, have been
screened by the Newark Liai-
son for the Foreign and Dom-
estic Lay Apostolate. The
group includes teachers, nurs-
es, recent college graduates
and business people.
“Their call," says Rev.
George L. Madcr, liaison di-
rector, "is to lift men to their
feet so they can see and know
their God, to return men to
their knees to thank Him for
the love and hope they have
given as His instruments.”
Msgr. John F. Davis, assis-
tant director of the Newark
Archdiocesan Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, will
preach at the departure cere-
mony, which will conclude
with Pontifical Benediction.
TIIE DEPARTING group in-
cludes four young women who
are returning to the domestic
missions for a second year as
Extension Lay Volunteers.
Also to be honored at the cere-
mony are lay missioners who
are returning to their homes
in the Newark Archdiocese
after completing their period
of service.
Even Archbishop Boland for-
mally established the liaison
last March, there were about
20 North Jersey residents
serving in such places as the
midwest and southern sections
of the U.S., Puerto Rico, Brit-
ish Honduras and the West
Indies.
The. purpose of the liaison
is to recruit, screen and. in
some
cases, provide training
for potential volunteers. It
will also serve as a point of
reference for the varied for-
eign and domestic apostolatcs,
making contacts, undertaking
initial paperwork and arrang-
ing acceptance and departure
details,
.
After the volunteer is in the
field, the liaison will help
maintain close contact with
his home parish, with requests
for such items as clothing,
books, toys and stamps useful
in apostolic work. This effort
will be geared to increasing
awareness within the parish of
mutual responsibility to the
world through personal inter-
est in the work of their own
parishioner in the field.
THE GREAT majority of
those taking part in the Aug. 3
ceremony will serve as Ex-
tension Lay Volunteers within
the U.S. Others have chosen
service with Papal Volunteers
for Latin American (PAVLA),
the Women’s Volunteer Asso-
ciation, the Mary Missioners
of North Carolina, the Volun-
'teer Program of Boston Col-
lege, the Indian Missions of
South Dakota and Newark De-
Porrcs.
Slated to travel furthest are
Elaine Keller of Palisades,
who will teach for PAVLA in
Peru, and Barbara Corvino of
Orange, a nurse who will
serve in Africa for the Wom-
en's Volunteer Association aft-
er a year’s training at George-
town University.
The Extension Volunteers in-
elude Donna Murphy of West-
field, and three Caldwell Col-
lege graduates, Sharon Schai-
ble of Glen Ridge, Patricia
Quinn of Paterson and Ellen
Harkins of New Brunswick
ail of whom arc returning for
their second year of mission
service. •
Miss Murphy will be a
Related Story, Page 7
Encyclical
Aug. 6
VATICAN CITY - Pope
Paul has finished his first en-
cyclical and has turned over
the Italian manuscript to Lat-
in translators.
Publication is expected on
Aug. 6, the Feast of the Trans-
figuration.
The subject and size of
the letter are unknown, al-
through population prob-
lems and birth control are
high on the list of rumored
subjects.
Traditionally, a Pope pub-
lishes his first encyclical soon
after his election in order to
outline his program the
"platform” setting the tone of
his pontificate.
But for the first year of his
reign, Pope Paul VI concen-
trated on the Vatican Coun-
cil started by his predecessor,
Pope John XIII.
In his speech opening the
second council session last
fall, the Pope indicated that
talk on the council's aims
would take the place of the
customary "platform” encycli-
cal.
CORE Head Tells AID:
Cities’ Troubles Will Stay
As Long as Ghettos Last
By JOHN R. SULLIVAN
SOUTH ORANGE - James
Farmer was tired, and his suit
was drenched after a long hot
day’s work. He had just come
from the scene of racial riot-
ing and beatings.
"The nation’s cities will
never be secure from riots,
from economic and social
problems, as long as the Ne-
gro ghettos exist,” he said
sadly. “Our society has
alienated one tenth of its citi-
zens. It has shoved them into
ghettos with force and violence
which, in turn, bre£d force and
violence."
Farmer, national director of
the Congress of Racial Equal-
ity, was addressing more than
500 people July 27 at the bi-
weekly summer lecture series
at Seton Hall University spon-
sored by the Association for
International Development.
"As long as these ghettos
exist,” he said, "we will sit
on a tinderbox."
FARMER’S SOLUTION to
the problem was Itself sim-
ple: "integration, dispersal
throughout the cities and sub-
urbs and the removal or reno-
vation of the ghetto housing
which would provide both jobs
and housing for whites and Ne-
groes."
But before this happens,
each man’s prejudice must be
eliminated or "unlearned,” a
particularly difficult job, he
said, because of the emotional
nature of prejudice.
Farmer called the Negro
revolution "the second Ameri-
can Revolution."
‘The first," he said, "ap-
proved the principle of lib-
erty, but left many out of its
More on Race, Page 3
RACIAL TALK - James Farmer, (center) leader of the Congress of Racial Equality, dis-
cusses current race crisis with Rev. Aloysius J. Welsh (right) coordinator of Interracial
Justice Programs in the Newark Archdiocese, and James Lamb, president of the Associa-
tion for International Development, which sponsored Farmer's appearance Monday at
Seton Hall University.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued pn Page 3)
Cardinal Alfrink:
Respect Is Key to Ecumenism
WASHINGTON, DC. (RNS)
Respect for the sacredness
of conscience and for the re-
ligious convictions of others
"will be the only foundation
for really ecumenical conver-
sation,” Bernard Cardinal Al-
frink of Utrecht, the Nether-
lands, said here.
“HERE LIES the painful
tragedy of all ecumenical
strivings.” continued the Car-
dinal, who is a president of
the Second Vatican Council
and a member of the Vatican
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity. "Often unity
will not be found because both
sides are bound by their fide-
lity to the Word of God. No-
body can, even for the sake
of unity, do violence to his
conscience and to truth itself.
Whoever in conscience feels
obliged to understand the Word
of God In a certain way can-
not and may not declare he
understands it otherwise.”
The Cardinal, speaking at
the Interfederal Assembly of
Pax Romana, said every ecu-
menical dialogue must begin
with both partners starting
from the supposition that each
has no other intention than “to
seek for the truth in fidelity
to the Word of God. If from
the very beginning this point
of view is not taken, such ecu-
menical conversation seems to
me a chimera.”
The time is past, he said,
when the peoples of Christiani-
ty can "mutually sulk about
old grievances against one an-
other." Cardinal Alfrink called
for a positive seeking after
unity rather than a negative
and sterile debate on the ques-
tion of blame for the divisions
of Christians.
"The widening of our horiz-
ons today has made Christian-
ity painfully conscious that our
divisions have become in the
literal sense of the word a
scandal for humanity, a
stumbling-block for the mis-
sion the Christian faith has to
fulfill in the world," he said.
HE STRESSED that despite
historical schisms, "we have
to acknowledge we are of the
same stem and that we have
a common basis in our belief
in the one Lord. The acknowl-
edgment of and the living up
to this fundamental unity must
be the basis of all ecumenical
activity.
He pointed out that ecumen-
ical contacts are bringing new
understandings to both Catho-
lics and other Christians.
"On the Catholic side,” he
said, “we have gained an ap-
preciation of the authentic
evangelical values which Re-
formed Christians have kept in
honor and which by an his-
torical evolution of Reforma-
tion and Counter-Reformation
have not received that atten-
tion with Catholics that they
deserve.
“In turn, Reformed Chris-
tianity has discovered that, in
the heat of the fight, the Ref-
ormation threw overboard
more than is justified accord-
ing to the Gospel.”
CITING EXAMPLES, the
Cardinal said Catholics are
gaining from contact with Prot-
estantism an increasing inter/
est in Holy Scripture, a stress
on the idea of the Eucharist
as the Christian banquet, and
"without wronging the theolo-
gical position of the Mother of
Our Lord in the work of salva-
tion, a tendency to moderate
slightly the exuberance with
which the veneration of Our
Lady has often been ex-
pressed.”
In turn, Protestants now are
paying more attention to the
Sacraments and are studying
such questions as the real pres-
ence of Christ in the Euchar-
ist, the position of Mary and
the function of Bishops in the
Church, he said.
"The goal,” he said, "is not
a
vague Christianity in which
everyone is content with what
he himself believes about
Christ. This would imply
Christian indifferentism . . .
which seems to be one of the
greatest dangers of present-
day ecumenical striving.”
Now It’s 'No’ for Sudan
Missioners; Rumors End
An Ad toes! * News Summary
It was all wrapped up. Even
Sudan president Ibraham
Aboud hinted to a Cairo audi-
ence that it was so.
A half-dozen Mediterranean
sources reported that the 300
Christian missionaries 272
Catholics and 28 Protestants
who were expelled from Su-
dan last May would be per-
mitted to return. At least, they
said, replacements could be
sent.
THAT WAS one week. Be-
fore long, the denials
came.
From the Sudan, the foreign
ministry hotly denounced re-
ports that It would permit en-
try of the missioners.
Sudan interior minister Mu-
hammad Ahmad Irwah
•cotched ''rumors’* that the'
missionaries or their re-
placements would be al-
lowed back.
AND THE clincher came
from Bicrut, Lebanon, where
that cation's foreign minister
Fuad Ammun announced that
there was no agreement be-
tween the Vatican and Sudan
concerning the priests.
Ammun, who conferred with
Pope Paul VI three days be-
fore In Romo, had left that
meeting with the prediction
that the missionaries would
soon return. He had been dis-
cussing the subject in Sudan.
Sudan’s Aboud, speaking in
Cairo, "proclaimed forgive-
ness for all that has taken
place in the past," and in-
dicated that the missionaries
would return.
ROME RADIO said details
of the pact would be released
soon. Bierut radio seconded
Ammun’s statement.
Vatican Radio ignored the
subject.
It was still Ignoring it when
the first denial bounced back
from Sudan. It left an open
field for other speculators.
Bierut Radio first predicted
that 100 new missionaries
would be permitted to enter
the country of Sudan.
BUT AMMUN, who later
broadcast a press conference
over Bierut radio, denied re-
ports of a settlement.
"These reports implied that
the Sudanese government was
wrong in its measures and
that mediation was aimed at
removing the effect of the mis-
take. Some reports referred to
a statement that the Sudan
and the Vatican have, as a re-
sult of Lebanon’s mediation,
reached an agreement under
which Catholic missionaries
who had been expelled would
return to that country.”
Lebanon's role was that of a
mediator, “not an umpire,” he
said, “and sought only to com-
municate to .either side the
views of the utipr and to sug-
gest a solution acceptable to
both sides.
“I was unable to say that
the Sudanese government had
agreed to the return of the
missionaries since that gov-
ernment did not so agree. . .”
Holy Father’s Week
Asks for Return of Honesty
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
(NC) Pope Paul VI called
for restoration to full value of
tha principles of honesty, fra-
ternity and concord in social
and individual life as a de-
fense against "threats of dis-
order and subversion.”
Appearing at noon to recite
the Angelus and blesa thou-
sands, the Pope spoke of the
persisting "reasons for appre-
hension and sorrow for so
many bereavements and mis-
fortunes" which still torment
the world. He pointed to some
weakness and decadence re-
garding good principles which
must sustain Individuals as
well as family, social and in-
ternational life.”
Ho exhorted his audience to
pray that God “may render
goodness strong goodness
which Is not weakness but en-
dowed with profound energy.”
Before offering the prayer he
greeted by radio various
groups assembled in Vatican
City's St. Peter’s Square.
•
Sparks Sick Priests
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC) -
Pope Paul has sent a message
of encouragement to sick Ital-
ian priests making a pilgrim-
age to Our Lady’s shrine in
Lourdes, France.
The Pope said over Vatican
Radio that "The Masa of their
daily suffering obtains for their
brother priests engaged in the
ministry the most ardent
graces for sanctification and an
efficacious apostdate."
•
Lauds Catholic Action
FATIMA, Portugal (RNS)
Pope Paul, in a message ex-
tolling the virtues of the Cath-
olic Action movement around
the world, said its growth dem-
onstrated the increased col-
laboration of the laity with
Bishops.
"We dealra that Cathollo Ac-
tion exist and remain aub-
■tantially the name aa our
venerated predecessors have
outlined in the last decade,”
the Pontiff said. "Catholic Ac-
tion belonga by now to the con-
stitutional design of tha
Church."
The Pope's message was
sent by Amleto Cardinal Cicog-
nani, Vatican Secretary of
State, to a conference of ec-
clesiastical directors of Por-
tuguese Catholic Action here.
•
Pope, Not Pillars
CASTELGANDOLFO (NC)—
In his first general audience
at his summer home here,
Pope Paul said he appreciated
the visitors all the more be-
cause they had come to see
him and not simply the gran-
deur of St. Peter's Basilica.
More than 8,000 persons
crowded the audience hall. An-
other 2,000 outside listened
over a loudspeaker system as
the Pope continued his Wed-
nesday public audience prac-
tice.
"It la your devotion, your
affection, that lead you here,
not the attraction of spectacu-
lar ceremony.”
The Pope said it Is faith that
attracts believers to see him,
while what brings nonbeliev-
ers is "perhaps your search to
understand who the Pope Is.”
•
Trip to Orvieto
VATICAN CITY - The Pope
will leave Casteigandolfo on
Aug. 11 for Orvieto where he
will participate in the centen-
ary of the institution of the
feast of Corpus Christi.
The Pontiff will arrive at
about 5 p.m., celebrate Mass
in the cathedral and deliver
a
sermon, and return to his sum-
mer home at about 9 p.m.
The cathedral houses a relic
of a blood stained Mass cor-
poral (a piece of linen on
which the Host Is placed)
which ia said to have led Pope
Urban IV to declare Corpus
Christi as a universal feast
In 13M.
'DOORS OF DEATH' - The new doors of St. Peter's Basilica
by the noted Italian sculptor Giacomo Manzu have death
their theme. Enlargements at left and right show the
two lower panels, which depict Pope John, the deaths
of various Pontiffs and the Virgin Mary, and death in
space, on earth and by violence.
Vatican Asks Aid
For Young Couples
MUNICH, Germany (NC)
Young people today should be
given help to build families
against modern pressures the
Holy See has told the Inter-
national Union of Family Or-
ganizations.
The Vatican messaga linked
help to young couples with
"the worldwide struggle for
freedom of the individual.”
Julius Cardinal Doepfner,
Archbishop of Munich and
Freising, who was a conven-
tion speaker, asserted that the
greatest force opposing family
life today was selfish individ-
ualism.
The keynote speaker, Ger-
many’s family affairs minister.
Dr. Bruno Heck, said that
"never were the healing pow-
ers of the family more neces-
sary than now," referring to
the degree in which human
personality is overwhelmed by
modern industrial society.
Delegates to the union's 15th
world meeting included the
family life'ministers of Spain,
Austria and Luxembourg. The
U.S. sent 30 delegates.
People in the News
Auxiliary Bishop James W.
Gleeson of Adelaide, Australia,
has been named titular Arch-
bishop of Aurusuliana and
Coadjutor to Archbishop Mat-
thew Beovich of Adelaide.
Very Rev. Gilbert J. Gra-
hrm, 0.P., has been elected
superior of the Dominican prov-
ince of St. Albert the Great,
encompassing 18 midwest
states and two mission terri-
tories.
Bishop George T. Boileau,
S J
-»
has been consecrated
Coadjutor Bishop of Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Juan Cardinal Landazurl
Ricketts, 0.F.M., of Lima,
has received Spain’s Grand
Cross of Carlos 111.
Ludwig Erhard, German
Chancellor, will speak at this
year's Katholikentag, the Ger-
man National Catholic conven-
tion.
William Clancy, 40, former
Commonweal associate editor
and religion editor for Newa-
week, will be ordained a priest
Aug. 6 in Pittsburgh.
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teacher and Extension pub-
licist in Oklahoma City, Olda.,
Miss Scahible, a parish work-
er in BatcsviUe and Newport,
Ark., and Miss Quinn a teach-
er in Puerto Rico. Miss Hark-
ins has not yet received her
new assignment.
OTHER Extension Volun-
teers and their assignments
are: Kathleen Carablin of
Ridgewood, parish worker,
Anadarko, Okla.; Anne Devlin
of South Orange, parish work-
er, Alma, Kan.; Robert Eng-
ler of Tcnafly, campus work-
er, University of Colorado;
Maureen Hickey of Englewood
Cliffs, elementary teacher,
Waco, Tex;
Also, Patricia Kenyon of
West Orange, parish worker,
Sheridan, Wyo.; Helen Kraus
of Elizabeth, high school
teacher, El Reno, Okla.; Jac-
queline Laderman of Fair
Lawn, orphanage worker,
Bethany, Okla.; Barbara Nap-
pa of Belleville, elementary
teacher, Chicago, 111.;
Mary Jo Powers of New
Providence, elementary teach-
er, Yukon, Okla.; Mary Joan
Scully of Maplewood, elemen-
tary teacher, Carthage, Mo.,
and Marian Wolf of Glen
Ridge, parish worker Gilette,
Wyo.
THE TWO Mary Missioncrs
to North Carolina will be
Marie Droblnske of Oakland
and Brenda Falcone of Du-
mont. Both will teach and also
do parish work, such as cen-
sus taking. Lynn Lcisentritt of
Elizabeth will be a teacher in
the Boston College program,
and Walt Cmielewski of Har-
rison will teach in the Ind’ i
missions at Stephan, S.D.
Diane Dormant of Montclair
will serve as an elementary
teacher for the Newark De-
Porres at Queen of Angela
parish.
practice: women, workers, Ne-
groes.
“The suffragettes won equal-
ity for women, the unions won
it for the worker, and this
'second revolution’ is winning
liberty for Negroes.”
THE CIVIL RIGHTS bill will
do a great deal towards clos-
ing this gap, he said, and al-
ready its effect has been felt
more in the South than in
the North.
"In the North, we have
closed our eyes to prejudice.
We have an 'invisible Negro’
whom we hide in the ghetto,
where he is ready to ignite the
tinderbox with his pent-up an-
ger and frustration.
"And he comes out of the
ghetto suffering from two
handicaps of prejudice the
historical master-slave atti-
tudes and his own 'super-visi-
bility': a black skin.”
The black skin has to stay,
he said, but the prejudice
against this man’s supposed
"inferiority" can and must go.
“The white man suffers from
this prejudice equally if not
more so than the Negro.”
Farmer quickly laid the
blame on all of society: "Who
is the innocent bystander?" he
asked. “No bystander is in-
nocent, but is guilty by his
lack of concern and Involve-
ment.”
LATER Farmer repeated his
plan for a temporary solution
to the Harlem racial crisis:
a police review board to re-
store confidence that the po-
lice will protect Negroes; use
of more Negro policemen in
Harlem, and quick grand jury
action in dealing with the
shooting of 15-year-old James
Powell by a police lieutenant
which touched off the rioting.
He also admitted CORE’S
abandonment of Harlem’s
lower class and unemployed
and promised correction of
this. This accusation has
caused some to question CORE
leadership in Harlem.
“We have given them up to
embrace the middle class
a mistake which we will have
to rectify. Right now, there
are CORE organizers on the
streets of Harlem saying to
boys’ gangs: ‘C’mon man, we
got to go to a meeting and
talk about some things.”
CORE’S ROLE, said Far-
mer, is that of a bridge be-
tween the white and Negro
communities.
“We are standing in the mid-
dle with one finger in each
camp. We can’t let go,
although we are being at-
tacked from both sides.
“We have to establish roots
in both communities. We need
Negro support, of course; we
also need white support."
At the end of a long question
session, Farmer dealt with
charges that Communists had
infiltrated the civil rights
cause.
“The Communist incidence
is small amazingly so. But
after all, it’s tough enough be-
ing blacky without being black
and red at the same time.”
Religion and Race
Police Review Board Asked
NEW YORK - The Catholic
Interracial Council and the
city’s Committee of Religious
Leaders have called on M-ayor
Robert Wagner to establish a
civilian review board to inves-
tigate charges of police bru-
tality.
Catholic, Protestant and
Jewish leaders offered their
help to the government
during the rioting in Harlem
and Brooklyn and urged their
congregations to pray for an
end to the racial crisis.
Francis Cardinal Spellman
sent a telegram of encourage-
ment to Mayor Wagner and
asked for prayers in churches
Sunday and for the “practice
of understanding, justice and
love on the part of all men of
good will. . .”
It was at an emergency ses-
sion of the city’s Committee of
Religious Leaders at the peak
of the rioting that the offer of
aid to the city was made along
with the request for establish-
ment of a police review board.
Participants in the session in-
cluded Msgr. Gregory L.
Mooney of the New York Arch-
diocese and Rev. Kenneth M.J.
Morgan of the Brooklyn Dio-
cese.
The Catholic Interracial
Council, in a release signed by
executive director Arthur D.
Wright, called the establish-
ment of a police review board
a "necessary first step to re-
store confidence of the Negro
community in the police de-
partment.”
Wright’s statement also
noted “another consideration”
considered as important as po-
lice brutality: “failure on the
part of the police to enforce
the law in Harlem, Bedford-
Stuyvesant and South
Jamaica” all Negro com-
munities and hot-spots in the
violence which followed the
shooting of a 15-year old Negro
boy by a police lieutenant.
Asks Commitment
OLEAN, N. Y. A Fran-
ciscan priest originally from
St. Leo’s, East Paterson, has
called upon priests and Sisters
to be “totally committed in
the cause of civil rights,” and
to "follow the lead of their
Bishops by grass-roots work
in race relations.”
Rev. Roy Gasnick, 0.F.M.,
national moderator of Action
for Interracial Understanding
(a Franciscan Third Order
movement) made his plea dur-
ing a three-day symposium on
"The Christian Commitment in
Race Relations” at St. Bona-
venture University where he
teaches.
“The silent voices and empty
hands of neutral priests and
Sisters are the best rational-
ization for the uncommitted
and the best weapon for those
against commitment,” Father
Gasnick, said.
“A Catholic all too often
could go through his whole
life,” he noted, “without ever
hearing a sermon onthe moral-
ity of racial discrimination
preached in his parish.”
Father Gasnick pointed out
that leadership of priests and
Sisters is needed in preaching
sermons, organizing parish
discussion and action groups,
cooperating with civic and
secular organizations such as
the NAACP, cooperating in in-
terreligious efforts and all-out
instruction in the classroom.
•
Praises Voter Drive
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (NCI
—■ A priest whose parish hall
was burned down six weeks
ago following its use by a Ne-
gro group called the college
students' voter registration
drive in the state a necessary
job.
Rev. John Kersten, S.V.D.,
said that Mississippi Negroes
need outside encouragement
before they can stand on their
own. In the long run, he said,
they will have to work out
their own problems, but
added:
“I cannot say when that will
be. I think the volunteers
agree that they must work to
make themselves super-
fluous."
•
Asks Foster Homes
PITTSBURGH (NC)-Bishop
John J. Wright has appealed
to white families to adopt or
provide foster homes for Ne-
gro and other non-white in-
fants.
He said that the need for
foster homes or adopting par-
ents for these children “is
acute to the point of despera-
tion.”
Bishop Wright said the open-
ing of homes of white persons
to colored children “would be
a wonderful way to demon-
strate practical recognition of
the unity of the human family
and loving acceptance of the
truth that ‘all God's children
have wings.’
“I would hope that people
more attached to little humans
than to superficial human pat-
terns would be prepared even
to adopt a child of a color dif-
ferent from most ...”
•
Hacks Housing Law
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (NC)
Bishop Alden J. Bell of
Sacramento has urged Cath-
olics to actively oppose a pro-
posed constitutional amend-
ment to nullify the state’s new
fair housing law and ban such
laws in the future.
He said the change would
crush the human rights of
minorities.
“Fair housing and em-
ployment practices without
discrimination are the rightful
privilege of every man,” he
said, "denial of these rights for
reason of race alone is un-
Christian and immoral.”
Two Priests Help Break Up
Anti-Negro Demonstrations
NEW YORK (NC) A priest helped police turn back
50 youths preparing to charge Congress of Racial Equality
pickets outside police headquarters here.
Rev. Robert PerreUa of Most Precious Blood
Church also moved repeatedly through a crowd of 300
neighborhood residents who gathered to jeer the CORE
demonstration.
At one point, when 50 youths slipped past police bar-
riers and moved as if to charge the pickets, the priest
and a group of policemen stepped in front of them.
"Go home," said the priest. "If God is not color blind,
neither should we be. Go home.”
The youths retreated, although the crowd of specta-
tors did not.
Father Perrella said he felt the resentment of neigh-
borhood people against the CORE demonstrations stem-
med from losses in businesses caused by the demonstra-
tions.
In Boston, a priest helped break up a demonstration
by whites outside a racially integrated East Boston hous-
ing project.
Rev. Mimie Pitaro came from Holy Redeemer Church
and appealed to a crowd of about 300 to go home after
they had paraded and chanted for several hours against
four Negro families. The crowd dispersed.
Negro Nun Speaks
'A Black Woman in Shadow of Cross'
CINCINNATI (NC) Ang-
uish, heartache and frustration
are the feelings of a Negro
woman “as she struggles
against the forces of hatred in
a spirit of faith, hope and
love,” a Negro nun, Sister
Maria Mercedes, vocation di-
rector of the Franciscan Hand-
maids of Mary, said as she
spoke on “The Effects of Sla-
very” at Mt. St. Joseph’s Col-
lege.
Some 600 persons, most of
them Sisters attending sum-
mer sessions at the college,
took part.
SISTER MARIA, bom and
raised in Harlem, said that
“every black woman must
walk in the shadow of the
cross simply because she
is black.”
After Emancipation, she
said, the Negro woman con-
tinued to walk in an atmos-
phere “infected with slavery’s
malignant consequences.”
“She was a woman whose
total sacredness as a human
person had been utterly des-
troyed," she said.
The nun suggested that the
institution of slavery was “no
longer solely responsible.”
“Was not the society itself
culpable for not working at
changing its attitudes toward
the newly-freed slave?” she
asked.
“Because society did not
meet this responsibility, today
100 years after the Emani-
cipation Proclamation I, as
child, woman, and religious,
still carry the burden of the
lingering effects of slavery ”,
SISTER MARIA recalled an
occasion when, at the age of
17, she was working in a fivc-
and-ten-ccnt store after school
hours.
A white customer, annoyed
because the young clerk could
not produce a desired item,
publicly berated her as a “nig-
ger” and “relegated me into
the category of illegitimacy."
“But nothing is quite so
painful,” she went on, “as a
cut from the subtle knife often
wielded by those who arc
clothed in the garb symboliz-
ing charity.”
She told how she had gone
from motherhouse to mother-
house, “seeking admission into
the postulancy of the differ-
ent white religious orders”
and being turned away with
such comments as “if only you
were a registered nurse . . .
if only you had a college edu-
cation.”
AS A MEMBER of an all-
Negro community, she con-
tinued, she has been “aware
of the artificial show of friend-
ship by communities who wel-
come ‘the little colored nuns’
to parties arranged just for
them.”
"No," said Sister Maria
Mercedes, “not even her reli-
gious garb has protected the
Negro woman from the bigotry
of the world. How pathetic
that Christ’s great command-
ment to love one another oft-
en has only been .■'given lip
service even in the court of
His chosen ones.”
In Passaic Area
Negroes Set to Return Visits
CLIFTON The Passaic-
Clifton Committee on Fair
Housing and Human Rights
will hold the second phase of
its home visitation program
Aug. 9, with Negro couples
who were hosts last May re-
turning the visits of members
of the white community.
In May, about 15 white cou-
ples visited six Negro homes
in the area. Now the Negro
couples will return the visits
with about 20 to 25 white cou-
ples expected to take part. A
larger program is being plan-
ned for September.
Thehome visitation program
grew out of the work of the
interfaith and interracial com-
mittee on fair housing and hu-
man rights. It is endorsed by
the Paterson Diocese, the Pas-
saic-Clifton Board of Rabbis
and the Passaic-Clifton Coun-
cil of Churches.
Mrs. John Paterson, interra-
cial relations chairman social
of the Passaic-Clifton District
is Catholic representative on
the organizing . committee.
Couples interested in the pro-
gram are asked to contact her
at 473-1173 or through the
committee at PO Box 665, Clif-
ton.
Trip Planned
To Canonization
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Very
Rev. Anthony J. Coolen, W.F.,
provincial superior of the
White Fathers, will serve as
spiritual director of a pilgrim-
age to Rome for the canoniza-
tion of the 22 African martyrs,
Oct. 18.
The trip will leave New
York Oct. 12 and will return
Oct. 29. Pilgrims will be of-
fered a choice between a tour
of European cities or a trip
to Uganda, home of the mar-
tyrs, after the ceremonies at
Rome.
Inquiries can be made at
the Uganda Martyrs Center,
1624 St., N.W., here.
Father DuBay
Transferred
LOS ANGELES (NC) -
Rev. William H. Dußay, 29,
who criticized James Cardinal
Mclntyre in June for failing
to provide civil rights leader-
ship to Catholics in the Los
Angeles Archdiocese, has
been transferred to a parish
in suburban Anaheim, Calif.
Msgr. Benjamin G. Hawkes,
chancellor of the archdiocese,
said that Father Dußay has
been moved from predomi-
nantly Negro St. Albert the
Great Parish, Compton, to the
predominantly white pariah of
St. Boniface in Anaheim.
Cuba Admitting
Foreign Priests
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Through the efforts of the
apostolic nunciaturs In Cuba,
some priests have been ad-
mitted to that country.
The Cuban government,
aources said, is examining
requests “case by case” as
they are made “with some un-
derstanding.”
Close to 600 priests have
been expelled from Cuba since
Premier Fidel Csstro took
over In 1959.
Says Bill Favors
'Industrial' Farms
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
national Catholic rural life
spokesman has sharply criti-
cized Interior Department pol-
icies which, he said, favor
“huge industrialized” farm op-
erations over family farms.
Rev. James L. Vizzard, S.J.,
director of the Washington of-
fice of the National Catholic
Rural Life Conference, at-
tacked a proposed contract be-
tween the government and the
Westlands Water District in
California. He spoke before a
Senate irrigation and reclama-
tion subcommittee.
UNDER LAW, water from a
federally financed project can
be obtained by an individual
owner for no more than 160
acres—32o acres in the case of
a husband and wife. Owners of
excess land, however, can ob-
tain water for all their land
for 10 years if they sign a con-
tract agreeing to dispose of the
excess land under conditions
acceptable to the Secretary of
the Interior.
But some large landowners
in the Westlands Water Dis-
trict have said they will not
dispose of their excess land.
Opponents of the contract at-
tack the pact on the grounds
that auch non-complying land
owners would nevertheless
benefit because water would
seep Into the underground wa-
ter table and become available
to them.
Father Vizzard argued that
the proposed contract would
benefit non-complying “huge
industrialized operations"
which he said are "the very
antithesis of the family farm."
Since passage of the Nation-
al Reclamation Act in 1902, he
said, the "whole purpose” of
federal Irrigation and reclama-
tion activities has been “to
promote family farming In this
country and to prevent land
and water monopoly.”
Resettle 80,000
Cuban Refugees
MIAMI More than 80,000
Cuban refugees have been re-
settled outside the Miami area
in the U.S., according to a
report of the Cuban Refugee
Center.
The report pinpointed the
figure at 80,136 as of mid-July,
and noted that Catholic Relief
Services NCWC has ac-
counted for 46,908 resettle-
ments.
Since the U.S. Department
of Health Education and Wel-
fare opened the center In Feb-
ruary, 1961, more than 170,000
refugees have registered with
it. Since the beginning of the
year, resettlements have been
made at 2-1/2 times the rate
of new registrations.
CORE Head Tells AID...
(Continued from Page 1)
22 Lay People ...
(Continued from Page 1)
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SHOP-AT-HOME SALE!
3-PC. CUSTOM SLIPCOVERS
including arm sleeves , overlooked seams!
Imagine! You get fitted arm sleeve* and over-
looked double stitched seams, deluxe extras never
before included in a price as low as this! And die
exciting fabrics are SCOTCHGARD* treated to
make them resistant to stains and soil.
for sofa and 2 chairs
(up to 5 seat cushions)
99.95
reg. 171.30
SHOP AT HOME. Our trained consultant will cometo you with fabrio sample*.
Call MI 2-8000, Ext. 581 or 582.
Easy credit terms are available.
Custom Slipcovers, Fourth Floor. Newark Only.
TOASTMASTER
2-SPEED ELECTRICALLY
20" FAN FOR WINDOW
S\
25.88
• 3-position control—high, low, off
• weather-protected motor
* removable grille for easy
cleaning
* polished aluminum blades
* 2 speeds; handle for carrying
• electrically reversible
20" Toast matter Electrically
Reversible 2-Speed Fan
with Thermottat 34.8S
free replacement if anyof
above proves defective within
1 year from purchase
No down payment, no eerrka
charge onour 90-day credit plan.
PHONE and mail order* filled. Call MA 4-8400 or your local toll-reducad
Fans, Sixth Floor. Alio at EAST ORANGE and SUMMIT
Beginning August 7th, Chaie-Newark will be open till9 P.M. Friday*
SHOP NEWARK MONDAY AND
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS TILL 9
Eait Orange, Tuesday and Thursday till 9
...Summit, Thursday till 9
Medicine and the State
Some fundamental responsibilities of
the Church and the state are beyond con-
troversy or should be in a world of
reasonable men. One of these is the re-
sponsibility of the state to the health of
its citizenry. Inextricably tied up with this
responsibility is that of providing doctors
in sufficient numbers to care for the
health of the citizens. New Jersey, now
celebrating its 300th anniversary, has lit-
tle to celebrate in what it has done for
medical education.
PRIVATE HIGHER education has re-
sponsibilities to the community. Its pri-
mary responsibility to the community is
to provide annually manpower to the edu-
cational, professional, and business com-
munities of the state and to provide the
state with educated and responsible citi-
zens. Private education in the nation has
also provided a large measure of medical
education and it has a distinguished rec-
ord in that regard. A significant percent-
age of these colleges and universities have
been Church-affiliated.
In 1956 Seton Hall University, a
Church-affiliated institution of higher ed-
ucation, established a College of Medicine
and Dentistry. Seton Hall had every hope
of its
permanency under university au-
spices. However, mounting costs in medi-
cal education have brought about an un-
anticipated financial burden which the
college can no longer carry.
Seton Hall is not the first private col-
lege to confront this situation. It would
not be the first private college to be taken
over by a state. In fact it has been de-
clared by prominent college administra-
tors that no private college in the coun-
try can support a medical college today in
view of the cost.
IT IS ENCOURAGING to note that
in this matter the press has exercised
noteworthy responsibility and distinguish-
ed leadership. The leading newspapers
in the state have supported the proposal
that the state take over the Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Dentistry.
The Governor too must be commend-
ed on the statesmanship he has shown
in appointing a commission of distinguish-
ed and devoted citizens to study the is-
sue.
Their report proposes that the state
take over. It now rests with the legisla-
ture. It is our hope that they will decide
to continue under state auspices the well-
established and recognized Medical and
Dental College begun by Seton Hall.
Conscience on Violence
Swift as the violence that burst upon
Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant, decisions
came to uphold law and order. This must
be. Incitement to riot, vandalism and ter-
ror are not tolerable means of demonstra-
ting injustice. For all the death, injur-
ies, destruction and anger last week,
things are no better this week in Manhat-
tan or Brooklyn.
THE CIVIL RIGHTS Bill has been
enacted in the centenary year of the
Emancipation Proclamation. Federal, state
and local government must enact and en-
force laws to define, and defend the God-
given rights of evep' citizen. This is the
responsibility of legislator, judge and exe-
cutive in government.
Justice is a moral obligation. Unless
justice for every man is accepted as a mat-
ter of conscience by every man, it will
not be secure to any man.
A correct conscience on the question
Is clear. From Rerum Novarum to Quad-
ragesimo Anno through Mystici Corporis,
Mater et Magistra and Pacem in Terris to
The Pastoral of the American Bishops, the
Church’s traditional teaching on social
justice is stated and applied to our times.
The Catholic’s committment on human
dignity, wages and working conditions,
property and ownership, family life and
housing, education and opportunity all
are clearly put down in terms of equal
rights and social justice for all.
LET’S NOT BE confused in con-
science by the chaos across the river.
Charges and counter-charges come from
every side. Mass migration does not bring
with it assimilation of local living stan-
dards. Teeming tenements breed more so-
cial ills than physical disease. There's no
denying the abuse and gouging of absen-
tee landlords. Rats can be killed, but the
bite of isolation and discrimination is not
easily healed. Parental indifference or
neglect can only result in religiously un-
anchored and unruly youth. An unlimited
supply of unemployed and unskilled work-
ers can only result in idleness. Idleness
leads to lawlessness.
Civil rights demonstrators, hoodlums
and subversive opportunists have been in-
termingling without distinction. Civilian
review boards are not established to deal
with consistently proper use of police au-
thority. Summer heat and cruising mobile
TV units do not lessen tension. Frustra-
tion afflicts not only the police, but the
very population itself.
Let the cause of conscience conquer
rancor and confusion. Please God, the
leaders of every group at issue will see
that the key issue is a moral one. It is
rooted in the conscience of man more than
law. In the success of this single cause will
be found the success of every other cause.
'Bestial Nudity of the Savage'
The strong and vigorous title of this
editorial is not ours. It is a quotation from
a very recent edition of the Vatican news-
paper Osservatore Romano, which de-
nounced the topless swimsuit for women
as a return to the “bestial nudity of the
savage." The director of the paper, Rai-
mondo Manzini, wrote the article himself,
describing the “topless" as a sign of “the
failure of a culture.”
THIS FORTHRIGHT denunciation of
this latest degeneracy of decency and mor-
ality is well merited and will, we are sure,
be welcomed by all decent citizens. It is
unfortunate that we have to dedicate val-
uable news space to degrading accounts
of the erotic industrial adventure of the
so-called “monopiece” which has caused
such a furor by linking the greedy avidity
for money of some manufacturers with
sub-feminine shamelessness.
But, to remain silent in the face of so
serious and flagrant flaunting of basic
morality, and respect for the dignity and
sacred character of the human body,
would be a dereliction of duty.
The human body, both male and
female, was created by God. It is there-
fore sacred in its origin, its purpose in
this world, and sacred in its ultimate des-
tiny. It is a “chalice" that literally con-
tains the blood of life it is also the
temple of God the Holy Ghost, the dis-
penser of grace. Therefore, all creatures
of God mqst care for their bodies with
the same dignity, decency and devotion
as would be accorded to any other sacred
physical object. The human body must
be used for the purpose of its Creator.
THIS IS especially true of those fea-
tures and functions of the human body
commonly known as “sex," because of
it’s awesome relationship and power to
life itself. This is the private world of
God and those whom He has invited and
blessed as His co-creators. It, sex, is for
no one else and no other purpose. It is
not a toy, a plaything, a lure, to be placed
on public exhibition.
We are not prudish about sex, we are
proud of it, so proud of it we will not
stand by, idly and silently, while it is de-
secrated. Purity is not prudery it is
dignity and nobility.
The Shepherd of Unity
Jostles the Pharisees
By FRANK J. SHEED
When Our Lord said "Be-
fore Abraham was made, I
am,” the Jews reached for
stones. Why?
He claimed to have existed
before Abraham, the first Jew.
A man might be stoned for
blasphemy, but was that blas-
phemy? Or were they wrought
up by the words “I am?" That
was the name by which God
told Moses He Himself was to
be called, when Moses bore
His message to His people
“I am has told me." So they
took up their stones, but He
mingled with the crowd and
went out of the temple.
ST. JOHN ends his account
of the Feast of Tabernacles
with Our Lord's teaching about
■ Himself as the Good Shepherd.
He had been talking of the
.Pharisees as "blind guides,"
and went on to develop the
ideas of blind guidance gnd
right guidance.
\Ve have heard llim describe
His kingdom as a walled city
with a gate; now He describes
it as a shecpfold with a door.
The idea of God as the shep-
herd of Israel appears con-
stanUy in the Old Testament,
but it was never worked out
so fully as here. Our Lord was
the door of the sheepfold.
Many the false Messias, for
instance tried to get into the
fold through other means.
Such mencould lead the sheep
only to destruction. \
He was not only the door,
but the shepherd. Reading
quickly, we might wonder how
the door of the shecpfold could
be the shepherd. He had called
Peter the foundation and the
key bearer both lmpossiblo
in a building, but quite possi-
ble in a society of men, and
that was what Our Lord was
talking about.
“I AM the Good Shepherd";
the contrast is with men simp-
ly doing the job for pay, hire-
lings. They were entitled to be
there, but were not to be
trusted. The prophet Ezechlel
had said it long agoi “Woe to
the shepherds of Israel, who
feed themselves instesd of
feeding the sheep."
We find the Good Shepherd
appointing Peter shepherd aft-
er Him. And Peter’s first
epistle warns the sub shep-
herds of his own flock that
they must not be hireling; they
must "feed the flock of God
...not for filthy lucre's sake
but freely."
So far any Pharisee would
have found only more
grandiose claims which the
Carpenter was so fond of mak-
ing. But suddenly He stabbed
deeper than irritation, bring-
ing the Gentiles in where no
Jew could think they belonged:
"Other sheep 1 have, that are
not of this fold; them also I
must bring, and they shall
hear my voice, and there shall
be one flock and one shep-
herd." So the pagans were
God's sheep too, and they
would josUe Israel in one
flock, be led to the same pas-
ture, to feed on the same
food.
"HURRY UP!!"
Solution to the Problem’
Of the Catholic Press
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., NCW'C
A quarter century ago the
distinguished French philoso-
pher Jacques Maritain pub-
lished a brief but incisive es-
say on “The Problem of the
Catholic Press” as an appen-
dix to his book, "True Human-
ism.” The book itself dealt
with a series of quesUons be-
longing to that section of phil-
osophy which AristoUe and St.
Thomas called Practical.
The "problem” of the Cath-
olic press had nothing to do
with a rise in prinUng costs
or a decline in circulation fig-
ures, but it was a very "prac-
tical" problem none the less.
Maritain first drew a dis-
tinction between "two essen-
tially different types of periodi-
cal, the one specifically Cath-
olic and religious, and as a
result Catholic by definition;
the other specifically political
or 'cultural,' which we must
indubitably wish to be Cath-
olic, but Catholic in inspiration
only, not by denomination.”
Both are necessary. But to
ignore or even blur the dis-
tinction between them, !,e in-
sisted, inevitably leads t; con-
fusion.
SPECIFICALLY Catholic-pub-
lications, owned and operated
by a diocese or a religious
order, have certain advan-
tages, but are also faced with
a serious dilemma. If they be-
come Involved in temporal is-
sues, they run the risk of imp-
licating op even compromis-
ing the Church itself.
On the other hand, if they
refrain from taking a position
on such issues and strive to
remain on purely spiritual
ground, they run the risk of
becoming completely irrele-
vant.
The editors of many such
periodicals in the U. S. are
acutely aware of this problem.
Some have managed to get
around it more adroitly than
others, but few would claim
to have solved it completely.
I rather doubt that one prob-
lem will ever be "solved." A
religious publication involves
the official Church to such a
degree that it/i freedom to get
involved in temporal Issues is
and probably should be some-
what more limited than that
of Its sister publications which
belong to the temporal order
and are "Catholic in inspir-
ation only, not by denomin-
ation."
THE LATTER type. Mari-
tain said, "do not engage the
Church even If, as Is to be
desired, they draw their In-
spiration in the most coura-
geous and Intrepid manner
from Christian wisdom. . .
We do not have enough pub-
lications of this kind in the
U. S. In the magazine field,
we have the Commonweal and
a few monthlies of more re-
cent vintage. But we have no
representative newspaper as
such wtilch falls into this pate-
gory, Fortunately we are going
to..have one very soon.
A NEW Catholic weekly
newspaper called the National
Catholic Reporter published
and staffed by laymen will be-
gin publication in Kanaka City,
Mo., this fall. Operating under
a lay board, it will be pub-
lished without ecclesiastical af-
filiation.
The directors of this new
publication point out that the
paper's independent status will
give it greater freedom to re-
port and discuss the situation
of the Church in the modern
world without committing the
teaching authority of the
Church or the diocesan Ordin-
ary to the paper's editorial
stance.
The prospectus reports that
"the project moved from
dream to reality largely
through the approval and co-
operation of Bishop Charles H.
Helmsing of Kansas City-St.
Joseph. Besides endorsing the
proposal, he has granted the
national paper the use of the
diocesan paper’s official facil-
ities and staff resources. This
act signifies a commitment to
lay initiative going far beyond
that level of verbal exhorta-
tion or token endorsement.”
The Press Box
A Nun’s Habit
In MY Closet
By ANNE BUCKLEY
Feature Editor
Far be it from me to tell
nuns how they ought to dress.
For something like 16 years
tliey told me how to do things,
an arrangement which is still
bringing its rewards. But when
a nun asks you to do some-
thing, that is another matter.
And that is how I came to rusit
in where I'd felt all of lesser
stature than Cardinal Sucnens
ought to fear to tread.
"Our superior really wants
to simplify and modernize our
habit," said my Sister-friend
from another state. She made
it clear that the contemplated
changes would go far beyond
such modifications as adopting
lighter-weight material, short-
ening the veil, cutting away
starched headgear.
“But it's not a simple thing
to do," she said. "For ex-
ample, if we abandon the veil
there's the matter of a hairdo.
I for one am not particularly
anxious to get back into that
business of curlers."
"Of course we would con-
sider wigs," she went on.
IT WAS THEN I realized
she was dead serious about
this thing. She is of the school
that believes simplification of
nuns’ habits has a goal beyond
comfort and ease of move-
ment, that it aims at the very
image of the nun in the mod-
em world. That school notes
that many outside the Church
look upon nuns' habits as an
outlandish remnant of the
Middle Ages, and that others
derive from the habit their sac-
charine notion of "the little
nun" as someone quaint, fey,
and well-nigh brainless about
the practicalities of life.
Still, finding a modern style
that would bo becoming to
women of ail sizes and shapes
is a tall order, 1 remarked.
And It would have to be be-
coming or the purpose would
be defeated. It would have to
be a durable style too, so that
it wouldn't be archaic all over
again by 1970.
SISTER’S EYES brightened.
"Would you think about it, and
give us your ideas?"
I thought about it with haunt-
ing regularity. Finally, in des-
peration, l opened my closet
door. You don’t believe this,
but there I found The Habit.
It was a navy blue tunic in
light-weight serge, quietly chic
now and classic enough to have
been so 20 years ago and to
continue so indefinitely. It is
my most comfortable dress.
It has a round neckline,
stitched with white to suggest
a middy, dropped slightly from
the choker line. (Comfort here,
and flattery for any shape
face.) The bodice blouses, the
waist is elasticizcd for easy
fit and belted with a knotted
sash, and the skirt provides a
little shirred fullness across the
hips before continuing the way
of all sheaths.
CLEARLY A BASIC style
that could be worn by any size,
and in a length less extreme
than the current fashion with-
out looking dowdy. Why not
12 inches from the floor, Sis-
ter? With sensibly feminine
medium heeled calf pumps.
I suggested that our dress be
made up in gray, rather than
lint-catching navy blue or
black, in a washable synthetic
wool with a drip-dry version
for summer. A crucifix would
be worn around the neck on
a long chain, and the rosary
would be handy in a black calf
handbag instead of dangling
from the waist to catch at
furniture and passing pedes-
trians.
The coat would be a belted
chesterfield with a zip-out lin-
ing to bridge the seasons and
end my worries about Sisters
braving the wintry blasts in
crocheted shawls.
WHICH LEFT the matter of
chapeau and coiffure. Feeling
blushingly conservative, I con-
fessed I like my nuns in veils
and suggested something like
a back-knotted bandana —but
short, just short of shoulder
length, and off the face.
It’s aggiomamento, alright,
I said to myself. And whatever
happens to the idea, 1 wrote
to my Sister-friend, aggiorna-
mento lives, because I am a
lay person who has been in-
vited to do something construc-
tive and it surely beats sitting
around talking about how
things ought to be.
The Question Box
'Forbidden Fruit'
Notion Dangerous
Readers desiring In have questions answered in this column
may address them to: The Question Box, The Advocate, 31
Clinton St., Newark, New Jersey 07102.
Adolescents should be en-
couraged to look upon their
sexuality with pride rather
than with shame and fear. An
exclusively sin-centered, nega-
tive, prohibitive approach to
the question may only implant
a suspicion that sexuality is
evil. For, as Rev. Richard
McCormick wisely notes:
"What is constantly thought
of as forbidden eventually ap-
pears to be evil. And what is
evil is feared. There is, per-
haps, no better way to im-
pede psychosexual develop-
ment than by surrounding sex
with fears, - conflicts, guilt
feelings which are the natural
offshoots of the sin-ccntered
mentality.
"VanderVeldt and Odenwald
highlight this very well: 'Re-
pression is the avoidance or
denial of something without
adequate or clearly perceived
reasons. In repression a per-
son avoids something because
he fears it without understand-
ing why he should fear it and
without actually accepting the
fact that this may be harmful
to him. Therefore, rather than
developing a calculated and
reasonable control of sexual
impulses, the youngster finds
himself getting emotionally
tense and filled with anxiety
in the face of temptation. This
attitude may have just the op-
posite effect to the one inten-
ded. . . The youth must learn
to reason about sex without
fear. Fear gives at best a pre-
carious control and fcreates an
attitude that endangers the
legitimate use of the sexual
function.'
WE ARE NOT suggesting, of
course, that the moral aspects
of sexuality be ignored or
minimized. It is simply a
question of perspective and
balance. For it is the young-
ster who has some insight in-
to the meaning of his sexual-
ity, some appreciation of its
purpose and symbolism, both
present and future, who is the
least likely to abuse it. For
him, the period of adolescence
is a time not only of turbu-
lant adjustment, but of prom-
ise as well.
To pick up the thread of
Inst week’s discussion, you
will recall we touched briefly
on the liberating role sex
plays in our lives; how through
the sexual feelings, fantasies,
and desires which ebb and
flow in, the adolescent as nat-
urally as for
food and drink, the opportun-
ity (or emerging from the
shell of boyhood ego-centric-
ity into the world of adult-
hood and reality presents it-
self.
Like every opportunity it
can be rejected, in which case
the adolescent will use his sex-
uality to escape from the
world of the other into the
world of seif; to exploit others
rather than to give himself to
them. Instead of a "continu-
ing development' of the most
precious elements and capac-
ities of the personality," there
is "the beginning of disillu-
sionment and cynical disre-
gard of honor."
STILL ANOTHER source of
adolescent chastity is to be
found in the symbolism of sex-
uality. We have already
touched upon this in previoua
editions of The Question Box
but it bears repeating.
Sexual union has meaning
only insofar as it flows from
and expresses true interior
love. It is therefore in the ful-
lest sense a natural sign or
word of love. What more nat-
ural symbol and expression of
a man’s total love for his
wife than the yielding of hi*
substance, his seed? And what
more natural and immediate
expression of a woman's total
love for her husband than the
yielding of her body to the
dominion of his seed?
Sexual union proclaims >
love which desires for one’s
partner the exalted physical,
mental and spiritual maturity
which comes only from par-
enthood. For it is through
children that a woman gains
that richness, fulness and
warmth so characteristic of
motherhood; a man the re-
sponsibility, sobriety and pa-
tience of fatherhood. More
than this, the child itself, the
fruit of sexual union, is itself
a word. For what more per-
fect expression of that two-in-
oneness of conjugal love than
the miraculous union that i*
the child?
IN AND THROUGH sexual
union one partner says to the
other, I love you as a personal
subject. . . I come to you in
reverence and respect which
excludes using you merely as
a tool for my own gratifica-
tion. . . you are truly "the
other" before whom I must
be “open" ... to whom I
must donate myself and of
whom I must receive with
loving gratitude. . . my love
for you has no limits. . . I
am totally open. . . to you. . .
to God ... to the child he
may bless us with. . . to all
whom this child will involvd
us with.
Recall what we said about
opcncss as the essential,char-
acteristic of human love and
then judge the profound sig-
nificance of sexual union for
man and wife. (To be confin-
ed.)
August Intentions
The Holy Father’s gen-
-eral intention for August Is;
That the methods adopted
by nations to achieve pros-
perity may be based on the
moral and social teaching
of the Church.
The mission intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship
of Prayer by the Pope is;
That the number of zeal-
ous and gifted priests in the
missions may keep pace
with the demands for their
spiritual services.
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
tne ordinary conditions on:
Aug. 5 Our Lady of
the Snowa
Aug. 6 The Trans-
figuration
And once a week for re-
citing daily, with piety,
any prayer for vocation*
approved by the ecclesiasti-
cal authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
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Welfare State
And Business
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Roger Blough, U.S. Steel’s
board chairman, has said that
business leaders can hardly he
called “conservative” if you
look at their ingenuity, devo-
tion to incentive, and boldness
in financing and expanding.
“Who can match in scope,"
he asks, “the revolution set in
motion by industry?”
Recognizing the force of
what Blough says, Richard M.
Kelley, president of the Na-
tional Conference of Catholic
Charities, proposes that indus-
try and business be enlisted
in the war on poverty which
has been declared.
HOW ELSE can the prob-
lem of poverty ever be solved
“unless government makes
use of the brains, ideas and ex-
perience of business and in-
dustry?” he asks, and how can
we solve the problem “with-
out industry always feeling
that government is stifling in-
itiative?”
Kelly, who heads the Cleve-
land Diocese Catholic Counsel-
ing Center, suggested a com-
pletely new approach.
WE MUST RID ourselves,
he said, of a “mindset"
which automatically puts so-
cial problems in a “liberal
versus conservative" context.
We must “begin to look anew
at ideas and attitudes which
have kept all leadership ele-
ments separated from one an-
other," Kelley explained:
“For instance, it is com-
monly felt that industry is
geared soley to the material
products which it produces,
that it is cold, calculating.
“It is time for us to think
about whether we have ever
given business and industry
the opportunity to study and
solve our national problems.
"This is only to say that we
need an ‘industrial revolution’
in our governmental welfare
problems."
OUR NATIONAL goal.
Kelley said, must go beyond
“products and goods." Busi-
ness and industry “can en-
large our national purpose by
investing in people . . . There
is nothing very good about
having free enterprise if we
can t afford to educate our
children and employ our
men."
Instead of worrying about
"the welfare state," Kelley
said, business and industry
must become concerned about
“the state of our country's
welfare.” There must be re-
alization that "special schools
and social services which con-
tribute to an individual's self-
support are not a surrender
to socialism.”
KELLEY was not suggesting
that “our industrial society
has purposely neglected (he
plight of the poor." No, he
said; our problem is that pov-
erty has been “invisible.”
“Our lives are made up of
work, family, friends
...
It
isn't that we don’t want to see
the other America. It is just
that there is no time to see it,
but it is there
. . .
"Do we know what it’s like to
be poor? Do we, for instance,
know that it costs money to
be poor; that you have to have
light for dark and dismal
housing; that rent is high in
low-income areas?”
BASICALLY, said Kelley,
the answer to poverty is “ed-
ucation and employment
"Up to now, this country's
concept of welfare has created
dependency and alienated the
industrial community by turn-
ing the successful against the
poor . . . We need a moral
revolution in our industrial so-
ciety geared to preparing and
than placing men in jobs,”
he concluded.
This is Catholic Action. This
Is the apostolate of the laity
the Christianizing of the
world we have, not the
dreaming about some other
never-never world.
Mass Calendar
Aug. 2 Sunday. Eleventh Sunday
after Pentecoef. 2nd Claae. Green. Gl.
Cr. Prof. of Trinity.
Au(. 3— Mrmflav. Mass of previoua
Sunday. (11th after Pent.). 4th Clau,
Green. No Gl. or Cr. 2nd Coll. C (P)
Common Pref.
Aug. 4 Tunndav. St. Dominic. Con-
feaaor. 3rd Claee. White. Gl. Common
Pref.
Au*. 3— Wednesday. Dedication of
Church of Our Lady of the Snow. 3rd
Claaa. White. Gl. 2nd Coll. C <P),
No Cr. Pref. of Pleased Virgin.
Aug. 6 Thursday. Transfiguration
of Our Lord Jeeus Christ. 2nd Class.
White. Gl. 2nd Coll. SS. Sixtus 11.
Feliciseimua and Agapitus. Cr. Com*
mon Pref.
Aug. 7 Friday. St. Cajetan. Con-
tea**-. 3rd Class. White Gl. 2nd Coll.
St. Donstus; 3 C (P>. Common Pref.
Aug. A— .Saturday. St. John Mary
Vlanney. Confessor. 3rd Claas. White.
Gl. 2nd Coll. SS. Cyriacus. Largus
and Smaragdus. Common Pref.
Aug. 9 .Sunday. Twelfth Sunday
after. Tentecont. 2nd Claae. Green. Gl.
Cr. Pref. of Trlnltsr.
Keyr Gl. Gloria; Cr. Creed; C from
the Votive Msaa of Holy Ghoet; N
Archdiocese of Newark; P Diocese of
Patereom Coll. Collect; Pref. Preface.
How Can a Catholic
Hold Racist Views?
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P.
Why did so many Catholics
in Maryland and Wisconsin
vote for George Wallace, the
arch-segregationist? The Cath-
olic press in these states op-
posed Wallace's views on civ-
il rights and yet Catholics vo-
ted in large numbers for him.
The problem came to mind
as I read Walter Lippmann’s
July 16 column in the New
York Herald-Tribune. Discus-
sing the coming campaign,
Lippmann expresses the opin-
ion that Goldwater will try to
attract anti-Negro whites and
also the ethnic groups from
the captive nations of Eastern
Europe. “To a certain de-
gree,” says Lippmann, "the
two appeals are complemen-
tary. For the white backlash
is noticeably strong among re-
cent immigrants from East-
ern Europe.”
. I DON'T intend to discuss
the coming campaign. But I
do want to comment on the
seeming fact that “the white
backlash is noticeably strong
among recent immigrants
from Eastern Europe." Many
of these immigrants are Cath-
olics. Why should they be so
anti-Negro when Church teach-
ing on race prejudice is so
crystal clear?
The usual answer is that
Eastern European immigrants
are on the lowest rung of the
social and economic ladder
and therefore compete with
Negroes in these brackets.
Perhaps an immigrant who
works as a skilled mechanic
finds that an unskilled Negro
is trying to get his job. Per-
haps he belongs to an anti-
Negro union that feeds his
racism. Perhaps he owns a
neat little home and he fears
Negroes will Invade the neigh-
borhood and force him to
leave.
This may explain why the
average lbw-income worker
feels umbrage at the Negro
but it doesn't explain why the
Catholic feels this way. The
Catholic should know better—-
if he has a smidgen of knowl-
edge of his religion.
But I have received, in re-
cent months, letters from
readers that would singe my
beard (if I had one). They
violently object to my support
of civil rights, telling me in no
uncertain terms that I should
keep my nose out of politics.
They remind me that 1 was
ordained to preach, bless and
consecrate but not to mix in
wordly affairs.
THIS IS sheer secularism,
in the sense that secularism
means the irrelevance of re-
ligion in public affairs. I pre-
sume many of these readers
are recent immigrants. Where
did they pick up this secular-
ism?
My guess is that immigrants
from Eastern Europe were
brought up in a tradition in
which the state dominated the
Church. In many European
countries in the past, the state
told the Church to mind its
own business and stay in the
sacristy. Joseph II of Austria
prescribed the number of can-
dles to be used at Mass, the
length of sermons and even
ordered that priests paste pie-
ces of paper over objection-
able passages in their brev-
iaries.
Catholics nurtured in such a
tradition would easily develop
the notion that public prob-
lems were no concern of the
Church. They would be easy
prey for the racist agitator
and politician.
Maybe my guess is wide of
the mark. Maybe the Catholio
anti-Negro vote was and is due
to the old triangle of the
world, the flesh and the devil.
Letters to the Editor
Tht name end address of the writer must be fttrimded As e letter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
Cultural Lag
And Civil Rights
Wilson Moorman,
Newark.
Editor:
Mr. Parfitt (July 16) re-
gard* the civil rights move-
ment as “shot through with
cheap politics, opportunism,
publicity seeking, bad consci-
ence, intellectual dishonesty,
disregard for institutions of
proven valine, demagogery,
subversion and pap."
Would he be willing to stip-
ulate that these harsh epithets
might apply as well to other
social phenomena wildcat
strikes, political conventions,
advertising?
Twentieth-century man k
Impatient with the cultural lag
that persists in the area of
positive social action. These
excesses cited by Mr. Parfitt
are often ill-conceived but psy-
chologically valid reactions to
frustration and increasing
claac stratification.
Perhaps never have so many
people been bombarded,
thanks to mass communica-
tion, by so many eccentric
viewpoints. To aueh an expos-
ure, Americans, in my opinion,
have exercised laudable re-
straint Perhaps Mr. Parfitt
will tome to regard The Ad-
vocate as a source of good
general level constructive crit-
icism.
The Value
Of Stamps ...
Joseph V. Roberts,
Floral Park, N.Y.
Editor:
Used postage stamps are a
very real source of income to
many a Catholic missionary.
Two important factors make
it so: 1) there are millions of
American stamp collectors and
2) these used postage stamps
can be and are sold to dealers
by the pound at varioua prices
depending on quality and the
condition of the stamp mixture
market
This stamp collecting
Industry is strong and healthy
and there is a constant de-
mand from specialists and stu-
dents of the various stamp k-
•uee.
Won’t you, Mrs. Housewife
and you, Miss Office-Worker
and you Messrs. Executive,
Doctor, Clerk, Learyesr, eta,
*art now to put **■—*—‘pinf
ficant pieces of colored paper
aside to help our missions? If
you don’t know of a missionary
who is waiting with open arms
to receive your accumulation,
your pastor can certainly
name several. Or send them
to Msgr. Charles J. Gable.
Our Lady of Consolation
Church on Statesville Rd.,
Charlotte. N.C. Stamps can be
sent by the inexpensive Parcel
Post or Third Class postal
rates.
A word of caution: please
leave a quarter-inch margin
around the stamp to preserve
it from damage.
*
...
Too High,
But Thanks
P.O. Box 2
Zomba,
Malawi.
Editor:
Through your newspaper,
we say "Thank you, may God
bless you" to the number of
people sending ue newspapers,
magazine# and Christmas
cards.
However, we Jound that the
U.S. postal rate la very high
indeed: one person paid >5 45
to send ua a heap of old
Christ ms* cards; another $1.25
for a few newspapers and
magazines.
Therefore, please do not
send any more newspapers
magazines or Christmas
cards. An occasional book
suitable for our secondary
school would be welcome.
Br. J.C. Morin, F.M.S.
Catholic Secondary school
Praises Pieta
Photos
,
Text
William C. Reilly,
DDB Publishers, Inc.,
New York.
Editor:
Tha magnificence of Tha
Advocate’s presentation of tha
Pieta in photographs and text
prompts this salute. While 1
understand the photos were
taken from another's, work,
your paper has done a super-
ior reproduction of them.
But above all, the extraor-
dinarily poetic quality of tha
prose in the text gave us op-
portunity for a deeper under-
standing of a great work of
art under the sponsorship of
our Church.
Forty Hours
Newark
Aug. ], 1964
El.v.nth
Sunday Attar Pantacoit
Immaculate Conception, 2n Summit
St.. Norwood
Aug. 9, 1964
*und«y after Ptntecoaf
Villa Marie
Claire, Hohokus
St. Ann’a Home for tho Accd, lfiflOld
Bergen Rd., Jersey City8
*’ 700 *’yck °k Av*«
Paterson
Aug. 1
Slavtnlh Sunday Altar PantacoatSt. Anne VUla. Convent StaUonOur Lady of the Lake. Culvera Laka
Aug. f, 1964
Twaltth Sunday attar Pantacoit
«. Simon the ApoaUe. Green Pont!
Queen of Peace. Weat MO.
God Love You
Wanted:
'Mothers'
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
No mother makes her son
a priest in the sense that she
might make him a musician.
The vocation must come from
God; "I have chosen you; you
have not chosen Me.”
The mother's honor comes
from being an instrument of
God in the making of a priest.
Before God wills any son to be
a priest He first wills the moth-
er of the priest, just as before
becoming Incarnate Our Lord
willed His Mother.
The honor of becoming the
mother of a priest derives
from her cooperation with the
eternal designs of God. Like
Mary, she too says "Be it
done unto me according to Thy
Word” —and what is born
of her is “another Christ."
THERE ARE only about
55,000 mothers of priests in the
U.S. The number could be
much larger. A woman
through her charity can also
become the mother of a priest
by sacrificing for a semin-
arian’s education, at $250 a
year or $1,500 for entire
course, through the Society of
St. Peter the Apostle for Na-
tive Clergy.
She will share In all of her
priest-son's works, conver.
sions, Masses, prayers and
sacrifices. What a joy it will
be at the close of life to know
you are the "mother of «
priest.” Entering the Divine
Majestic Presence o£ God, you
will hear Him say to yoii of the
priest in the mission landst
“Behold Thy Son.”
GOD LOVE YOU to Anony-
mous for $60.95: 'This is «
promise to my God in thank*,
giving for all he has given
me.”
....to Anoymous fo»
$5O: “Your unwavering solich
tude for the less fortunate
members of Christ’s fold has
always been an inspiration to
me.”
...to P.A.M.H. for
$155.96: “Here is some extra
money for the missions."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop Fulton J,
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Avenue,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W* Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.’
Louis, 24 deGrasse St. Pater-
son.
~
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CLIP THIS COUPON
too
FREE EYTRA |
» jr»~..V*7.«. i MHKHJWn 6REENSTAMP*
MERCHANTS { /$i
GREEN i
Merchants
WITH THIS COUPON AND PURCHASEOf
$7.50 or More
Excopt Cigarettes, Fresh Milk,
Croom or Poir Trade Itfms.
Athht Only One Coupon Per Family
STAMPS
ADOmOW to TW ITAM*SVOl>*t<"tlVf you* PU»CMA*f. ■ I
Void oftor Aug. I «■■■»■»■■»*/
Shop
Qr>d
PSG Brand & U. S. Choice
RIB ROAST
Regular
Style
lb.
OYEN CCC
READY
*
vine
»bmSwb
A-95‘
25* Bach
MAYFAIR
MUENSTER or
SWISS SLICES
food fair
cofftf
SANDY BOY
SPICED
LUNCHEON
MEAT
ib.
(sold In
3 Ib. tint)
For Location and Store Hours o
Food Fair Nearest You... Call
HU 6-2000 or MA 4-5705
We reserve the right to limit quantities, price* effective thrv August 1.
2
inspiring
Catholic
Vacation
Tours
MIDDLE EAST HOLY LAND
EUROPE
v*o liritfconto . viiiting EOYPT . LEI A NON
- SYRIA - JORDAN . ISRAEL
-
TURKEY
.
GREECE
. ITALY and OERMANY. Departure,
from Now York, with Spiritual Loodor on
AUGUST 6, SEPTEMSER I, OCTORER J.
22 DAYS $1204.
mug
• WESTERN EUROPE
via Lufthansa
- vltltinf OERMANY . AUSTRIA
- ITALY
.
TRANCE
- MONACO ond SPAIN.
Departure. from Now York, with Spiritual
Loodor on AUOUST t. MPTEMIER 7,
OCTORER J.
22 DAYS $B4B
Rrirrvriiom now bring mcrptrd for tbr
39th EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS PILGRIMAGE
MAKI YOUR RESERVATIONS NOWI
CM or Wrkt
JOS. M. BYRNI CO.
TRAVR SERVICK
RRR RROAD IT. NEWARK 1 - MA M740
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Re ,taurant
and Cocktail Lounge
•88 MT. PROSPECT AVI., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmboldt 2-5019
Save mtA SAFETY
PROFIT
0
****-.—•
SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell J 0260
Daily. V to 0, Wcilmiidnys lo R
CRM PARKING AT KINNtY GARAGT
Thank God for Blessings
By Giving Some to Him
What more beautiful way to
thank God for life's blessings
than to lay some of them at
death in the lap of the Vicar
of Christ? This is exactly what
you can do when you take out
an annuity with the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith.
Find out how an annuity
with the society helps you and
the millions of poor, aged, sick
and homeless throughout the
mission world.
Write Bishop Stanton for a
pamphlet on Annuities of the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith at 31 Mulberry
Street, Newark N.J., and in-
clude the year of your birth
at the same time.
Rain Didn’t Stop
This Communion
The rainy season is a bad
time for planning things in the
Philippines, but the mission-
aries go ahead anyway. It was
during such a seasonthat First
Communion was arranged for
100 children in a large barrio
10 miles from Lupon.
It had rained all Saturday
night and Rev. James N.
Pfeffer, M.M., was advised by
a catechist that there was no
use in attempting the trip
from Lupon to the barrio.
The road was under water in
many places: their vehicle
would not be able to get
through. But Father Pfeffer
decided to go.
“The jeep felt its way ten-
derly around mudholes,”
Father Pfeffer said. “I only
hoped we wouldn’t plunge into
a hidden dip and stall the
motor. Two miles from the
barrio we came upon six bed-
raggled children using banana
leaves for umbrellas and
carrying their shoes under
their arms. I asked them
where they were going.
“
‘To our First Commun-
ion,’ they said, ’Hop in,’ I
said. But all had to alight a
quarter mile from the tiny
chapel. Even the four-wheel
drive couldn’t tackle that
stretch of mud. Sure enough,
100 children were there for the
great event. All arrived at the
chapel when they heard the
bell ringing.
“Never before as a priest
had I felt so much like a
‘spiritual father’ as I did the
day the people of Banaybany
(Like a Family) came through
the mud to receive the Holy
Eucharist.”
Bursar’s Balance :
Low, but Difficult
Rev. Roland Roberts,
0.F.M., was attached to the
Chinese mission in Vancouver,
8.C., in the late 19305. He was
titled “bursar,” and the mis-
sion bank balance fluctuated
between $25 and $3O. Then the
missionaries (two of them)
lived in hotel rooms next to
an empty house.
“We were given permission
to buy a place,” writes Father
Roland," so we fixed it up as
a rectory-chapel and my bur-
sar’s job began. I was au-
thorized to borrow money from
the bank, which I did, but I
had also to pay it back. 1 did
pay back all but $5OO, but one
wet day a letter arrived sug-
gesting that the bank would
like the balance by Saturday.
“This was a Monday. I took
the letter and placed it under
a statue of St. Joseph in the
chapel, and prayed that I re-
ceive the help I needed. On
Friday a letter arrived con-
taining a check for $5OO from
a mission society which
wished to remain anonymous.
"To this day I have not been
able to figure out the expres-
sion on the manager's face. I
did get the impression that ho
felt sort of hurt —as though
I could have paid the $5OO ear-
lier and saved him writing
that letter.
"1 wish to thank all who
made this payment possible,
but can do so only by my
prayers in their behalf, trust-
ing that if I get into another
money pinch they will be on
hand to get me out of it
again.”
School Project
Not All Roses
MARYKNOLL, N.Y, - Start-
ing anew trade school in
Nyegina, Tanganyika, was not
automatically "wreathed In
roses.” Rev. Thomaa McGov-
ern, M.M., a Maryknoll mls-
aioner from Jersey City, dis-
covered recently.
As Father McGovern tells
the story in the August issue
of Maryknoll, he had refur-
bished an old parish building
and offered it to the com-
munity as a school. It was
his idea that the community
would provide the trade teach-
er and collfcet the school fees
and that the mission priests
would teach reading and writ-
ing and supply materials.
After almost interminable
conference* (one meeting was
scheduled for 9 a.m., the
chiefs began to trickle in at
noon), Father McGovern fin-
ally suggested that the idea
was a bad one and offered to
withdraw it. At that point, the
leaders somehow found the
money and the teacher, and
the school at Nyegina soon
opened with its first 10 pupils.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev.' Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 11
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income lax deductible.
Ghana’s Catholics
Still Need Prayer
“If the first Catholics of
Ghana, baptized in the 1880s,
had been told then that some-
day this land would count its
Catholics in the hundreds of
thousands, and that priests and
Bishops would come from
their own ranks, they would
have found it nearly impos-
sible to believe (and they
would not have been alone in
their scepticism),” writes
Rev. J. Alfred Richard, W.F.
The modern history of the
Church in Ghana began with
the arrival in Elmina on May
18, 1880, of two members of
the Society of African Mis-
sions. Their first converts
were received into the Church
that Christmas. Most previous
attempts at establishing mis-
sions along the coast had
eventually disappeared, with-
out a trace.
“Today," continues Father
Richard, “there are 650,000
Catholics in seven dioceses,
with some 70 Ghanian priests
and three native Bishops
one of them the Metropolitan
Archbishop of Cape Coast.
Counting the missionary
clergy present in the country,
there is one priest for every
18,000 persons, and one for
every 1,860 Catholics not a
mean ratio.
"Within the last 10 years the
Catholic Church has managed
to multiply outstations, par-
ishes aud dioceses to such on
extent that it has nowreached
practically every corner of the
country."
There are many positive as-
pects of the Church’s growth
in Ghana but. Father Richard
says, “we must not court dis-
appointment by expecting too
much or too little.” What the
Fathers have accomplished
“sounds an optimistic chord or
two for the future,” but they
still need very much prayer
and financial help from all
mission friends.
Bishop to Visit
St. Gabriel's
Bishop Stanton will mike
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith Aug. 2 at St. Ga-
briel’s, Saddle River. Rev.
Joseph P. Colrick, pastor.
The Bishop thanks Fath-
er Colrick and the other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Communists Aim
At Students
Students are the targets in
most South American coun-
tries where the Communists
have infiltrated the education
field.
In Peru, 4,000 of the coun-
try’s elementary school teach-
ers are Communists, and 20,-
000 profess their belief in Com-
munism.
Fifteen per cent of Bolivia's
teachers are Communists; an-
other 20% are sympathetic.
In Chile, the university is an
active center for Communist
culture, with many teachers
belonging to Red-run schools
and cultural societies.
Your generosity to the mis-
sions of these lands is essential
to bring the truth to their
peoples.
Br. Jerome
In New Post
UNION CITY Brother Jer-
ome Cowan, C.P., provincial
secretary for missions and re-
treats of the Passionist
Fathers here, has been ap-
pointed secretary to Bishop
Quentin dwell, C.P., of Mar-
bel, Cotabato, in the Philip-
pine Islands.
A native of West Orange,
Brother Jerome attended Our
Lady of Lourdes School there
and Sacred Heart, Bloomfield,
as well as Immaculate Con-
ception High School, Mont-
clair. He entered the Passion-
ist novitiate in 1948 and was
professed the following year.
For his first 12 years in the
congregation. Brother Jerome
served as a chef at monas-
teries in Jamaica, N.Y., Pitts-
burgh, Boston, and here at St.
Michael’s. He was transferred
to the provincial headquar-
ters in 1960, serving first as
expeditor for the missions in
Jamaica, 8.W.1., and the
Philippines, and then as sec-
retary for missions and re-
treats.
Brother Jerome will leave
for his new post in Sepembcr.
FRUITFUL VINE - An unusual setting for the altar in St. Rose of Lima Church, Limo, Peru,
is provided by the network of living vines climbing toward the ceiling, symbolic, perhaps,
of the fruitful activity of the busy parish, site of Peru's first parochial school.
CRS-Oxford Aid Program
Snaps ‘Circle of Hunger’
NEW YORK (NC) - A joint
circle of hunger and poor agri-
culture in underdeveloped na-
tions is being undertaken by
the overseas aid agency of
American Catholics.
Catholic Relief Services
NCWC has started agricul-
tural training centers in 28 na-
tions of Asia, Africa and South
America in cooperation with
Britain’s Oxford Committee
for Famine Relief, a non-
denominational organization.
The aim of the training cen-
ters is to teach advanced ag-
ricultural methods to selected
farmers in rural areas who
will then pass on their new
knowledge to others.
About 35 to 40 men take part
in each three-month course in
crop rotation, insecticides,
cross breeding, seeds and fer-
tilizers. After the course each
trainee is given a supply of
crop and garden seeds, fruit
tree seedlings and fertilizer to
take back to his village.
The training periods are
kept short, since experience
has proven that the young
men do like to leave urban
areas if they stay there a long
period of time. Many of the
advanced “graduates” become
full-time supervisors assigned
to a territory where they can
teach the new farming meth-
ods.
Church Gives Land
QUITO, Ecuador (NC)
About 57 acres of land in Quito
have been distributed to 19
workers by the Catholic
Church. The land was valued
at about $150,000.
Asking Funds
For Rectory
The Paterson office of the
Society for the Propagation
of the-Faith is conducting
an appeal for Sn.ooo to
build a rectory for two Pa-
terson priests establishing a
mission in lea, Peru.
Donations may be sent to
Msgr. William F. Louis,
Chancery Office, 24 De-
Grasse St., Paterson, N. J.,
07505.
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As Long
As You Live
Von will receive
feND»E *,
you Invert your «av
Inie In our
s.v!b. annuity
PLAN.
You alao chare In thn
Areal wort- 01 the Mlulmu
»nd help In educating
Gl’m'iuio"1! Br, ‘hr *n ,or
• Corum tax advantagaa.
• A l.ootlnj Memorial and.
remembrance* In minjW
“WKkE INFORMATION
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRARD, PA
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
BLAIRSOEN. PEAPACK. N. I.
Oueit Hwu lor Wom«n and
Nalraat House
Artistic French Chateau ot breath
taking beauty to the Somerset mils
Ultra modern facilities. Healthful
climate. Excellent meals. Open year
round to Convalescents. Vacationists
and Permanent Guests.
Retreats from September to June
except the Thanksgiving. Christmas
and New Year's Weekends. Days
end Evenings of Recollection.
Directed by the titters of It. John
The Baptist. PEapach I-01M • MCI.
CONTINUING OUR
TOP DIVIDEND RATE
PER ANNUM
PAID QUARTERLY
IS
• Save by Maill
EQUITY
SAVINGS
KEARNY AVE. CORNER OF MIDLAND AVE.
KEARNY, N.J.
WY I*olol
DOLLY MOUNT
Since 1955
j'
•
A nursing home a
Complete facilities with
pherc.
Devoted Personalized
Licensed by State of New
Hates.
beautiful setting,
homelike atmos-
nursing service.
’ Jersey. Moderate
Tel. LA 5-7677
20 Valley Road
Clifton, N. ].
CANA: CHILDREN AT THE WEDDING?
WERE THERE CHILDREN AT THE WEDDING WHEN
CHRIST CHANGED WATER INTO WINE AT CANAT . . . The
Gospel account doesn't mention
children, but wo daresay they wero
there. Alter all, children love a
party . , . Four miles or ao from
Nazareth, CANA today looju much
as it did in the time of Christ.
Youngsters play ball in the sun-
baked streets, run (or water to the
village well, and wonder about the
world outside . . . The Franciscan
Sisters are teaching these children
to read and write—as well as the
catechism—ln a school that la much
too small. In fact, 130 youngsters
are squeexed In, shoulder-to-shoulder, In a single classroom!
Under these conditions, how can they possibly learn? , . . By
pinching pennies the Sisters can double the school's capacity
for only 52,000 . . . $475 more will buy the desks and benches,
and even a blackboard! . . . Won't you help? Christians are (ew
and (ar between In the Holy Land, and these youngsters must
be given the chance to learn . . . Please send whatever you can
($l, $5, $lO. $100), and mark It “CANA." You'll be helping
the youngsters Jesus loved.
£
Tb* Holy Ptlbir“i Million AiJ
lot ibt Orion!si Cbntcb
REFUGEE VOCATIONS
VIOLETTE HA JAR and THERESE DANIEL are the first
girls in our refugee camp at Jlsr-El-Sasha, Lebanon, to ask
admission to the convent. They will join the Aleppine Sisters
(Maronite Rite), who teach catechism In the camp . . , Each
girl needs a “trousseau" ($4O) . . . Will you help her purchase
one?
SPEAKING OF REFUGEES . . .
WE NOTE THAT AMERICANS will consume 97 pounds of
beef a person In 1964, or two pounds more than the record per
capita consumption In 1963
...
In LEBANON, JORDAN, SYRIA,
and the GA/A STRIP, our Palestine refugees (they now number
more than 1.4 million) eat meat, at best, once or twice a year
.
. . We can FEED A FAMILY FOR A MONTH for only $lO
.
..
If you will FEED A FAMILY FOR A MONTH we ll send you, In
thanks, an Olive Wood Rosary from the Holy Land.
HOW TO TRAIN A SISTER
□ sl-a-month ($l2 • year) pays your membership dues In
MARY'S BANK, our sponsors’ club for training native
Sisters.
Cl $3 supports a novice for about a week.
□ $5 buys shoes for a Sister-to-be.
□ $?3O provides incidentals for oneyear.
□ $lO is the cost of a Sister's habit.
□ $l2 50 supports one Sister for a month.
□ $l5O supports one Sister for a year.
□ $3OO pays the entire cost of a Sister’s two-year training.
Dear Monslgnor Ryan:
Enclosed pltue find for.
Name
Street
City „
•n
.Zone, •State.
tMear£ast(TlissionsjM)
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN, President
Mi*r. Joseph T. Ryan, NoFI Sae’y
Seed ell commualcatleas tei
iie C^,oLlc near EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION330 Mo<lw> A*«- « <** *»• New York, N. Y. 10017
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN
HUSBAND and WIFE
Oblate* Ratraal (Third Ordar • Man
t> Woman) Aug. 7-t.
Conductor! by the monks of
Saint Paul s Abbey
Please make reservation! early
Write for Information to
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Quean ot Peace Retreat House
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton, N.J.
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Masse* and Sacraments Available
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Associate Directors
Luis G. Murillo, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
5
Reasons why Albarf H. Hoppar Is »h« largast
manufacturer of Memorials In New Jersey
• We pass on to our customers a
saving of up to 30% by selling
direct to the purchaser.
• All work Is done by local stone*
cutters ft carvers here at our
plant, assuring you of immediate
delivery..
• You can Inspect the memorial
here as work progresses.
• We have at our plant a large
stock of raw material, enabling
us to complete your choice on
short notice.
• From the raw granite to the eet*
ting of the completed monument,
we personally handle.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
Opposite Holy Cross Cemetery
_ yyy J-2266
In Time of Need \
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funerals
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlnds'or 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N.J.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J.
ATlas 8-1362
ESSEX COUNTY
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J*
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N.J.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
- -ORange 2-241 4
L. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director .
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave. •
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUDSON COUNTY
McLaughlin downtown
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager
653-2266
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, N.J.
UNion 7-6767
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-8114
McLaughlin journalsq.
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, NJ.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
. UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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The New Breed
In an Argentine Slum— 'Because God Wants It...'
By ANNE BUCKLEY
■ They are a whole new breed . . .
Brann Wry, 22, of East Rutherford who post-
poned law school for a year after college to go
to Jamaica to "bring people closer to God" . . .
Susan McAlvanah, 23, of Westfield, daily
going into a huge slum in Buenos Aires with a
first aid kit and a smile because she feels the
slum dwellers are her people and that God wants
her there. . .
Mary Ann Tietjen, 22, of Summit, grabbing
a quick breakfast after 6 a.m. Mass in British
Honduras where there are no sewers and bi-
cycling to a school where she teaches because
"people are people and this is where I’m need-
ed."
THIS IS THE new generation of self-sacri-
ficing young people bent on helping others and
serving their. Church. Twenty-two others like
them will receive Archbishop Boland's blessing
Aug. 3 before embarking on the lay apostolate.
Brann is home now, ready to enter George-
town Law School in the fall, broader for his
year of volunteer teaching in a Jesuit high
school in Kingston, Jamaica, because it was
“doing something good without return some-
thing more than sending a check for $5 to the
missions."
Mary Ann is on her way home by bus, after
a year as a Papal Volunteer for Latin America
teaching everything from Caribbean history to
physical education at a high school in the little
underdeveloped country of British Honduras
and finding it "fun.” Now she will accept a rare
(for a lay person) assistantship in theology at
Marquette University.
Susan has been in Buenos Aires as a mem-
ber of Catholics for Latin America since March,
doing things like cajoling a drunken man into
rebuilding his burned out house, tracking down
injured children to give them first aid, mak-
ing friends by singing and playing her ukelele
against the day when she has earned the con-
fidence of the people enough to begin working
on their lost sense of their own dignity.
"When Susie left Maryknoll the Sisters said
she had a vocation to the lay apostolate,” says
her mother, Mrs. J. A. McAlvanah. "She fig-
ures now this is why God wanted her to spend
two and a half years at Maryknoll preparing
I’ve never doubted for a split second that this
was right for Susie.”
SOME WHO HAVE spent a year or 60 in
the lay mission apostolate are planning a return
stint. One of these is Margaret Frederickson,
a nurse from Hackensack, who misses her work
in, El Progesso, Republic of Honduras, at a
Jesuit-sponsored clinic which she founded a
year ago.
Margaret, 26, says, "You feel there is so
much you can do there, so much that has to
be done, so much you are capable of doing
that it’s a waste of time sitting around baby-
sitting in a hospital here, wearing a nice white
uniform and making money.”
Others from North Jersey who are returning
to their mission posts for a second or third year
have not so far to travel as Margaret, but their
commitment is complete and their spirit gen-
erous. 'These include Extension Lay Volunteers
whose assignments are in mission areas of the
U.S.
One of these, Sharon Schaible, 22, of Glen
Ridge, will resume her parish work in
Batesville and Newport, Ark., where last year
she did, as she explains, “most of the things
as assistant pastor does.”
There was taking the census in the 2,500
square mile parish which is .03% Catholic,
training altar boys, teaching catechism through-
out the countryside, preparing two retarded
youngsters for First Communion, bringing a
Mexican migrant worker family back to the
Church, including preparation of children 10 to
14 for First Communion and 10 to 19 for Con-
firmation.
MOST Ol' THE volunteers are recently out
of college, eager to use their education without
financial reward. They receive only lodging and
a subsistence allowance from the various agen-
cies which sponsor them. This’is part of the
appeal.
You can’t find one of them who’ll say any-
thing but that they’ve received more than
they’ve given. They bring this home with them
after their service is completed.
"I don’t see how you can settle back com-
fortably after realizing what has to bo done
in helping people without our advantages,” says
Sharon Schaible. “You can’t ever look at life
the same way again.”
Says Donna Murphy of Westfield, a parish
teacher and area publicist for Extension, "This
work offers more opportunities to live a com-
plete Christian life. This is something I’ve learn-
ed.
“There is more to it than just going to
Church, and doing a good job teaching. It’s a
whole concept —of the real role of the layman
in the Church and your specific part in the
Mystical Body."
LOVE IS WARM - Barbara Quijada, 7, affectionately
cuddles her doll during recess at summer community
development program at St. Benedict's center, Stockton,
Calif., which it conducted by women of The Grail Move-
ment - out of love for the children there, many of whom
are members of migrant worker families.
'Nun-Sense' from Englewood
A Sister Looks at Modern Life
By SUSAN DINER
ENGLEWOOD —a book
that discusses modern fads
and fancies, poets and the
Green Bay Packers for the
purpose of making God better
known will be published by
Bruce Aug. 1 under the title
"Nun-Sense” and with the by-
line of Sister M. Madeleine,
C.S.J.
Sister Madeleine, president
of Archangel College here, de-
scribes her book as an effort
to “look at life in a modern
way.”
In 29 essays she skips
knowledgeably from the Bible
to TV commercials to religious
life to women in slacks.
THE BOOK, Sister Made-
leine’s first, like Topsy, she
says, "just growed” into 40,-
000 words out of a core of 12
articles written during the past
decade for the "Orphan’s Mes-
and Advocate of the
Blind,” magazine of the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of Newark.
“The beauty of writing for
such a publication,” she says,
"is that its kind editors, my
Sisters in Christ, never send
a rejection slip.”
Her purpose for assembling
and enlarging upon the maga-
zine articles and talks given
at Seton Hall’s vocation rallies
is that “God may be better
known and loved by whatever
insights He has beneficently
granted to me and that no one
will read these pages without
being pierced anew with a
realization of that love which
has spent itself so prodigally
for us.”
SISTER MADELEINE, a
native of Jersey City, says she
has lived her whole life on the
Hudson River. A graduate of
St. Michael’s School and St.
Aloysius Academy in Jersey
City, she received her mas-
ters degree from Seton Hall
and her Ph.D. from Fordham.
Before entering the convent
in 1941, she taught English
which she says "will always
be my speciality” and was
girls’ basketball coach at St.
Michael’s High School for
three years. After taking her
first vows, she taught atvSt.
Luke’s, Hohokus, for tws
years.
She was provincial coun-
selor and vocation directress
for the past 12 years. Ap-
pointed president of Archangel
College in 1962, Sister Made-
leine was a delegate to the
Josephites’ 1964 general chap-
ter in Spring Lake.
“Nun-Sense” finally be-
came possible when Sister
Madeleine got a secretary,
Sister M. Andre, C.S.J. The
jacket was designed by
Sister Theresanne, C.S.J., art
teacher at Immaculate Heart
of Mary Academy, Washington
Township.
DIVIDED into seven main
chapters, it deals with The Un-
known God, the Sizzling Six-
ties, How Life Can Be Beauti-
ful, A Little Learning Which
Is Not a Dangerous Thing,
Imperatives, Orchids to You
and Nuns Are People.
Sister Madeleine quotes from
such writers as Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Theodore Maynard,
Richard Hovey, Gertrude Von
LeFort and Shakespeare.
"Just as I have spent most of
my teaching years teaching
what others have had 40 say,
this book ties in with that,”
she explains.
FROM THE FACTS of mod-
ern secular life she borrows
techniques for spiritual living.
"Samples sell a specialty," she
observes in a discussion of ad-
vertising. “How many samples
of Christian charity, love,
cheerfulness and noighbor-
liness do you hand out daily?”
She is not above a sugges-
tion to substitute such initials
as JMJ or IHS for one's own
on auto license plates.
Her ruminations about our
times include an “alas” for the
lost security of the child who
held on to his mother’s ample
skirts instead of trotting along-
side Mom’s trousered legs with
only the carriage handle to
grasp for support.
WRITING ABOUT the reli-
gious life, she attempts to dis-
pel “wrong ideas” foisted upon
the public in books by disen-
chanted ex-nuns or well-inten-
tioned writers bent on glam-
orizing the convent.
“It seems to me,” she says,
"that not much has been writ-
ten about religious life that is
the real truth. A certain
amount of suffering must be
included. The whole religious
life is learning to live with
one’s individual cross. The
only happiness lies in working
for the eternal. Life is really
a paradox.
“My personal motto is that
God writes straight with crook-
ed lines, and we must ac-
cept orders on faith, like a
soldier on the battlefield.”
Love is the silver lining,
though. This is the point of
“Nuns Are People," which, at
the same time, pulls no punch-
es about the difficulties in-
volved in leaving home, living
by obedience, poverty and rou-
tine.
Humor is an essential, she
says, and she sprinkles her es-
says with it.
And with imigination.
DREAMING OF what she
would do with a large sum of
money, she describes a coast-
to-coast chain of Deo Gratias
restaurants. Murals of Our
Lord’s miracles, such as the
loaves and fishes 7 would cover
the walls; omission of grace
before and after meals would
be considered a breach of
etiquette and Fridays would
find only fish on the menu.
However, the royalties from
“Nun-Sense” will be directed
to the college.
As "Nun-Sense” is unpacked
in book stores, homes and li-
braries, Sister Madeleine is al-
ready working on her second
book, "So Far So Good,”
which deals with what It’s like
to be a Sister.
AUTHOR, AUTHOR' - It is an exciting moment for Sis-
ter Madeleine, left, as she looks over the jacket of her
first book, "Nun-Sense," with her secretary, Sister Andre.
The collection of essays will be published by Bruce, Aug 1
($3.95).
With What
Interest?
YONG DONG, Korea (NC)
Stealing food in this very
poor section of Korea can
be a little like borrowing
on credit. This has been
the experience of the Sacred
Heart Korean Sisters.
One evening the Sisters
washed their rice and, as is
customary, left it out in the
yard overnight. When they
awoke, the rice was gone.
There were only a few
grains left on the level
walk, but they were spread
out in Korean characters
which read, “Sorry for tak-
ing the rice. Will pay you
back.”
Construction Continues
U.S. Catholics Flock to Their Shrine
WASHINGTON (NC) Dedicated less than
five years ago —and yet to be completed
the National Shrine of the Immaculate Concep-
tion has already become oneof the great places
of pilgrimage in the nation’s capital.
The huge church erected by the Catholics
of the U.S. as a tribute to Mary, the nation’s
patroness, is visited by more and more persons
each year. The shrine was visited by a million
persons last year, and it is expected that 1,150,-
000, or an increase of 15%, will come in 1964.
It is estimated by local authorities that eight
million visitors will come to Washington this
year, an increase of 500,000, or about 7%, over
1963.
The largest single crowd so far came last
May 3 for the dedication of the new chapel of
Our Lady of Czestochowa. There were more
than 10,000 present; Mass was offered not only
within the shrine, but on the great exterior
porches, to take care of the huge throng.
VISITORS TO the shrine fall into two gen-
eral classes those who come to Washington
solely or principally to see the shrine, and those
who put the shrine on the list of national monu-
ments they must see while in the capital. There
are peak periods from mid-April to mid-May
and in July and August.
The busloads of students who come in the
spring give way to the carloads of families in
the summer, but the regular tours of the shrine,
starting every half-hour from 9 to 5, are well
patronized.
The shrine, easily among the 10 largest
churches in the world, is 90% completed on the
outside and about one-third finished on the in-
side. Work in progress will carry the interior
building program up to 1967, and will cost more
than $3 million.
AMONG TIIE WORK projects to be com-
pleted in 1964 are:
The great organ donated by the Catholic
chaplains and personnel of the U.S. Armed
Forces, under Francis Cardinal Spellman, the
Military Vicar. The chancel organ will be com-
pleted in June and the great organ above the
front entrance in September. Marble has re-
cently been installed on tho walls behind these
organs.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Czestochowa,
recently dedicated, gift of the Polish Bishops
and Catholics in the U.S.
The Chapel of Mary, Queen of All Hearts,
in the transept, gift of the Montfort Fathers.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, a
transept chapel, gift of the Carmelite Fathers.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Good Counsel,
in the crypt area, gift of the Augustinlan Fath-
ers.
The permanent marblo and bronze pulpit,
gift of the Sisters of Mercy.
SCHEDULED for completion in 1965 are:
The Chapel of Our Lady of Guadalupe, a
lateral nave chapel, gift of Richard Cardinal
Cushing of Boston.
A gift of the U.S. Franciscan priests, Nuns,
Brothers and tertiarics embracing the east apse
with a 3,600 square foot mosaic of St. Joseph;
five apsidal Chapels of the Sorrowful Mysteries;
three stained glass windows and six statues.-
The west apse of the upper church with a
3,600 square foot mosaic of Mary Immaculate,
five apsidal chapels of the Joyful Mysteries,
three stained glass windows and six statues
all given by the Jesuit Fathers of the U.S.
The mosaic dome over the main altar
The Triumph of the Lamb —a gift of the U.S.
Polish Bishops a'nd Catholics.
The Chapel of Our Mother of Sorrows, a
lateral nave chapel, gift of the First Catholic
Slovak Union of the U.S,
The Chapel of Mary, Help of Christians, a
transept chapel, gift of the Salesians of St.
John Boaco.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Siluva, one of
four major chapels In the upper church, a gift
of the nation's Lithuanian Catholics.
The Chapels of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary and St. Anthony Mary Claret in the crypt
area, gift of the Claretian Fathers.
WORK TO BE completed in 1968:
The Chapel of Our Lady. Queen of the
Missions, in the crypt area, gift of the Oblates
of Mary Immaculate.
Work to be completed in 1967:
The Chapels of Our Lady of the Rosary,
St. Dominic and St. Catherine of Siena east
lateral nave chapels, gift of U.S. Dominicans.
I here are to be 57 stained glass windows in
the completed shrine. A number of these are
In the design and manufacturing stage and will
be installed in 1964. Among the donors of win-
rt:,Arfhb‘B,h°P John J- Krol and the
Philadelphia Archdiocese, the Mercy nuns, theUrsuline
nuns, and the NaUonal Alliance of
Czech Catholics.
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If all this doesn’t contrhne you that KJB la the car buyers
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Mr.Stahl, New Jersey Bank I Trust Company, 657 Main Are, Passaic, N. 1
Member r.OerU Papoalt InsuranceCorporation a MemberFederal Reserve System
Tour NJB atrto loan entitles you to over mo worth of FW
World's Fair and New York City attraction dbmmt tickata.
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of purchase. Save over$225 and buU asolid credit atandbm
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you money, too, In the future.
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Slate 'Glass Menagerie'
As Seton Hall Finale
SOUTH ORANGE Ten-
n»**ee William’s “The Glass
Menagerie” will close out Seton
Hall University’s drama work-
*hop summer productions in
the Bishop Dougherty Center
theater-in-the-round beginning
July 30.
The cast includes Richard
Larson of Glen Rock, Eve
Johnson of New Brunswick,
Jeanne Ferrary of Totowa,
and Bill Johnson.
Evening performances will
be July 30, 31, Aug. 1,6, 7 and
8, at 8:30 p.m.; matinees, Aug.
1 and 8 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets
are $2.50 and $2 for evenings
and $2 and $1.50 for matinees.
Matinees are free for religious.
MOVIES
[Morel ratine by the New Yem oiHte o< Am
National Live ion rt Otcenty with coopera*
|tlon ot Motion PitHire Department later*
national Federation of Ceihotk Aldmnee.
Ratings not listed below may be obtained at MA 3-5700
MoraUy Unobjectionable for Everyone
8!U
Great Escap, It's Mad Mad Mad Papa
-
! Delicate
fl Hatari Mad World Condition
otUe Hoy There, It'! Llllea o( Field T Facee ot
on Hirer Yogi Bear Living Dcaert Dr. Lao
How Welt ffii Marco Polo Summ«r HoUday
World Won Master Spy Tammy k
Blade Incredible Mr. McHale'i Navy Bachelor
* 90 Limpet Moon-Spinners Tiger Walk!
Roman Wand of Blue Never Put It White Wilderness
e Dolphin! in WrtUng Wild k Wonderful
r« T Young Swingers
Unobjectionablefor Adults, Adolescents
to Rmt DwvU-Khip Good Neighbor That Man From Rio
JKWwr Pirate* Sam Thunder Idand
_
Can Win Distant Trumpet Muado Beach Party Unainkabl* Molly
bcMftukm Ensign Pnhror Quick Gun Brown
Bqllfet for Madman 40 Lb*, of Trouble 633 Squadron Village of Damned
Cbttftw of Goliath and South Pacific Wheeler Dealers
Ohmocd Vampire* Stat* Fair World of Henry
Orient
MoraUy Unobjectionablefor Adults
BgCM Dr. Crippen Malloea Peri! WhenRtlHova Story Tor Those Who Mall Order Bride It Siiilei
Black Orpheus Think Young Man-! Favorite PUlow Talk
awr Night (tat Fiai In Acapulco Sport - Pink Panther
Amp Brow Your It Man Answers Naked Klaa Running Man
"ben Killeri Operation Third Secret
Petticoat Zulu
For Adults (With Reservations')
MHO
cJtvwtHcatlon 1* given to certain film! which, while not morally offensive
••pawl-gi. redutre caution end some analysis and explanation aa a protection
Ob uninformed against wrong Interpretations and false conclusions.
Beat Mu Easy Ufa Servant
Black Like Me Organlrer Tom Jonas
MorallyObjectionable in Part for Everyone
•oenfe Parker Honeymoon Hotel Lover Come Beck Vive Lae Veras
•q King Creole Mu In Middle What a Way to Go
carpetbaggers I-ady tn Cage Moniieur Verdoux Yaatarday, Today,
CtMpetf* long Shipi Shot In Dark and Tomorrow
Condemned
Mistreat for Passionate flUtne*
Summer Summer
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
»o tha Forum Low. leerish farce,
often suggestive, based upon comto
«dng hack to Plautus.
Fall _ Long, emotionally
charged drama by Arthur Miller, prob-
ing painfully the question of how mod-
*r” n?*.n
*
*?. ,lve his own guiltand that of others Includes much pro-
fanlty and some sordid material;
thought remains murky
Any Wednesday Slick, often nmus*
fcng comedy, that favors marriage but
does not disapprove affairs.
■*»» »•"* • Kin - Off beat
satiric three-character play attacking
the American cult of tucccas. Includes
tastelessly coarse dialogue.
Barefoot In
the Park Laush.
*>•<l*?. IlfM sdult comedy .bolt th.
adjuatment problem of newlywed,whose dream
house is an icy fifth-floor
garret with leaking roof.
Blacks Rancorous, bitter comedy
blasting all conspirator, responsible
lor racial InJuaUce. Both dialogue and
general spirit are nastily vindictive.
Blue, for Mr.
Charlie _ Violent,
bitter drama of protest against tho
victimising of Southern
Negroes. Some
line, extremely crude and sensual.
Otpufy Weak, poorly constructed
play leveling the wild charge that
Pope Plus XII acted basely tn falling
lo condemn formally the Nazi mas-
■acr* of Jews.
. P vL* n - Sympathetic account of the
!aat hectic months of (he talented but
sadly dissipated Welsh poet. Dylan
Thomas. Some raw drunken talk and
unseemly behavior.
Fade Out-Fade tn _ Bright,
bronzy eatlrlc musical wllh Carol
Burnett as a chorine ot the 30a rocket-
•d to movie stardom.
Fantastlcks Whimsical comedy,
curiously elective, in which two
yowg people find their romance more
exciting when obetaclee are devised.
Folia, Bergere Burlesque-typa
French revue with objectionable cos-
tumes and dances.
*unnV ol? Entertaining musi-
cal. with a few risque spots, featuring
dynamic young Barbra Streisand as
Fanny Brice.
Hello Dolly _ Fresh, clean, ex-
hllsratlng musical, with Carol Chan-
nl)<g aa a turn-of-the-contury merry
widow setUig her cap for a rich, crus-
ty merchant.
High Spelts Enjoyable music*]
•bout a man whose second marriage
•• hy the return of his first
wife • flirtatious ghost.
18 *■**••* I" Businas, Without
Trying Clever, sophisticated
w£f‘ CH*L,?°^L n*, ch**r<uUy the type
the JJfe,6T
King and I— Captivating, well-suna
?h f k "L*”* mu#lcal "bout theBritish achoolteacher at Slam’* court.
Recommended for all.
Mary, Mary - Rollicking light come-
dy by Jean Kerr in which a bright
young woman almost wisecracks her*
self out of a good marriage.
Never Too Late
- Wry comedy about
a tong-married pair suddenly expectant
E*.rcn !?. A **** on earthy aide,but otherwise amusing.
Ollvsrl Handsome production and
lively score make this a generally en-
Joyable version of the beloved Dickm
novel.
110 In fht Shed, Engsging, rt>-
mantle musical about a bright but
blunt (arm girl given n needed moral,
boost by a starstruck con-man.
Sheets of New York highly agree-
ablo off-Broadway musical version of a
19th-century melodrama of love and
greed In the big. wicked city.
Subject Was Roses Compassionate
study of a troubled pair and their
young non Just returned from World
War 11.
Summer Stock
In N.J. Area
Carousel Bitter-sweet Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical about the troubled
marriage of a circus barker and a
New England factory girl. General pa-
tronage.
Fourposter Clever two-character
play about a marriage sometimes
tender,
sometimes caustic, sometimes
ribald.
Glass Menagerie Wistful early Wil-
li3 ™ drama about a faded Southern
belle
vainly seeking a gentleman caller
for her
shy daughter. AdulU and teen-
agers.
Monique Suspenseful mystery tnwhich the murder of a waspish wofnan
is plotted by husband and rival. Moral
values somewhat
muddled if anybody
checks.
Captivating musical
about the
Cockney flower girl and her
arrogant speech professor. Family.
Night of th* Iguana Compassionat*
but often sordid study of four dis-
heartened people sharing bleak confi-
dences In a decrepit Mexican hotel.
Some very raw lines.
No Strings Coldly sophisticated mu-
steal blandv countenancing liaisons
without mairiage vows. Good score, but
morally questionable.
Oh Dad, Poor Dad Macabre, off-
bent comedy about a monstrously vin-
dictive widow and her pampered, re-
pressed ton. Ghoulish climax in dubious
taste.
Solid Oold Cadillac Amusing sdult
comedy about a spunky lady stockhold-
er whose protest* over policies cause
qulto a huhhub in a big corporation.
Sound of Music - Delightful musical
about the
spirited convert girl who
eventually started the Trapp Family
Singers. Recommended for all.
Tovarich Romantic musical about
two gay and gallant Russian arislo-
cratsl
working as servant* In Pari* dur-
lng the Jazz Age. General patronage.
Tunnel of Love - Weak, risque fare*
making much of the marital lapses of
the so-called suburban smart set.
Wes? Side Story Stark modern
musical version of Romeo and Juliet
against a background of teen gang
wars. Rough in spots.
Whit# House Some Interesting per-
aonnl glimpses of our President*, with
Helen Hayes playing some notableFirst
Ladies. Family fare.
Television
SUNDAY, AUG. 2
7:30 a.m. (7) Tho Christophers.
"Pick Best Reading.”
7:30 a.m. (5) The Christophers.
• :I5 a.m. til) The Christophers.
8:25 a.m. (9) The Christophers.
8:30 a.m. (4) Talk About God.
Maryknoll Sisters.
1:30 p.m. (4) Catholic Hour, “Issues
from the Vatican Cowell.”
Films on TV
Following Ls a Hat of films on TV
Aug. 1-7 There may be changes in
some due to cuts for TV use, but
generally the original Legion of De-
cency ratings may be accepted as cor-
recL
FAMILY
Adventure* of Guns of Fort
Rusty Petticoat
Along the Great It Happened
Divide fa Flatbush
And Sudden Death Lucky Me
Black Dakotas Mask of
800100 Avenger
Buckskin Frontier One That Got
Campus Away
Confessions Rulers of Sea
Cocoanut Grov* Sleepy Lagoon
Dr. Christian Son Comes Horn*
Meets Women Stage Struck
Early to Bed Tarzan Escapes
Giant From 2 in Crowd
Unknown Under Fire
Great Victor Who Killed
Herbert Gail Preston?
ADULTS. ADOLESCENTS
Always Goodbye Josette
Arsenic A Juke Girl
Old Lace
Lady Killers
Artists 8c Love it Learn
Models Abroad Love Letters
Black Widow Miss Mmk
Bride Goes Wild Mummy's Ghost
Cry of Hunted Oh Men!
Danger Oh Women
Love at Work Quiet Please,
Death in Murder
Small Doses Saboteur
Doomed to Die Sea of Grass
Dragonfly Secret Fury
Squadron 711 Ocean Drlva
Drums of Tahiti Sins of Mon
Gun Fury 3 for Jarni*
His Girl Friday Dawn
Ivy Violence
Jailbreakrrs
OBJECTIONABLE
Baroness Sc House on
Butler Telegraph Hill
Checkpoint Mis, Tatiock -,
Devil's General Millions
Dresm Girl Wife, Doctor
& Nurse
CONDEMNED
Light Across The Street
Filming the Sistine
NEW YORK CBS News
has announced that it is film-
ing an hour-long special pro-
gram for next fall on Michel-
angelo’s paintings in the Sis-
tine and Pauline chapels in the
Vatican. It will be seen on
“Lamp Unto My Feet.”
Radio
WNEW 1130, WNBC 660. WHOM
1460. WCBS 860, WOR 710. WMCA
570, WWRL 1600, WVNJ 810. WBNX
1380, WABC 770, WERA 1590,
WRLB-FM 107.1, WFHA-FM 106.3,
WFUV-FM 90.7, WSOU-FM 89.5
SUNDAY, AUG. 1
8:45 a.m. WINS Baalist Sermons.
7 a.m. WPAT Christophers.
7 a.m. WNEW Hour of Crucified.
7 a.m. WHN - Christophers.
7:15 a.m. WHN Hour of St. Francis.
7:30 a.m. WHOM - Sacred Heart.
8 a.m. WPAT Sacred Heart.
8:10 a.m. WCBS Audit.
8:30 a.m. WMCA - Ave Marla Hour.
81. Villana of Florence.
0:30 a.m. WABC Christian in Ac-
tion. ''An American Mass Program.”
8:30 a.m. WHN The Catholic Hour.
"The Person In the Contemporary
World," Rev. Louie Bouyer.
0:45 a.m. WMTR Th, Hour of St.
Francis.
9:30 a.m. WVNJ - Uvlng Roaary,
Rev. Thomas B. Peterson. O.P.
11:50 a.m. WERA - flour of crucified.
"Should Parents Teach?" Rev. Victor
HoagI and. C.P,
11:30 a.m. WFHA (FM) For Better
World.
11:45 a.m WFHA (FM) News, Views
k Interviews,
12 noon. WFUV (FM) - Mass From
Blue Chapel.
12 noon WFHA (FM) Friendly
Corner for Shut-Ins. MAry Productions.
12 noon WRLB (FM) Ave Maria
Hour.
12:15 p.m. WFHA (FM) Our Splr-
itual Mother.
12:45 p.m. WFUV (KM) - Sacred
Heart Spanish Program.
1 P.m. WRLB (KM) - "Mother of
All." Mary Productions.
2 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
2:30 p.m. WNBC Catholic Hour.
4 p.m. WFUV (FM) Choral Concert.
5
p.m. WFHA (FM) Msrv Produc-
tions. "Songs of Yesteryear."
5:05 p.m. WVNJ "Implications of
Brotherhood."
6 p.m. WBNX St. Jude Novena.
6 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Hour of Cruet-
tied. "Should Parents Teach?" Rev,
Victor Hoaslsnd. C.P.
7 p.m. WFUV (FM) Georgetown
University Forum.
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Norma.
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Fordham Leo-
turn Senes.
9 p.m. WFUV (FM>—Liturgical Muslo.
10 p.m. WINS _ Trialogu*.
12 midnite WABC Religious Com-
posite.
MONDAY, AUO. 3
4 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Hear)
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Av, Maria.
7:45 p.m. WBNX Novena.
TUESDAY, AUG. 4
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - sacred Heart.
730 p.m WSOU (FM) - Scripture.
7:45 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
WODNIIDAY, AUO. I
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) _ Scripture.
7-45 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Christophers
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
THURSDAY, AUO. 4
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
7:30
p.m.
WSOU (F'M) _ Hour of
Crucified. "Should Parents Teach?"
Rev. Victor Hoagland. C.P.
FRIDAY, AUO. 7
4 P.m WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
I p.m. WBNX Novena.
SATURDAY, AUO. I
5 pm. WWRL - Ukrainian Hoar.
6 p.m. WFUV (FM? Sacred Heart
6:05 p.m. WOR Family Theatsr.
Drama Ratings
Following is a list of the plays on
Broadway, in summer stock, and at
the World’s Fair, classified by tho
Legion of Decency of the Newark
Archdiocese.
FAMILY
Around the World Miracle Worker
In 00 Days Music Man
The Bat Oliver
Camelot peter Pan
Charley’s Aunt School for Scandal
Do Re Mi She Loves Me
Hello Dolly Song of Norway
Here’s Love Sound of Music
Jrany Kissed Me 10 Little Indians
Late Arrival To Broadway
Leave
It to Jane With Love
Little Mary Wonder World
Sunshine Winslow Boy
Majority of One Unskikable Molly
Man for all Brown *
Seasons
ADULTS
All King’s Men Life With Father
All Way Home Life With Mother
Aspcrn Tapers Lord Tango
Barefoot in Park Mary Mary
Bsst Foot Forward Milk and Honey
Best Man Misalliance
Beyond the Fringe Mr. President
Boy Friend Music in Air
Bye. Bye, Birdie My Fair Lady
Cain* Mutiny My 3 Angels
Court Martial Never too Late
Calculated Rißk Naughty Marietta
Call Me Madnm Night Must Fall
Carnival! Night of
Carousel JanuAry 16
Chalk Oarden No Time for
Corn la Green Sergeant*
Critics Choice Oklahoma!
Dear Me. Sky la Once Upon a
Fallkig Mattress
Dear Ruth 110 hi Shad*
Desert Song Papa la All
DiAl M for Photo Finish
Murder Pleasure of His
Enter Laughing Company
Fade Out-Fade In Pygmalion
Fantastlcks Romanoff and
Floreilo Juliet
5 Finger Exercise Sabrina Fair
Flower Drum Song Send Me No
Funny Girl Flowers
Glass Menagerie
Show Boat
Hamlet Solid Gold Cadillac
Happy Hunting Take Her She’s
Harvey Mine
Hasty Heart Teahouse of
High Spirits August Moon
Holiday 10th Man
Home of nrave Third Best Sport
How to Succeed Thurber Carnival
In Business Time Out for
Kind Lady Ginger
Kin* «r.id I Time Remembered
Ladles In Top Banana
Retirement Tovarich
Lady’a Not for Trojan Women
Burning 12 Angry Men
Discuss Council
In TV Series
NEW YORK (NC) Th#
Catholic Hour on TV during
August will offer a four-part
series on main issues before
the Second Vatican Council,
including the role of lay peo-
ple in the Church.
Featured on the programs
will be Rev. Raymond Bosler,
editor of the Criterion, news-
paper of the Indianapolis
Archdiocese and a council ex-
pert, and Michael Novak, au-
thor of “The Open Church,’*
a study of the council.
James O’Gara, managing
editor of Commonweal, will bo
host of the series which is
broadcast on the NBC-TV net-
work 1:30 to 2 p.m.
Award to Ahmann
NEW YORK (NC) - Math-
ew Ahmann, executive ■ direc-
tor of the National Catholia
Conference for Interracial Jus-
tice, has been named one of
two 1964 winners of the Na-
tional Mass Media Brother-
hood Book Awards of the Na-
tional Council of Christian#
and Jews. He was cited for
his editorship of the book
“Race: Challenge to Relig-
ion.”
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AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS
PARKING
AM CONDITIONED
Bpactoliaiag In HOMI MAM
Ravioli CavateHi
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANOUfT
ROOMS
925-31 Wo*t Sid* Av*.
Chy.
i.
UVtNTO
HE 3-8945
Ita
At Ytv'll Likt
ft For
YovrPfHHvre
JOHN J. MURPHY, NM
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Room* Avaliabl* for
All Occasions • Open Dally
Ch.rry A W. Orand Eh. IHiob#t*«,N.J
TJaiolcu
Recommended In "Cue"
CONTINENTAL CUIIINI
_
BROILED LIVE MAINI LOBSTER* DAILY
m CLOSED SUNDAYS A MONDAYS
* Far Rati
~ “
o Resnrvaf/ons Call MU 7-0707
A* Th* Hw Polnh, Unton. N.J. - Gard.n Slat* Pkwoy Rxtt 138
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUN6I
LUNCHEONS AND DINNIRR RBRVID DAILY
1900 Eo«t Edgar Road, (Rout* 1)
9- WA MM*
Grsciomt Dining at iNllil Aeeartment *1
SEAFOODS
Lunthtane, Al* Cart*
PMturln* RAT. A RUN.
RIBS OF BEEF au jus
For
Reservations
Dl 2-1299
w
TWIN CITY R€STAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNOI
LUNCHRONS and DINNERS SERVED DAILY
Wadding* • Banquets • Communion Breakfasts
CATBRINO FACILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE 700
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"Your Horn"
EMIL t. RUTKOWIKI STEPHEN KOITY
7d* EDO AM ROAD PHONE El 1-7SOB-O* ELIZABETH, NJ.
THE WEDGWOOD INN
BIT South Street
In Hlitorl*
Morristown, New Jersey
JE 8-4411
Luncheons • Cocktails • Dinner*
Parties - Wedding Receptions
- OPEN EVERYDAY -
U Mill EAST OF TOWN OREEN
Town & Campus Restaurant
and Motor Lodge
PMturln* «ur MW Intlmatt Cocktail Loun**
Adjoining ttw baauti/ut oanpuaat Nawart SML* TMcharo ColU«c at
MORRIS AVE. End 6REEN LANE, UNION, NJ.
at Boar Family Dining racUlUea * ConUnuou. HI PI Munlc a M Hr. 800,
• M Hr. Telephone Barrio* • Conlarenc* Room* * Party Room*
Shop.
phonh mhm
* THE ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION ★ YOUR GUIDE TO RELAXATION & RECREATION *
ASBURY PARK
111
PL
& NEW MOTEL
At the Boardwalk & 2d Aye.
I Asbury Park, N.J.
1«ot than 1 boor from Nowark
Location—in Contor of Town
£SLTl#n,*,l 2 Churchot, (hopping,
FOOL mi From!.*., Air Cond. rooms.
Fill Healthful Ocoan Bathing
mßm J
V 'nlA "l *—l Room*
FRIS Chaloo Lovngoi • Parking
V *t!iiPti,p#ct M**.
Madison Hotel
l°* If £)?•. . ***URY PM*. H.Jr°r!i* Psfch,VOcun. Amir
» Euro. Bin Fimlly Hofil. Modinteh
P |mC °UP. Home Cooking i
BiMnf Cilhonc Ownir.hlp Blk. to Ocun
OwnirStt WML Junni-Jicquu,
SPRING LAKE
ASBURY PARK
Hotel ANNESLEY
*l2 First Ave., Aibury Park, H. J.
Double and single rooms with or
without bath. Running water in all
rooms. FREE OCEAN BATHING.
Single rooms *l3 up weekly. Double
rooms *22 up weekly.
Charles A Bells Brennan/ Owners-Mgrt.
Shoreham 111 • THIRD AVI,ASBURY PARK. N.J.
Ph. 775-MO9
FRSB OCEAN BATHINO FROM HOTEL
*•»* locitlon. 1 Blockto -Baach. Hom. llk.
- Ntar Raitaurants and Churchai. Roam
ratal waakly, ilnila (20.00 up, Ooubla
$lO.OO up par panon. Alia prlvati baltia.
J. O'Connor and J. Halmbackar, ownara.
Efficiencies, Hotal Room., Cattapai
The Wedgwood
10« Suaaex Ave.. Spring Lake. N. J. I
Oona block (rom tho ocaan overlooking
eaat aide of lake.
EUROPEAN PLAN FREE PARKING
DAY
WEEK SEASON
Cl 9-0096 GI 9-9644
Mri. Gerald A. Dundon. Prop.
BRENTWOOD
Dining, Tbaatrai, ate. 774-9767.
SPRING LAKI
Allaire lord
VSPifanSP PP" SUNDAY t# THURSDAYIM£t»‘^J'.iPBC,AL FAMILY PLAN. Jrd
BoOM <»«*«r IS) FREE
SPRINS LAKE BEACH, N. J.
A whole block on the ocean front In a
famous raaort. Our own private bathing
Batbar'a lunebaona on the Quarter
Back directly on the Ocean. Dancing nightly
®* -*ifrSl >r'(* ton Shipmntee Room.
A (ELECT OCEAN-FRONT HOTEL
_Catherine’* Church and Shrine
REASONABLE RATES FREE PARKINO
Write.
L. WT HARVEY
Owner-Manager
■print Late 10. N. J.
Phone (301) J
LAKE VIEW
HOTEL
trim Uke Baa oh, RJ.
•lock to Ocoan and Board-
!S*i) rJf"*- ~c
Jtni I. FiUpatrick
*orln« Loko loch, N. J.
1 Mock from Atlantic Occam.
, Accommodation* for M. Fro
Parkin* a loofcM.
Phono (Ml) 44MOO*.
HoroM A. Taylor.
AVON 1Y THE SEA
IO« 3YUAANIA AVENUt
msx&c&tgxu
Joraoy chora'a dliHnctlvo guoit houao
whor*
you con on|oy comfort, relax-
ation, and oaoollont mooli. Mock to
ocean and pool. Ownor-managomonl.
Mr*. Ooorfo Wotoon 775-4451
fctratfnrb Inn
Tm JSMSZ'W*
3SS
running water l many vt
Children under 10 free
vision and gams rooms.
verandas. nuerialameat A
ly lor yooag sad old. Enjoy «
attractive cocktail lounge. The Shape.
-M*ro.
SEA OIRT
CHATEAU at-the BEACH
iaa Chicagoilvd., sia out, n. j.
Bpodouo Airy Room*. Apt*. A Ef-
llcltncya 1 Block to loach Compll-
montary Broaklaat
Rooorvotlono 44M«04
I A. <
Air-Conditioned
Room Television
Complimentary
Breakfast
Newest, most
Sodern rooms In>rln* Like Batch
? BiMks to
St. Catherine's
«rOnly
jurfeau
MOTEL
John L Smith 445-MOO
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
PETMSm'S COLONIAL MOTH
SlO Arnold Avo. Pol* PSaaaant Sneeh. M. J.
WHITE SANDS MOTEL
ON TNI OCRAN PROMT
Alt our noma an apactoua nmirilaSti
1 to 4 paoßta. aU ham air TV.
sran to waR oarpat. Bath, atwwar. A haatad.
HRATRD POOL A COPPRR SHOP.
Its* Ocean Asa Pah
WMSTt
BAY HEAD
BAY HID, BCW HHlts
S-JWW
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
OtM MIBWUK •PIC 111
sL^sfv.wvr''
blsaoh. Free parkin*. No aitras.
THrur. rST
THE BAY HEAD SANDS
GUEST HOUSE
Monday naan tn Prtday I P.M.
* l&huK?
AVJSIki.wX’SL.
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
"7ijr 'f ~lji
—
T Tfi pa
more for your vacation money!
$0 just a step from Beach and Boardwalk on beautiful Park
*
Place between Ohio and Indiana Aves., Atlantic City.
Over 200 rooms, most with private bath includingsingle,
doubla and suites. Also large family rooms.
• FREE PARKING!... FREE BATHINQ FACILITIES
• Ooen and ancloaadtun decks overlooking ocaan• Elevatora
from street level • 3 television loungaa • Air conditioned
rooma available • Rate Includes continental breakfaat
.
]D)unnymede
Ii hatham
HOTEL
Phon«i
Area Code 609-344-604
4up V" like
Fir Pcrton, Double Occ. an
BRING THE FAMILY
• DIKICTLY ON THI OCEAN
• KITCHENETTES AVAILABLE
• FREE DOOUIDI PARKINO
• HU TV
Write ofPhone for Rcaenritloea
BEACH FRONT
GARDENS MOTEL
D9ft A M loarovalk Mtiudiviatts Av.
nutm
nms
»z» apJarstßsi
Air, Condition**
Oil'll** A• • m
Pro* Partin*
AN* lura**an Plan
N. C. SUtaar
Ph 344-2383
FLANDERS
*T. JAMB* PL, ATLANTIC CITY
Constantly Striving
To Pleate Our Guests
a MODERN • ELEVATOR
• TV • SOLARIUM
Haw Air Can*man** Olnln* Raam
EM Pt. tram It. Nlctalaa Church
YaabaUaA Arthur Yon laokaapara
THI WIIOWOOOS
, lit: tuisiUK
at CoiwnMna A Atlantic
•tlMwoodCraat,Naur Jnraay
PBH COmwmttM ERfAKfASr
and atManel**. 2 haatad
A*r eocut. Haatad. TV. Pool patio
in attain
Wta ■■* Craali ibnwcia Aata. m
PaaMaAua. Pura. A art*, ant., parch. Mi
tA. hat. A ataraa. 14 A * bdrmc. M
ma. ar aaaa. Wrtta ar caH Mm. Caam
Imam. It at «.)
FOR+tT-Mi NOT
Horn
ft M.
.
WVtiwaM CfMt, N. J.
J'CkK'*
Ml 4 «
•r M-:
ARLINGTON
ItajrnoMa Ara. at Oman. Wildwood. N. 2.
Pham 40*1311111
Modern privet* hatha, Balt Bloch In beach.
Prt* bathing and parkin*.
$35.00 RTo ‘*r "°
tHE Madison
Overlooking Ocoin it llj. Av. 344 8191
ATLANTIC CITY
SUMMER WEEKLY PACKAGE
Including BREAKFAST • DINNER
WKLY WALT. £|jlOFROM
DAILY RATE!
. . Hs*! *• FROM fit
Iribl Private liili Private Both
Ptr Ptnon 2 In Room
Bicycling on Burdwilk • Rolling Clolf
RMt • Boi 101 l Wotor Toffy • Stool
Flor Adnloilon n yim FREE Attrootlono
orolloblo to oil gnooto • Broadway
Entortolnmont • Motloi • TV • Sort
Botklng • Dolly Donoo lotions • Bongo.
CORNER ROOM WITH TV. ON
UPPER FLOOR FACING THE
OCEAN. $l5 DAILY, PER PERSON
NEW YORK
FREE
WINERY
TOURS
About an hour's drlvo
from Now Jorsoy
tour* conducing
- America's J>kL
r£Ztori
OAllari rtpuUd
to°V tiii
In the eonatry. Tan romance
5- 1 .«ad champagne la hletaryi
**""
CONDUCTED WINERY TOUR
_
(aboat oon haw)
Recommended by the
N.Y. But* VacoUon Oulda
.
MONDAY THRU PRIDAY
*»—. S* to IS . 10:00 A M. Am *•“ *™“ u
Sapt. 14 fa Nov. SB . lilg P.M. Only
....SATURDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
wffrwifctejovsr
AND ftBWWW&V. ~
fS&iJg*.
VSJS’4
—into m nr
to.."'™
4
a wpsrs,rsgwss
your (laid trip fnative and anjoyabl
Pap Iran broc'ivmt e-Mal-'-v n>«pv. i
rncllona A full achndulai WrtU Dnpt.C
itoao»aan»»naMoioM»i>«.na
NEW YORK NEW YORK
FAMILY VACATION?
On jUairtlM W.,hlngton L.k. Priv.to B*aeh and Dock
H.gh m th. Shawangunk Mountain. Boating • Bathing • Fi.hing
if, H°u" f :om N*w York Outdoor Sport* • R.croation Hall
N,4r Chureh 3 M.. 1. • Amarican Cul.lno
tfjVt
TWIN OAKS LODGE
YULAN/ N. Y.
RATK: Weakly Adult. >4* Children undar 12 $2l; undar 4 $ll
Daily Adult. st, chlldran $4
OENB TAOLt TOM FINN Talaphonc ,
Proprlator. 914-9*4-2745 or 290*
TnM M the CatakMa4Calebrallne
Our 10th taiisn
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
T.l. IU MAdlaon 1-1*24Route
£». South Cairo. N. Y.
Tar tho brat vacation* avar lor jrounf and old. BEAUTIFUL airy rooma. Inaaraortu
mattresaaa. STILL SERVING J HOT MEALS DAILY. Manu on request <ll you Uka
to tat . . . thia la (or you.) Large (ilterod awlmmln* pool. Lawn aorta, iwlnga and
•lido* lor chlldran. Fraa Iran*, to and from chureh. Dancing to oar own Irtah-
Amartcan orchoatr*. Bar A Grill. TV. Ratea MS. wkly Incl. everything. Special low rat*
(or children and "Always Welcome." For Reservation* or bklt Call or writ* Owen A
Julia Lamb. Prop.
GREEN ISLE HOUSE
South Cairo# Now York
For root and comfort. Now swimming
pool, diving board and slides. Private
rooms with
baths. other
rooms with
hot and cold
running water.
3 excellently
cooked meals
dally. Adults
•A® per week 4 up. children thru I
Cars old SIS. U years S2S. Our ownpassenger bus is TREK and avail-
*“• 13 P*ch you up at your home.FREE bus service to churches on
Jwnday*. Sightseeing tripe to nearby
lataroating places. Special reduced
rates for weekend groups.
Catsklll Phone
MAdlaon 2-9904, NYC WH IMM,
Mon. *e Frl. 9 to I P.M., tats. 9 to 1
Your hosts Mr. and Mrs. Outfy
r—BARLOW'S—
Ult Durham I. N.Y. 01.1 ItllUlll)
• twin . Mill . fllcycl.i . H.ndb.ll
! Tamila * *k«f. deard • Mavlaa .
Om«*ii i.uni. . Culm • Ore* m
Motl.i .
"RE Hwi.i. Calf *ll
churchai n..r . J d.llc m.tlt dill.
• Iknr.fi . BUM • K l C ur.tar all
tma. • Acco. 100 • $4O • s4s wklj.
Sea»d. ft Irlih Mint.
0. C. Barlow. Pro.. Bklt.
WLLOW BROOK FARM
SURPRISE. N. Y.
Mod. ham«llk. rmort. Natural swimming
pool. abulfl.bo.rd ft atock*d Ilk. (or (Mb-
Ind. Nr churchM. movie.. foil. <linc«..
Chary ft B.rt Pill«»lir YO 4-ai.J
FLORIDA
MIAMI
BEACH
THr.
a*4-awav*
On the Ocean •
at 163rrl SI root
“AMMRfCA'It mOMT
FUNdmrful
dMOdr-Mom-
Church a Mat* Information
PENNSYLVANIA
TOBYHANNA, PINNA. HOUSE
Tan (717) ata-aou or aiaa
Atop Th. Pnom Mil.
Flltamd pool. Scoolo lo-
•atkM. modom noma. 1
wall planned omili dally.
RocroiUon Hill. Movloo
Bhulfloboird, Dancing, otc.l
M prmnloao. BoaUna. flab-L,
lnt. faU. Churehei noirby.tJ
BookT.l. $49 to 199 wkly.' l
Dlnln* room open lo
PttMlo. M K. Klbblo, Own Mar
MASSACHUSETTS
Southern Tier'* Fine** Retoqf
Own Oolf Cauraa tin* Food F»«
Skiing, talking from 100 Raama
Showori Booth Buff off Relaxed
Muiic Infortalnmonf lakeiide
loungo Han D'aawvraa Take
Fraawoy Scenic 4 Lana Route 17
Wrlfa far fraa broucfiura
JuLLLLLLI
■ ON OQUAOA lAKI I
\frt iiai noii >i
DUFFY S RIVER VIEW $4l
Alain* 11W
ierr. 11
Narrewaburg, M. Y. Tal.
OPMN MAY t* THRU Itf
Beautifully aHuatad oa Dalawara River,
private laka on promt eat. food bathing,
awlmmln*. (lahlnf. ahulfuboard, ptnapoag,
archary, handball, raeraatlon ball, barba,
cua, apoUoaaly otaan, boat food, awn (ana
producta. Chlldran bah rata, rroa traaau
to churchaa and ataUoo.
Flerenee Daffy and lan
CONNECTICUT
wakerobin inn
LAKIVIUI I, CONN.
Only JVk Hra. R.T.G.
Mori & Mori
...
Ir ’l4
Our 20th laatsn In tha baautlful
Barkihlrai. Funny thine about Vi
cationa—there ara rlikt Involved.
It It tha rl|ht toot? Will accom-
modation! bo food! How about
food, facllltloi I paoplo to
lyigyTjfmO
it Tannla, aw]
WE'VE GOT EVERYTHINO YOU'VE
EVER WANTEOI t li, t lmmlni,
lolf. partita I danclni tor tha
actlva onai or |uit plain
loafin’ fo* thoaa who prafar than
THERE’S MUCH MORE TOO pint
panelled taproom, apacloua lawni
I tarracea. Excallant lummar The-
atraa, Danct Feitivala t mort to
>ta t do. Why don’t you call or
wrlta for pur color folder t aaa
for yourttlfl
Catholic ChurchAdjoining
VERMONT
f Vt. Yankee
MOTOR LODGE
Ihtfftbury, Vt. On UV
Tal. i Rannlnitan ut-tte
NR. •• acanary Inafaad i
fratflc. Outetendlne mol.l a cartage
Open all year. Ai MMtti Ci lU4I
weakly with all maala. taauMvt uk
aak Paneled roemi. Picture window
avarlaak pergaoui acanary. view
warth price. Olaia anclaiad lubt-al,
TV
every ream. Iwlmmlng peat.
•quipm.nl. Ideal Chlldran. Order
thin* an menu _ ataak, labalar
•Jc. Mo other place pflere m
Write far folder. AH.i N. A. videtit.
MASSACHUSETTS
0 s
«««i May 27th
akwood inn "rrrr ium
gV ffp-ffM
JV*
- BORO BUSES -
FROM PUBLIC SERVICE
TERMINAL - NEWARK
AIR CONDITIONED BUSSES VIA
N. J. TURNPIKE
KEYPORT - MIDDLETOWN
RED BANK-LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTIONS TO All
SHORE POINTS
lOW FARE'S
For Information Call
MArket 2-7000
AIR-CONDITIONED
NEW JERSEY'S ONLY
CINERAMA THEATRE
TODAY I P.M.
HANLEY KRAMER
innuruuvßH'
TIOiKKaS*
wraurert
sun at sox oma.
tun, ot TnmoM
T3OCB3XD
(lolrldge
Education News
OK Parochial Teacher Aid
WASHINGTON (NC) The
House Education Committee
has approved extension of the
National Defense Education
Act, has revised two sections
private school supporters
claimed were unfair to their
teachers, and has added pro-
visions for nurses and social
workers.
The bill would extend the
1958 law two years beyond its
expiration date of June 30,
lt is now in the House
Rules Committee.
Under the present law, a col-
lege student who borrows from
the federal government to fi-
nance his education can get up
to 50% of his debt forgiven
if he teaches five years in a
public grade or high school.
That feature would be ex-
tended to those who teach in
non-public schools or in col-
leges.
Furthermore, this latest re-
vision would permit private
school teachers to receive the
stipend now given to public
school teachers enrolled in
special institutes in subjects
such as mathematics and guid-
ance counseling. The stipend
is $75 a week, plus $l5 weekly
for each dependent.
The bill also would raise the
limit on the amount available
in federal funds to be lent by
colleges to needy students. It
would go from $135 million now
to $2OO million in mid-1967.
Students could borrow up to
$2,500 a year, instead of the
present $l,OOO. In addition, stu-
dent nurses would be qualified
for loans, and the forgiveness
feature would be extended to
those who went into nursing,
social work or became coun-
selors in projects related to
President Johnson’s proposed
“war on poverty.”
•
Diocese Offers Aid
BURLINGTON, Vt. (NC) -
The Burlington Diocese has of-
fered to guarantee a $300,000
loan to the Burlington school
board for completion of anew
public high school here.
The loan would be made to
the board by National Life In-
surance of Vermont, using
Church property of the diocese
as collateral.
Burlington Mayor Edward A.
Keenan called the offer "gra-
tifying.” He added, however,
that it is doubtful that the city
could legally accept it.
Completion of the new high
school has been hamstrung by
difficulties in obtaining a sec-
ond payment of state aid
funds.
Becker's Poll Hit
NEW YORK (RNS)—Ameri-
ca, the national Catholic week-
ly, has urged the Catholic hier-
archy Ito be "slow —very
slow” in responding to a poll
of 229 Bishops by Rep. Frank
J. Becker (R.-N. Y.), initiator
of a proposed constitutional
amendment to permit prayers
and Bible reading in public
schools.
“The Becker amendment is
well-intentioned but ill-ad-
vised,” the Jesuit magazine
said. “It is not a cause to
which the Church should se-
riously consider committting
her prestige and her reputa-
tion.”
Bus, Driter-Ed Aid
ST. PAUL, Minn (NC) -
Citizens for Educational Free-
dom in Minnesota will seek
equal tax-supported bus trans-
portation for all school chil-
dren in the 1965 legislature.
Daniel Coughlan of Man-
kato, state president of the
non-sectarian, non-profit or-
ganization of private school
supporters, said CEF will
also seek state subsidies for
driver training classes in non-
puplic schools.
CCD Survey:
Bright Vista, and Problems
WASHINGTON (NC) Ob-
taining cooperation from pas-
tors is the biggest problem
facing the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, according
to a nationwide survey of dio-
cesan CCD directors.
Close behind in the CCD
problem parade were "train-
ing and retaining" qualified
lay teachers, and achievement
of good organization on parish
and diocesan levels.
The confraternity is the of-
ficial organization for teaching
religion to all not attending
Catholic schools. The survey,
by Rev. Joseph O’Donoghue,
CCD director at St. James
Church in suburban Mt. Rain-
ier, Md., evoked a response
from 62 diocesan directors,
about 40% of the total queried.
BESIDES revealing the top
three problems of CCD, the
survey sparked a lively debate
on how to solve those prob-
lems and served to dispel
some previously-revered as-
sumptions about the pro-
gram’s effectiveness.
Few reported any real suc-
cess in overcoming pastoral
opposition to CCD programs.
Among the reasons for this
difficulty were “the reluctance
of some pastors to accept a
program different from the
patterns which they had tra-
ditionally followed;” absence
of "strong directives” from
the Bishops, and in some
cases, a director’s attempt to
force CCD on a pastor with-
out first showing its value and
practicality.
ONE APPROACH to the sol-
ution of training and organiza-
tion salaried principals and
key workers received the
endorsement of 75% of the
respondents.
Father O’Donoghue said he
thought the response would
have been even better if his
question had said who would
pay the larger parishes and
the dioceses.
A characteristic objection to
paying key personnel, he said,
was that salaries “would de-
stroy the CCD as a truly par-
ish program. . .”
The results also indicate lit-
tle connection between the
strength of the parochial
school system and the ef-
fectiveness of CCD. Dioceses
with a low percentage of paro-
chial school students —and
more need for CCD were
rated good and bad just as
often as other dioceses.
THE SURVEY also brought
to light some other statistics
in the responding dioceses:
• 70% of Catholic students
in public schools attend CCD
classes, compared with 61%
five years ago and 67% in
1961.
• Two-thirds of all CCD
teachers are lay people.
• 58% of the directors feel
a need for an exchange of in-
formation among parishes and
dioceses.
• 75% feel that CCD is not
expanding enough to meet the
need.
BUT WHATEVER the short-
comings and the problems, the
diocesan directors were al-
most unanimous in their op-
timism over the CCD’s future.
Some comments:
"The future is bright, par-
ticularly since our Catholic
laity are becoming more
aware of their own place in
the priesthood of Christ.”
"I see the confraternity and
the ’role of the laity’ as al-
most synonymous."
“Modern changes and chal-
lenge have given the CCD a
freshness that inspires and en-
gages the good will of our peo-
ple. A. danger is the tendency
in some quarters to bill the
CCD as a lay organization and
lay activity and then set up a
core of clergy as dictators of
policy, procedure and pur-
pose.”
"The CCD will grow and get
better material from the ‘new
breed* of both laity and
clergy.”
Legislators Head
CEF Speakers
Am Advocate News' Summary
A three-faith pane! of tweak-
ers on education will address
Citizens for Educational Free-
dom and more than 3,000
members from the U.S. and
Canada are expected to turn
out for the annual meeting of
the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians in two conventions due
to open in the coming week.
CEF, meeting Aug. 6-8 in
Philadelphia, will hear Rep.
Augustus F. Hawkins of Calif-
ornia, a Baptist, and Rep.
Hugh Carey of New York, a
Catholic, both members of the
House Education Committee.
Will Herberg, professor of Ju-
daic Studies at Drew Univer-
sity in Madison, will also
speak. CEF urges government
support for both public and
private schools.
THE HIBERNIANS have
scheduled a week-long slate of
activities beginning Aug. 4 iu
Albany.
At other conventions:
• The coordinating commit-
tee meeting of the Christian
Family Movement, July 31-
Aug. 2 at Marist College,
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
• Editors Stewart Beach of
This Week and Whit Burnett of
Story and authors Padraic
Colum, Anne Freemantle and
Elizabeth Janeway will speak
at the annual Georgetown Uni-
versity Writers conference in
Washington, Aug. 3-14.
• The National Laywom-
en’s Retreat Congress, The
National Laymen's Retreat
Movement and the Canadian
Retreat Movement will meet
July 31-Aug. 2 in Detroit.
• Rev. Edward L. Curran,
president of the International
Catholic Truth Society will
speak at the Catholic War
Veterans Convention Aug. 4-9
in Cleveland.
Peter’s Drops
Adult Courses
JERSEY CITY St. Peter’s
College will discontinue its
division of adult education this
fall.
Very Rev. Edward F. Clark,
S.J., president, said the pro-
gram was begun in 1953 when
there were few facilities for
adult education in the area.
Since then, many public
schools have instituted such
programs and St. Peter’s has
now chosen to concentrate ex-
clusively on degree programs.
The enrollment at the col-
lege this fall will increase by
10 percent in the evening ses-
sion, while the largest fresh-
man class in history is ex-
pected to attend the day ses-
sions.
Private School
Equality Asked
FATIMA, Portugal (NC) -
Equal treatment must be
granted to private schools
within the framework 'of the
now reform of elementary edu-
cation in the country, the
Portuguese Bishops stated in a
pastoral letter at the end of
their annual meeting.
The Bishops’ pastoral refers
to a reform extending obliga-
tory school at the elementary
level from four to six years.
The Bishops stress the nec-
essity not only of Improving
the standard of living in the
country, but also the need of
facing the problem of private
schools in addition to public
ones.
N.J. Jesuit
College Head
SYRACUSE - Very Rev.
William L. Reilly, S.J., a na-
tive of Jersey City, has been
appointed president of Le-
Moyne College by Very Rev
James J. Shanahan, S.J., New
York provincial superior.
Father Reilly succeeds Very
Rev. Nicholas J. Sullivan, S.J.,
who has received a sabbati-
cal to complete a year of
post-doctoral study and re-
search in Europe.
The new president attended
St. Peter’s Prep before enter-
ing the Society of Jesus in
1932 at Weston, Mass. He was
ordained in 1945. From 1947
to 1955, he taught at Fordham
University and for the past
nine years has been at Canis-
ius College, where he served
as director of the summer ses-
sion and evening division.
Fr. Lee Library
HIGHLAND, N.Y. - The
new library at St. Augustine’s
School here will be named for
Rev. Charles A. Lee, a native
of Paterson, who began the
library shortly before his
death last June 1.
Groundbreaking Set for College
WOODCLIFF LAKE - Arch-
bishop Boland will break
ground here Aug. 2 for the
novitiate and junior college of
the Sisters of St. John the
Baptist, which will probably
open in September, 1965.
The college, which event-
ually will accept lay students
as well as Sisters, will have
a capacity of 300, while the
novitiate will accommodate 40
novices and 40 postulants.
THE CONGREGATION pre-
sently conducts Mt. St. John
Academy, Gladstone, and
staffs grammar schools at St.
Lucy’s, Newark; St. Bernard’s,
Plainfield, and St. Vincent’s,
Stirling. Mother M. Berna-
dette, C.5.J.8., former prin-
cipal at St. Bernard's, was
recently named U.S. Regional
superior.
The college building will in-
clude classrooms, science and
language laboratories, art
rooms, a 20,000-volume library,
conference and reading rooms.
On the lower level will be a
large gymnasium and all-pur-
pose room, seating 300.
The novitiate will have on
its first floor the offices of the
motherhouse, a chapel seating
150, kitchen, dining halls and
quarters for the superior.
ON THE SECOND floor will
be accommodations for the
novices and postulants, as well
as community rooms, study
halls, oratories and utility
rooms. The ground floor will
have a reception hall seating
125 people.
The facade of the two struc-
tures will include buff face
brick with limestone trim and
colored mosaic panels between
aluminum windows. The ar-
chitect for the double project
is Anthony J. De Pace.
NEW COLLEGE - Above is the architect's conception of the new junior college and
novitiatefor the Sisters of St. John the Baptist at Woodcliff Lake. At left is the college
building which will accommodate 300 students and at right the novitiate, which will alsoinclude the offices of the motherhouse. Architect is Anthony J. DePace of New York City.
Maywood Poll Boosts
Shared Time Plan
MAYWOOD Over 1,500
postcards have been received
by the local weekly newspaper
here in favor of the shared
time proposal involving Queen
of Peace Grammar School and
nearby Maywood Junior High
School. V
The Maywood Committee for
Shared Time in a full-page ad
printed in the July 23 issue of
Our Town, asked residents to
send postcards to the news-
paper and to members of the
board of education, which had
rejected the proposal at a July
17 executive session.
It was hoped that a demon-
stration of public opinion in
favor of the program might
change the decision of the
board before its next meeting,
which is scheduled for Aug. 10,
but which may not take place
until September, due to lack
of a quorum.
IT IS NOW 15 months since
the Shared Time Committee,
composed of parents of Queen
of Peace students, asked that
seventh and eighth grade chil-
dren from that school be per-
mitted to take physical educa-
tion and science at the junior
high school. The board of edu-
cation first rejected the pro-
posal in an April letter which
said it was not feasible due to
an "overloaded schedule in
(those two subjects).”
There are 144 students in the
two Queen of Peace classes
who would benefit from this
first shared time proposal in
North Jersey.
The ad also stated that the
committee could not wait until
September for the official de-
cision on shared time. This
meeting would take place Sept.
14, a week after the opening of
school.
The committee said in-,
stead it would weigh two al-
ternatives. 1) to register all or
someof the 144 students at the
junior high school for science
and physical education or 2)
register all or some on a full-
time basis.
THE FIRST alternative
would, of course-, force the
hand of the board of education
on the question of shared time.
If the students were rejected,
the case would probably wind
up in court. The second, which
the committee says it does not
wish to use, might result in a
split session for the school,
which would then be over-
crowded.
The question of part-time ac-
ceptance of students in public
day schools has never been
decided by state courts.
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At the Vatican Pavilion
Fair Hostess: Each Day Is Different
CLIFFSIDE PARK - Al-
though it means traveling to
the World’s Fair each day,
working onSaturdays and Sun-
days and living away from her
Mexico City home, bilingual
Nadine Palau says being a hos-
tess at the Vatican Pavilion
"has many benefits, far more
than many people may real-
ize."
The pavilion’s 20 hostesses
were chosen from 2,000 ap-
plicants. "Being exposed to
an international background
and very interested in art”
are factors Nadinefeels helped
her cause.
Nadine, who speaks Span-
ish, frequently converses with
another hostess who speaks
French. Both are interested in
learning the other’s language
and eventually being of more
assistance to other foreign
speaking pavilion visitors.
EACH DAY at the Fair is
"different” because each per-
son and question is different,
she says. The hostesses cover
a different area of the pavilion
each week .which gives them
a "more personal approach to
people” as well as a thorough
knowledge of the pavilion. “I
see it every day and every
day it makes a different im-
pression on me,” she Says.
The two main areas are the
Sistine Chapel exhibit and St.
Peter’s Tomb.
Nadine and the other hos-
tesses answer an average of
2,000 questions every day. One
quarter of the questions are
asked in Spanish, German,
French and Yiddish. “We are
called upon to answer ques-
tions about the exhibits and
anything within the Pavilion
walls,” she notes. "We even
orient people around the fair
grounds."
The hostesses also give lec-
tures explaining certain ex-
hibits, conduct tours, and ac-
company celebrities through
the Pavilion.
AN INTENSIVE one-week
training period was held before
the fair opened. Through lec-
tures, books and homework,
the hostesses learned about the
background of the exhibits at
the pavilion. Their studies con-
tinue as additional material or
new exhibits are added.
Interviews with some artists
whose works are on display
and reading the Bible, Irving
Stone’s "The Agony and the
Ecstasy” and Arnold Toyn-
bee’s "The Tomb of St. Peter”
were included.
The hostesses are easily
recognizable by their princess-
line dresses of magenta and
pink wool mohair, topped by
elbow-length capes. A gold
brooch inspired by the papal
coat of arms is worn close to
the left shoulder. A pill-box
type hat and short gloves com-
plete the uniform.
NADINE SAYS most visitors
come to the pavilion with the
idea of seeing the Pieta and
then leaving. But generally
they linger, interested by other
exhibits.
"Visitors,” she continues,
“have a very cooperative and
respectable attitude not only
toward the Vatican Pavilion
but also to word the hostesses.
They're very polite.”
Two desires brought Nadine
to the U.S. and the World’s
Fair: to see more of her na-
tive country and to be in the
midst of the work she loves
people and art.
Uncertain whether to major
in art or psychology in col-
lege, Nadine wanted to “take
a year out to decide.” .
“I realized the best thing I
could do to get experience in
public speaking and dealing
with people of all na-
tionalities and occupations
would be at the fair."
SINCE APRIL, Nadine ex-
plains, she has "gained so
much knowledge of Italian art
it’s just amazing.” She cites
the transparency of the Sistine
Chapel as one example. "Did
you know that Michelangelo
painted the body of Eve, minus
her head, as part of Adam's
leg in the scene of the crea-
tion of man. It was probably
his way of bringing out that
woman came from man. Work-
ing at the pavilion, I’ve
learned much about my re-
ligion.”
She spends much of her free
time seeking out places where
she can sketch or paint. At
home she works on semi-ab-
stract charcoal drawings. Na-
dine says she enjoys working
with people but likes to pursue
art when she's alone.
TIME SKETCHING - During her free time, Vatican
Pavilion hostess Nadine Palau of Cliffside Park often
seeks out spots providing "atmosphere” or "character”
for her sketching. She enjoys working with people -
which she does all day at the fair - but when alone,
she turns to art.
I Was Thinking...
Americanism Past, Present
Evident in Stone, Spirit
By RUTH W. REILLY
A trip to Washington is al-
ways exciting. This time it
was with our three younger
children, two of whom had
never been to the Capital.
The morning was clear and
sunny and our first stop was
Arlington National Cemetery
where we fell in line and
chatted with other tourists as
we inched our way to pay tri-
bute at President Kennedy’s
grave to see the mound of
earth blanketed with ever-
greens and topped with the
“eternal flame,” the hats, rep-
resenting the different branch-
es of the armed services, cir-
cling it, the two tiny head-
stones for the Kennedy babies.
From there we walked to the
tomb of the unknowns. We
marveled at the soldierly per-
fection with which the guard
on duty marched and went
through his manuevers despite
full uniform and the heat of
the day. We witnessed the
ceremony of the changing of
the guard a few minutes after
our arrival.
HEAVY TOURIST traffic
and parking difficulties regu-
lated the number and order of
our stops. First was the grace-
ful Jefferson Memorial and
the Washington Monument
which spears the sky. We
rested during our long wait
for the elevator and were
crowded close for the long 70
second assent to the top,
where we enjoyed spectacular
views of the city through ob-
servation windows onall sides
of the tower.
Our next stop was the Lin-
coln Memorial, which I like
best of all. We climbed the
high front steps and walked
through the spacious memori-
al chamber where the great
marble statue of Abraham
Lincoln inspires a quiet rever-
ence. (The statue is 19 feet in
height, the scale is such that
it Lincoln were standing he
would be 28 feet tall.) We
thrilled reading the Gettysburg
Address inscribed in stone on
one wall. I wished I had some
color film to catch two young
Sisters, in blue robes and flow-
ing white headdresses, who
stood, absorbed in thought,
looking up at Mr. Lincoln.
I thought of the drawing of
Lincoln (recently reprinted in
Time magazine) depicting him
seated as here, but with his
head in his hands . . . weeping
. . . as an expression of our
nation’s grief and shock on
hearing the news of President
Kennedy’s death. Lincoln and
Kennedy were kindred spirits,
exponents of Americanism at
its best.
WE STROLLED along the
outside walk between the walls
of the memorial chamber and
the great colonnade which sur-
rounds it. It reminded me of
an ancient Greek temple.
There is a feeling of dignity
and peace, of fullness and
freedom here. These are the
things Mr. Lincoln lived and
died to secure for all Ameri-
cans. President Johnson had
signed the strongest civil
rights law in nearly a century
only a few days earlier, and
the place seemed especially
hallowed.
From there we drove to the
Capitol. Although he has seen
pictures, a first-time visitor is
awed by the hugeness of the
structure, with its House and
Senate wings. Once inside he
catches the throb and thrill of
this center of our land, with
its reminders of past history
made here, and its motion of
history now being made.
“IS THIS WHERE Kennedy
lay in state?” our youngest
asked as he walked to the cen-
ter of the huge rotunda. Our
time was too limited to
roam, so we joined a tour and
the guide’s running commen-
tary described the art in the
rotunda, the history of Sta-
tuary Hall and other points of
interest.
The boys were tremendously
impressed as we followed our
guide into the visitors’ gallery
of the House chamber which
she described in detail. They
looked with solemn wonder
when she pointed out where
the President stands to
address a joint session of Con-
gress. From there we walked
across to the Senate chamber.
"May we come back some-
time and visit when Congress
is in session?” the boys want-
ed to know. “I’d like to very
much,” I told them. “There is
so much more to see and do!”
Benedictines
Take Vows
ELIZABETH Seven Bene-
dictine Sisters pronounced fin-
al vows at recent ceremonies
in Benedictine Academy.
Auxiliary Bishop Costello
celebrated Mass and Msgr.
William F. Furlong, archdio-
cesan vocation director and
pastor of St. Mary’s, Eliza-
beth, preached.
The Sisters pronouncing
vows were: Sister Annunciata
McCarthy of Sparta, Sister
Boniface Farley of Wash-
ington, D.C., Sister Carol Low-
ry of Pittsburgh, Sister Mary
Joachim Bukwich of Maple-
wood,
Also, Sister Thomas Marie
Maguvin of New York City,
Sister Benedict Batsch and
Sister Mary George Sullivan of
Elizabeth.
IFCA Convention
Marks Golden Jubilee
WASHINGTON (NC) The
International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae will cele-
brate the golden jubilee of its
founding at its national con-
vention in the SheratonPark
Hotel here Aug. 18-23.
A highlight of the golden
jubilee convention will be a
Pontifical Mass of Thanks-
giving offered Aug. 23 in the
National Shrine of the Immac-
ulate Conception by Bishop
Jerome D. Hannan of Scran-
ton, Pa., at the Mary Mem-
orial Altar donated to the
shrine by the federation. Bish-
op Hannan will preside at the
installation of new IFCA of-
ficers at this time.
Made up of alumnae groups
with more than a million
members from 550 U.S. Cath-
olic colleges and high schools,
the IFCA was founded in 1914
by two alumnae of St. Joseph’s
College in Emmitsburg, Md.
TODAY THE work of tho
federation is carried on
through departments of edu-
cation, literature, social ser-
vice, motion pictures and a
bureau of Sister’s scholar-
ships, which since )924 ha?
awarded more than' 3,000
scholarships for advanced
study to members of 35 reli-
gious communities engaged in
teaching.
The motion picture depart-
ment works with the national
Legion of Decency in evalu-
ating films.
The IFCA has also been ac-
tive in efforts to secure the
beatification of Blessed Moth-
er Elizabeth Seton. It secured
some 152,000 signatures on a
petition for this purpose so
far.
Maryknoll Sisters
Re-elect Superior
MARYKNOLL, N. Y. -
Mother Mary Colman, super-
ior general of the Maryknoll
Sisters since 1958, was re-elec-
ted to a second six-year term
during the congregation’s gen-
eral chapter.
Mother Colman, who entered
Maryknoll in 1926, served in
the Philippines from 1929 to
1945 and was among a group
of 50 Maryknoll Sisters res-
cued by paratroopers from
Los Banos prison there in
1945.
She is a former dean of
Maryknoll Teachers College
and a former vicaress general.
Superiors Meet
NOTRE DAME, Ind. (NC)
About 2,000 Sisters are expect-
ed at the 11th annual Theologi-
cal Institute for Local Super-
iors at Notre Dame University,
Aug. 3-9. The theme is: "Our
Religious Vocation as a Wor-
shipping Community.”
Heads CDA
...Again
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (NC) -
Margaret Buckley of Chevy
Chase, Md., was re-elected
regent of the Catholic Daugh-
ters of America during its
30th biennial national conven-
tion.
Mrs. Manilla Caprine of Los
Angeles was named secretary
and Mrs. Grant Callahan, Roa-
noke, Va., was named to the
board of directors.
Reelected were Mrs. John
V. Ballard, Milton, Mass., and
Mrs. Frank V. Baxter, Dubu-
que, la., vice regents, and Dr.
Catherine M. Clarke, Albu-
querque, N. Mex., treasurer.
Delegates voted Boston as
the site of the 31st biennial
national convention to be held
in 1966.
Student Nurses
From 7 Orders
NEW ORLEANS, La. (NC)
The Sisters at Mercy Hos-
pital here have given anew
slant to the word "ecumeni-
cal."
They use It to describe the
hospital’s nursing program un-
der which 12 Mercy Sisters
who are also nurses impart
their hospital knowledge to
nine Sisters from six other
communities.
With the Mercy order pay-
ing the costs, exclusive of
books, nuns of other commun-
ities learn to be nurses
either to work in hospitals of
their own or to be able to
give nursing services in or-
phanages or old people’s
homes.
Sister Mary Edwins, direc-
tor of the nursing school, said
the Sisters take part in al-
most all student activities
"everything except the prom.”
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New PepH
unmasks
flavor
hidden
by other
coffee
lighieners
(And keeps fresh
up to 3 weeks
underrefrigeration)
i*. <
r
New Perx is a pure
non-dairy product
that brings out...
never clouds...
natural coffee
flavor. Curbs
coffee bitterness.
And homogenized
Perx stays fresh
three times longer.
Liquid Perx blends
instantly.
Never lumps.
In your frozen
food case nowl
7Pon newperx
HOUSEWIFE: Taka this coupon to your arocar. You'll find FINE
In the froaen food ana. Itwill aava you 7« on a Ml pint of Para.
OROCEMi Mitchell Food* Inc.. Fredonla, Haw York will radaam
thla couponfor 7* plut 2a handling, provld.d you and lha cut-
tonw have complied with tho tarma of thli oftar. Any other
•PPllcotlon conatitulot fraud. Invdcaa proving purchaaa of auf-
nclant clock to cover eoupona proaanlad for redemptlona mutt
ba ahowo upon roqueat. Subject to atata and local raguladona.
Void If taaad, roatrktad orforbidden by law. each value l/2cth
of M. Umlts One coupon to a family. Offer eiplreo
Va/H
"■ 4 ■■■■■■■■■■■■■•
MITCMIU
fOOOB, IN G
we re now
serving
COCKTAILS
. . .
Yes, you may now enjoy a leisurely cocktail
THE AFTON ...a complete liquor and wine
service has been added for
your dining pleasure.
SERVING HOURS HAVE ALSO
BEEN LENGTHENED
LUNCHEON
DINNER
1J NOON
- 2:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS - 5 P M. - 9 P.M.
SUNDAYS - 12 NOON - 8 P.fj,
CLOSED EVERY MONDAY
""AFTON
SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE ol HANOVER RD.
FLORHAM PARK. N. J.
for roitrvotiom FR 7-1171
When you must choose a Nursing Home...
When the health and happiness of someone you love are In yourhands... you want to be very
Sure. And you can be, at Northfield Manor -anew kind of nursinghome, newly built, anddesigned
to anew concept of whata nursing home should be (with emphasis onthewild“home”). Theservices
catering to the physical comforts ore unobtrusively there...as are thehigh professional level per-
•onnel andequipment fornursing young and old to health.
Send postcard today or phone RE 1-4500 for illustrated folder.
Now open! Your inspection is cordially invited.
aturndimension inconvalescence imd congregate living
Northfield ManorNursingHome
WNortkfitU iiimw, Hell Ormfe,fiW. Ut arOld Sferl UUU MtU
MAKE IT A
ROSARIAN SUMMER
Series of sermons on Rosary Mysteries
for Unity and Peace
Pax
Rosary Shrine
Preachen
REV. HARRY A. KELLY, O.P.
Aoguit 2 - 111. Descent of the Holy Ohosl
August 9 Tho Atiumption
August 16 Tho Coronation
Summit, New Jersey
Holy Hour Services begin at 3i30 p.m.
ovary Sunday aftornoon.
Vlilt Clolitor Gift Shop and Clolitar Pantry
Printing Dono To Ordor
Wadding, Ordination, Graduation, Jubilee Invitations.
Hand lottarod Cards for Special Occasions
CAPTURED RESIDENT - Warren Singer, nature director, discusses size and characteristics
of snakes as part of the nature program. This is one of five programs offered to scouts
enabling them to advance within their ranks. Eager listeners are five of 200 scouts who
attended the two weeks of Catholic scouting, from left, Gilbert Carcia and Thomas
Boyle of Troop 18, Good Counsel,Newark; Lou Saporito and Thomas Hart of Troop 38,
St. Francis Xavier, Newark, and Rick Kitts also from Good Counsel.
ADDITIONAL HELPING - Although scouts didn't help in the kitchen, except to bring the
dishes to the dishwasher, those working the host system occasionally managed an ad-
ditional helping. Here Frank Mozino of Troop 87, Sacred Heart, Vailsburg, waits while
Robert Avalone of Troop 38, St. Francis Xavier, Newark, is served by Guy Ferraiolo, also
from Sacred Heart.
MOPPING IT OUT - Arthur Thompson of Troop 38, St.
Francis Xavier, Newark, takes his turn at cleaning up
after luncheon. One boy was assigned as waiter, report-
ing 15 minutes before mealtime to set the table. Another
boy acted as host, serving the guest and six scouts at
his table. By rotating, each boy had both duties once a
week.
PREPARING THE ALTAR - Harry Frevert and Thomas
Davidson both of Troop 226 at St. Paul of the Cross,
Irvington, prepare the altar for daily Mass. During the
two Catholic scouting weeks at Robert Treat Council's
camp, many boys gave up an extra hour's sleep to at-
tend Mass celebrated by a troop chaplain either on the
rustic, white birch altar or a picnic table under a pagoda.
Scouts Told
Obedience
Is Key Trait
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (NCI
Obedience modeled on
Christ’s should be the charac-
teristic trait of a Boy Scout,
the Bishop-moderator of the
Catholic Committee on Scout-
ing told Catholics at the sixth
national Boy Scout Jamboree
here.
Imitation of Christ "means
obedience to God’s will at any
cost and under any circum-
stances,” Bishop William G.
Connare of Grecnsburg, Pa.
said.
“In unquestioning obedience
is the only certain way to be-
come the sure and self-reliant
young man who is master of
his own destiny. In direct pro-
portion to your willingness to
obey, like the boy Jesus, will
you possess that confidence
which will stamp you as a
leader for tomorrow," the
Bishop declared.
The scout law obliges scouts
to "serve God and other peo-
ple to your own happiness
through all the days of a long
and fruitful life and even into
eternity."
Young Advocate Contest
Knowledge Brings Them Dollars
By SUSAN DINER
Once again Young Advo-
cates, you’ve given the judges
of the Young Advocate Club
a difficult time, but they did
their job and learned a lot
about New Jersey while they
did it.
We combined the junior and
senior division of the Ter-
centenary Contest and arc
now ready to announce the
results.
CONGRATULATIONS to our
prize winners.
Trudy Schroeder, an eighth
grader at St. Peter’s, wins
first prize and $5. She lives at
125 Henry St., Somerset.
Trudy wrote about the firey
death on the icy Delaware.
In her entry she reminds us
that in 1856 docks along the
Jersey Shore were often
blocked by ice making it al-
most impossible for boats to
pick up and discharge pas-
sengers.
The steamboat “New Jer-
sey” was the scene of tragedy
as it caught fire. Only 20 peo-
ple out of almost 100 were
saved. From this tragedy
came anAct of Congress mak-
ing life preservers and life-
boats required equipment.
SECOND prize of $3 goes to
Carol Stefanko of 125 Henry
St. Somerset. Carol is also an
eighth grader at St. Peter’s.
Noting that New Jersey lacks
vast natural resources such as
gold, silver, iron, and isn’t
even "blessed with a brigade
of tumultuous rivers to turn
her factory wheels” Carol does
a lovely job telling us why our
state ranks high among other
states in both industry and
agriculture.
Third place is a tie between
a member from the junior div-
ision and one from the senior
division: Coleman Smith, a
fourth grader at St. Philo-
mena’s School, who lives at
193 No. Livingston Ave., Liv-
ingston; and St. Peter’s eighth
grader, Rosalie Buttitta, of
75 Ambrose St., Somerset.
Both will receive $2.
Coleman sent a drawing of
the Duke of York showing Sir
George Carteret the tract of
land he was about to give him.
Coleman included a brief ex-
planation of why the land was
called New Jersey.
Rosalie’s entry is In the
form of a letter written by
a Revolutionary War child to
her diary. Her letter tells
about her father who was
stationed with Washington at
Valley Forge and about the
Englishmen who raid their
farm.
Congratulations also to the
following 25 receiving honor-
able mention;
Deborah Ahlstrom. 203 Stuyvesant
Ave,. Newark; <7l Sacred Heart
Joan Bnhavh, 39 Jefferson Ave.. New
Brunswick; (fl> St. Peter's
Susan Bartholomew. 27 Hardenberih
St., New
Brunawtck; <•) St. Peter's.
Louis Bellettinl. Hit Summit Ave.,
Union City; (4) SI. Francis
Joseph P. Benineses. 15«Payton Ave..
Somerset; (S) St. TPeter's
<
Richard Calferty. 916 Stevens St.,
North Brunswick; (•) St. Peter's
Jeananne Carmody, 31 Morris Ave.,
New Market; (8) St Peter's
Margaret Clementl. 22 Dix SI., New
Brunswick; 18) St. Peter’s
Janet Connolly. 40 J oilerson Ave.,
New Brunswick; (8) St. Peter's
Elizabeth Coyne, 1447
Thomas Ave.,
th Brunswick; (8) St. Peter's
Suzanne Oldie. 1 Kinrsbrldje Rd..
S-merset; (8) St. Peter’s
Nancy Hall. 10 Carter Rd.. Haskell:
(.’> St. Francis
Thomas Hamilton. 73 Wrtfht PI.,
New Brunswick; (3) St Peter's
Karen Kiraly, 40 OurnUn Ave.. New
Brunswick; (8) St. Peter's
Helen Meier, 1123 Summit Ave., Jer-
sey City; (7) St. Anne's
Sarah Micale, 219 Lawrence St.. New
Brunswick; (3) St. Peter's
Mary Anne O'Hare. 24« Powers St..
New
Brunswick; (8) St. Peter's
Kenneth Olson, 20 Lincoln PI., New
Brunswick; (8) St Peter's
Mary Ellen O'Reilly. 247 Myrtle Ave.,
Irvington; (8) St Leo's
Daniel Rudden. 299 Third St, Jersey
City; (7) St Mary's
Leonard ScallldL 53 Foxwood Dr,
Somerset; (8) St Peter's
Joseph Seals. 212 Gsrflsld Avt„ Jar-
tey City; (S) St. Paul's
Mary Jude Smith. 193 No. Livingston
Ave.. Livingston; (8) St Philomtna's
Barbara Totnecko. 358 Parrtna Avs.
New Brunswick I (8) St Peter's
Christina VanVorhla. 14 Brlarwood
Dr.. Somerset! (8) St Peter's
Marianites Elect
LE MANS, France (NC)
Sister Madeline Sophie, M.S.C.,
of Opelousas, La., has been
elected superior general of the
1,000-member Marianite Sisters
of the Holy Cross, who have
a province in Princeton, N.J.
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shomm &
XuHclietm. 8. 3bi*ute'i
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NEWARK
NU 4-7200
Your
Wedding Reception
at tho
mun
JERSEY CITY
It catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Taitofully
decoratod
• DINNERS created to moot YOUR
needi • Elegant Food • Generous
Portion! • Ported Cecktallt
• Ptnonolliod ottontlon to every
dotall.
, Cf or Por Portonfrom
M Mnlrt
V Package
and the Price it Right . . .
Com to or phono Mr. Moollor oar
Wedding Consultant
is at your service
OLdfield 3-0100
Saint James
A small school Hr M Cathode boarOlno
hoys and a low day students, clasaos
*'• smalt andtha prooram Is wtdo and
tltoroush In scops. Ono toochar lot
ooch > sludonts. Oradas 4 throwsh It
Woofcty roporta H parents. Poo ol
• ISM. oil Inchtslvo.
taint Jamos School, tarda t. Conn.
St. Jean Baptiste Parish
PILGRIMAGES TO CANADA
Visit: Ste. Anne de Beaupre
Our Lady of the Cape
St. Joseph's Oratory
Sacred Heart Shrine
FULL
7
) Au9ust 23rd fo 30fh
DAYS j September 20th to 27th
rm im Mtiu, writ. 9f ilmi Father Thomas Kennette
.
194 East 76th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
Butterfield 8-4666
GOIFNS
GOWNS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Bridal
• Bridamaldt • Formal
Cocktail and Mothan Draft
65 LAKEVIEW AVE.
CLIFTON, N. J.
GRegory 1-2945
Parking In Tha Rear
Borges & Ber-s
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J
GEOROE 4, SOROOS
ALBERI H. 61AZI
WIUIAM J. Gl' CCUVtJ
Rhon* WYman 14700 ]
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
•
Residential Roofing
• Leaders & Gutters
• Siding
EL 3-1700
*45 NEW POINT ROAD
EUZAIETM, N.J.
ESTABLISHED I*l3
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
Its Honor of Our Blessed Mother
NEW ENGLAND
Weekends Friday to Sunday Night $50.00
Leave: September 18 and October 23
Vlilti Historic old Boston, loxington, Concord, Our lady of LaSaUtto
Shrino In Ipswich, Moss.; bsautiful and unforgottabU Franciscan Collog*
In Ryo Boach, N. H. Prico includes all transportation and slghtsooing in
nowest
typo deluxe buses, first class hotel accommodations, five meals,
gratuitlos and taxes. NO hidden expenses on any of our pilgrimages.
MOTHER SETON PILGRIMAGE
(Baltimore, Emmitsburg, and Gettysburg^
Weekends Friday to Sunday Night $48.00
Leave: Sept. 11, Oct. 2, Nov. 6
Visit: Blessed Elizabeth Seton's Shrine and burial place In Emmitsburg;
Old Mt. St. Mary's College with the first Grotto of Lourdes in the U. $.;
Civil War battlefield at Gettysburg; Baltimore with Its famous cathedrals,
Ft. McHenry and many other places of unusual Interest. Price includes
same as the New England weekends.
CANADA 6 Days
Monday through Saturday boginning Aug. 3 ovory
week thereafter to September 21.
August $115.00
September $llO.OO
VI.Ui Montreal, Qu.b.c City, Thf.. Rlv.n ond th. Shrln.t of St. Jo.oph,
St. Anno Beaupre and Our lody of the Cop# In the Province of
Quebec the land of Miracle.. Ward, cannot explain the many mem-
orable experience, which give thl. Pilgrimage .uch great appeal to all
age. and clai.e. of people. Price on AU Canada Pilgrimage. Include,
tran.portatlon In deluxe new bu.e., .Ight.eeing, flr.t da., hotel accom-
modatolm. two meal, daily, grotuitle. and taxes.
CALIFORNIA and U.S.A. 28 Days $795
Loavo: September 26 Return: October 23
Price Include, two meal, daily, (except S free day.), flr.t da., hotel.,
tran.portatlon, .Ightieelng, gratultle. and taxe*. Travel during daytime
only.
Vl.it 24 State, and the Di.trlct of Columbia. See the Old M1..10n. of
California and of the Southwe.t, a. well a. out.tanding point, of Inter,
e.t .uch a. Boy. Town, San Frand.co, Hollywood, la. Vega., Grand
Canyon, Santa Pe —and other, too numerou. to mention. More detail,
available at our office.
ONCB YOU TRAVEL THE FRANCISCAN WAY, you will be .polled for
traveling any ether woy. Do not delay—retervatlon. ae limited.
Every Frand.can Pilgrimage begin, ond end. at our Office on We.t
31. t Street In New York City.
Write or call for free celor brochure and complete detail..
FRANCjSCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 W«»t 31st St., Now York, N. Y. 10001 PE 6-4685
I/A
CfiTlON?
Let Fidelity Help with
‘Vacation Loan
•Travel Checks
•Safe Deposit
(^FIDELITYUNION TRUST COMPANY
Mtmbtr Federal Deposit Interface Corporation
BONDS
O Insurance
FURNITURE
SHOW/ROOMS
Before You Buy ... See the Difference ... Save the Difference on
Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs
Vv
NEW EXPRESSION IN ITALIAN PROVINCIAL!
Exduilve with Roma I Choice of Bloachod Chorry or Antique
White with Cherry topt. Our low price Include! Huge 76"
Dretter Bate, 43" Door Chett, Pull Site Carved Headboard
and a Commode. All 4 PIECES
______________
JOSEPH FAZZARI, Pret. TERMS ARRANGED
*495
$699 Retail
ROMA—9-11 HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NWK.)
II f-2660—Proa Parking In R«ar—Op«n •vary nlta till PI Tiwsdoy ond Saturday till 61
SUMMER
PARTY
PACKAGE
NEW, LOW SUMMER RATES
are in effect until Labor Day
RESERVE YOUR3£
PARTY DATE NOW!
Avery special price for any extra
special occasion. Every glamorous
detail arranged In the grand man-
ner to insure a perfect party in a
perfect setting.
• WEDDINGS
• BANQUETS
• RECEPTIONS
• LUNCHEONS
WR
~&S03SSg*
20 BEAUTIFUL FUNCTION BOOMS,
NEWLY DECORATED,
COMPLETELY AIR CONDCTIONB
VAUT PARKING AVAILABLE
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
CALL MR. BARD
...
Ml 2-4400
BROAD
Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
PILGRIMAGE SEASON
Sundays now through October 25
MASS IS 10t4S, 11:45, 12i4S
St. Anthony Devotions
GRAYMOOR U 3 milot north of P»«ktklll, N. Y. on Rt. 9.
BUS(S HAVE
Part Authority But Ttrminol 41tt t Bth Avonuo, N.Y.C. 9:13 a m.
TICKETS at WINDOW 17; Butot Loovo Oroymoor at 4:00 p.nt.
Tal. lOngacra 3*0373 or LOngacra 4*8484
'
In Now Jartey call HUbbord 7-4100 (Mohawk)
For further information wrifoi
Fr. Ogardlan, S. A., Graymoor Priori, Garrlton, N. Y. 10334
Tolophono: GArrlton 4.3471, Coda No. 914
Write For Free Visitors’ Directory
In Youth's Corner
Adventurous Students Would Rather Sink
By JOHN TEEHAN
It Is natural to try to keep
our heads above water in the
physical and financial sense.
So when we hear of some fel-
lows saving to keep their heads
underwater, doubts bubble up
in our minds.
This, however, is what some
Seton Hall Prep students are
planning, to save up money so
they canrepeat a scuba diving
trip to the Virgin Islands.
The group of six, under the
direction of Rev. Alfred Tobey
recently returned after a two-
week vacation in the islands.
They were Mark Engleman,
William Farland Jr., Robert
Scanlon, Peter Chehayl, Char-
les Martone Jr., all juniors,
and Dennis Pastena, a senior.
As Engleman put it,” It was
the greatest thing I’ve ever
done, I would like to go next
year again If I can save up
the money.”
A JET flight from Kennedy
Airport and a small plane to
St. Croix began four days of
sight-seeing under and above
water. Then the group hired
a 65-foot boat and a guide and
spent the rest of the vacation
visiting the islands.
Father Tobey did mo::t of the
cooking, including fish caught
by 'the group. The students
dove as much as they could
and made the deepest dive of
their careers, 85 feet down to
explore a wreck of a passen-
ger ship that sank 100 years
ago.
They learned that the sun
penetrated the clear water to
considerable depths helping to
give them cases of sunburn,
that sharks there are not
usually aggressive and the
best thing to do upon en-
countering one is to keep an
eye on it and swim away. . . .
slowly.
VISITING the islands, some
of which were uninhabited,
they were surprised at the pre-
sence of deer. The natives, ac-
cording to Engleman were
very friendly but conversed so
rapidly in their calypso style
that it did not even sound like
English, which it was.
Sloping roofs designed to
drain rainwater into barrels
brought home to the visitors
the importance of fresh water,
which is taken for granted in
North Jersey.
In Engleman’s case the ex-
perience was more than an ad-
venture, it was also prepara-
tion for a career in oceano-
graphy.
The boys, with a combined
scuba experience of 11 years,
are also active in other sports.
Engleman and Patena are
members of the swim team,
and Patena is also on the rifle
team. Scanlon has played JV
football and basketball, Far-
land has been a jayvee gridder
for two years and Chehayl has
competed with the jayvee
wrestling squad.
FATHER TOBEY, a former
Seton Hall Prep track team
captain, has been a scuba
diver for 12 years. He began
the diving course three years
ago when "parents asked
me to teach their boys.”
The initial half-dozen candi-
dates swelled to 30 by the sec-
ond year. Father Tobey was
forced to limit the size to about
a dozen this year in order to
devote more attention to each
diver in the interests of safety
and proper supervision.
Safety is the theme of the
course and all dives that
Father Tobey leads. The
course takes 10 weeks and in-
cludes sessions in the Seton
Hall University pool and lec-
tures.
Day trips to quarries in the
region and to shore locations
build up the experience of the
young divers.
As for the Virgin Islands,
Engleman said:
"I'll go every year I can
afford it.”
Teens to Teach
The Retarded
NEW ORLEANS, La—Three
religion centers geared to the
needs of retarded children will
be opened here in the fall by
the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine with 300 high school
volunteers and a few dozen
adults. ~ »
JUNIOR AWARD - Bishop William Connare of Greens-
burg, Pa., presents the Outstanding Junior Award to
Patricia Gannon of Cambridge, Mass., during recent Cath-
olic Daughters of America convention in Hollywood, Fla.
In background is Joan Roberts, executive secretary of
the juniors.
Students Teach Parents This Summer
BALTIMORE (NC) For
more than 200 Catholic high
school students in the area,
this summer is a time when
they can teach their parents
about retarded children.
The students, representing
10 schools, are volunteers at
Rosewood State Hospital for
children, just outside this city.
"The students bring the
community into the hospital
and take the hospital back to
the community,” said Mrs.
Irene M. Blackburn, director
of volunteer services at Rose-
wood.
SINCE THE student pro-
gram started four years ago,
Mrs. Blackburn said, the not-
ion that the hospital is a “dark
corner” to be shunned is be-
ginning to change. More and
more adults who have heard
about the hospital from their
teenage sons and daughters
have come to see it them-
selves. Some have returned as
volunteers.
Teenagers make good vol-
unteers for several reasons,
Mrs. Blackburn said. “Since
most of them do not already
have strong pre-conceived at-
tudes about the mentally re-
tarded, they are more flex-
ible than adults. It is much
easier to develop a correct at-
titude in a young person than
it is to change ani erroneous
one in an adult.”
The volunteer project began
when Rev. John McFarlin,
S.J., of Loyola High School
was asked if he could arrange
for some students to deliver
Christmas gifts to Rosewood.
AFTER THAT first visit,
the students organized a con-
tinuing project. There are now
student volunteers at Rose-
wood every day of the year,
and 223 of them are working
there this summer season.
The teenagers help with the
nursing, feed spastic children
who can't feed themselves,
teach religion, write letters
for patients, and take them
out for rides and religious
services on Sunday.
SAID A STAFF doctor: "I
now have 52 volunteer boys
working with my group. I real-
ly need 150. These services
mean more than I can des-
cribe. The patients count the
days between visits, and you
can see the brightness in their
eyes when the volunteer stu-
dents arrive.”
Mrs. S. H. Althoff, the hos-
pital’s assistant superinten-
dent, said the volunteers are
the hospital’s greatest hope
for the future. "They will be
parents some day,” she ex-
plained, “and when they are
they will be more prepared to
deal with the mentally handi-
capped. They will not react
with shame and horror if they
encounter it in their own fam-
ilies.”
As for the students, their
reaction is equally encourag-
ing. Said Jean Liberto of
Mount de Sales Academy: “I
have grown to need those
children. They have done
much for me, and I now re-
alize how thankful I should be
that God has chosen me to be
of normal mental ability.”
Americanism
Tests Started
KANSAS CITY. Mo. - Three
national winners will share
$2,000 in cash in anew annual
Ameticanism Award competi-
tion open to high school and
college students, aged 16-19,
sponsored by the Ladies Auxil-
iary to the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Each entrant must fill nut
an application form and write
about 300 words on the subject,
"In Education Rests the Fu-
ture of America.”
Students Start
Own School
HONG KONG When some
high school girls found an un-
kempt seven-year-old girl play-
ing in the streets while her
mother worked all day it
marked the beginning of anew
school.
The spiritual director of the
Junior Legion of Mary chal-
lenged the girls to make a
student out of the child after
she was cleaned up and put
in a classroom wearing a
school uniform.
After she placed second In
the class through their tutor-
ing, the girls looked for other
needy children and eventually
developed a summer school,
registered with the city.
Bishop's Dioceses
Cover Wide Area
SOUTH BEND, Ind. -
About 4,000 student delegates
are expected to hear a Bel-
gian Bishop speak of his two
dioceses, one in Red China
and one without boundaries, at
the 21st convention of the
Catholic Students' Mission
Crusade Aug. 27-30 at Notre
Dame University.
Bishop Carlo van Melcke-
beke, who was exiled by the
Communiats from his Diocese
at Nin-hsia In northwest China,
has also been apostolic visit-
or to the overseas Chinese for
the past 12 years. His task is
to protect Chinese communi-
ties outside China from com-
munist influence.
CYA Meeting
KINNELON The monthly
meeting of the Catholic Young
Adult Club of the Butler-
Pompton District will be held
Aug. 2 at 8 p.m. at Our Lady
of the Magnificat parish here. *
Puts Two and Two
Together for Prize
Mary Ann Blake, 16-year-
old sophomore at Good
Counsel High School, New-
ark, won a typewriter re-
cently for coming up with
the winning name for the
Mt. Carmel Guild newslet-
ter. Her entry, “Carmelet-
ter,”_ was chosen over
000 other suggestions from
parochial school students in
grades 7 to 12.
“Only 20 minutes of con-
centrated doodling” was
needed to produce victory
in "the first contest I ever
entered," she said.
With Drum Corps
Golden Knights Post Two Wins
NEWARK The Blessed
Sacrament CYO Golden
Knights posted their fourth
victory in the last five outings
as they took their second
straight drum and bugle corps
contest July 26 at Pensauken
On July 25, the Golden
Knights edged out St. Lucy’s
Cadets of Newark in (he field
of eight corps at Garfield.
With a season’s record of six
victories, the Golden Knights
compete next at Bader Field,
Atlantic City, Aug. 1, in a con-
test sponsored by the Sea
Horse Lancers, there.
At the Garfield Cadets’
meet July 25, the Golden
Knights scored 85.17 to St.-
Lucy’s 84.82. Marching atitfc
bugling were the big scoring
areas for the winners. Others
competing included St. Pat*
rick’s Cadets of Jersey Cityr
who placed fifth.
The Woodsiders of Newark
placed third in the competi-
tion sponsored by the PensaO-
ken July 26. In
this contest, {he Golden
Knights scored 86.35 and
topped all categories in the
field of eight.
New Group Says
'Lo' With Luau
PATERSON The newly
formed CYO of Our, Lady of
Providence Mission here will
sponsor its first social affair,
Inauguration Dance-Hawaiian
Luau, 7-10 p.m., July 31 at the
parish hall.
Music will be by the Chry-
sler Four. Tickets are avail-
able from members or at the
rectory. Those between 15 and
18 are invited to be active
members of the new group.
Meetings are held on Fridays,
7-9 p.m.
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MAKE YOUR DEAL NOW!
'64 CHEVYS
Immediate Delivery • All Models & Colors
Biggest Savings © Guaranteed Used Cars
W.?Tpm I,Y L- AMB «°S'N°. Pr.u EST. IMJ
3085 Kennedy Blvd.
1 (Formerly Hudton Blvd.) OL 6-8000
/CHEVROLET^
JERSEY CITY
4 BLOCKS NORTH OF
JOURNAL SQUARE
Grand Opening Celebration!
Friday, July 31st Saturday, August Ist
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
U
New 744 Broad Street Office of
CARTERET SAVINGS
corner, Broad and Commerce Streets—in the heart ofDowntown Newark
* FREE GIFTS
For New Savings Accounts
* SOUVENIRS TO ALL
SPECIAL GIFT FOR "EARLYBIRDS”—
Th# fint 400 persons to transact buiinets each day,
July 31 L August 1, will receive Ist day of issue
covers of the 5c N. J. Tercentenary postage stamp.
GREATER SAVINGS CONVENIENCE
Carteret cordially invitea you to Inspect the
latest in savings facilities, designed with one
purpose in mind —to provide our growing
number of “downtown" customers with service
that is second to none.
EXTRA HOURS, EXTRA STAFF
The new 744 Broad Street Office will be open
daily from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wednesdays until
8 Teller * W>II he augmented during
midday hours to help speed your transactions.
Free
/
arfc ln£ at Kinney Garage, Raymond
Blvd./Commerce St., and at Maiden Lane Park-
ing, 107 Halsey St.
Carteret’s helpful financial services include:
• FREE MONEY ORDERS to savers
• Dividendpaying VACATIONand
ALL-PURPOSE TARGET CLUBS, available
all year ’round
: «32SJfeffiR«H8gr CHEOTES
: MoteViftoSl' 3™*8 CL
' JBS
• Low interest rate PASSBOOK LOANS
Savings received by the 16th of any month earn
from the Ist. Dividends from DAY OF DEPOSIT
at all other times.
OpenA New Savings Account with $25 or more
and choose one of these exciting gifts!
(Offer limited to the 744 Broad St.Office—one gift per penon. Gifu wiU not be mailed.)
HALUTE SAUCEPAN BY WEAREVER
$8.45 retail value, 3'/» qt. capacity,
complete with copper-colored cov-
er that retains Its lustre without
polishing. Handle has handy hang-
. ing ring. Heavyweight, handsome.
PURPOSE FOLDING TRAVEL BAG
The perfect traveling companion.
Sturdy, practical—opens to 18'/i"
long. 12Vi" hlgn, s*/i" deep. Folds
flat for easy storage. Has water-
proof lining, zippered opening.
19 pc. SET OF
SKOL" SWEDISHSTYLE GLASSWARE
Heavy-based, quality embossed
glasses and bowl. Sat Includes:
18 glasses (six 12 oz., six 9 oz.,
six 3V. oz.) plus 40 oz. bowl.
ALL
Cf
•J
LARGEST IN NEW JERSEY
N D LOAN ASSOC I AT I N
9 Convenient Offices In
Newark.
_
Cast Orange, and
South Orange
NIW JIMIV TfftCKNHNAftV
A
For Portoni Ovor 21
9:00 PM. to 12:30 AM.
DAN CIN G
EVERY FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Mork.l M„ «| Ik. B.ul.vord,
101 l Potman, N.J.
F.aturing All.moling
OtCHISTRAI
Dlr.cllenii Driving South on Gordon
Slot. Parkway, (ill IJB. Driving
North on Card.n Slot. Parkway,
(ill 157.
(On. Mlnul. from olthor (lit)
ACADEMY OF '
SAINT ELIZABETH
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Founded 1060 Fully Accredited
SISTERS OF CHARITY
Convent. New Jereey
JEfferson 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God by Serving Others
US
Sisters of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Homo for Poor one!
Friendless Women and caring for
th«lr spiritual, mental, physical
needs.
• Teaching Catechism to all ages of
Children and Teen Agen.
• Conducting Residences for Work-
ing Oirls.
Write-
Vocation Dlrectreas
143 West 14th Street. N. V. 11. N. Y.
Telephone: CHelsea 3 5540 f *
Founded in 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL COLIEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELI, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC )
Fully Accredited Ofisring A.B. and B.S. Degrees
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
• • *„?•*£* u totenU of mind and body to tho otrvlct of Jotut Christ'
»nd His Church at homo and In the fortlfn missions. For information wrltoi»
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
O Priests n Brothers
N*™ - At.
Address
City job, Stsls
"
Ym hi Invited to inroH or i loves em
Leatherette bound certificate melted ImmedMet
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP .
.
. |5.04
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY lIIOS
135 WEST 31st STREET, NEW YORK 1, NEW TORS
LOngacre 3-0077. If no inswer, call PE 622#
going to the
WORLD’S FAIR?
BE SURE TO SEE THESE THREE EXHIBITS
yoii will find them interesting...
exciting...and informativel
>.:■ -
FESTIVAL OF GAS s*th.
tremendous strides being made by the
get Industry end the role thia commodityplays
In everyday living. And you vrtll enjoy
L the tun house o 1the future. A
musically, thestory
ol th.gas industry,
' V
Me
TOWER OF LIGHT Step ontoa
revolving ring end be carried through seven
compartments which gaily end creatively
\
tell thelascmaling storyabout the
lndustry. You will enjoy this A
heartedpresentation.
HEW JERSEY PAVILIOH Tour
your state's
display and be surprised «t the many "laces"
. New Jersey has. Rich In history, interesting, j
progressive. You will enjoy learning A
Important tecta about
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
taxpaying servant of a great stat«
Sports Spot
No More Will Grid Lions Roar
by John Teehan
When t group of athletes
Rot together in 1932, anti
bought their own uniforms,
the first football team under
the name of Immaculate Con-
ception of Montclair took the
field. But injuries Including
three broken ankles forced
school authorities to halt the
enterprising gridders after one
season. '
It took eight long years be-
fore the Lions officiallyopened
their grid career under coach
Bill Connelly.
Last week the Lions’ football
adventures came to an end
with an announcement by
Msgr. Thomas W. Cunning-
ham, pastor of Immaculate
Conception Parish, and while
the door was not nailed shut
permanently, many seasons
will have to go by before the
helmets, cleats and nose-
guards could be dusted off
again.
IN ORDER for football to
resume its varsity status at
the oldest accredited parochial
high school in the Newark
Archdiocese, there would have
to be a change in the trend
■way from co-educational
parochial high schools which
brought the male enrollment
down to a low level.
This change is not likely. All-
boy schools like Essex Catho-
lic, St. Benedict’s, Seton Hail
and St. Peter's are drawing
the boys moreand more, Male
faculties and programs geared
to specific needs and interests
of boys make up a package
that is hard to undersell.
Immaculate is the second
school to drop football this
year. St. Michael’s, Union
City, was the first,
THIS leaves Our Lady of
the Valley as the only football-
plsying co-educational paro-
chial high school in Essex
County. St. Cecilia's, Engle-
wood, and St. Luke's Hohokus,
are the only two left in Bergen
(Queen of Peace although
parochial, is Co-institutional
with separate faculties for boys
and girls).
Immaculate's football coach
Don Panciello is to stay on to
head the intramural program.
Panciello’s Lions last year
posted a 7-1 record for the
third time in the school's his-
tory and brought home the Big
championship for the first
Eight Catholic Conference
time and the state Group B
crown for second time.
Twice before, the Lions
notched 7-1 records, in 1957
and 1958 under coach Joe Gar-
vey. They missed the Group
B title In 1957 but captured It
the following year. It was un-
der Garvey that Immaculate
snapped a 26-game losing
streak in the early 50s.
PRIOR to that, the school
was on the verge of giving up
football because of mounting
injuries.
Ironically the worst Injury
occured when the Lions were
girding for their peak season
last fall. Lineman Jim Pascuti
received a fractured vertebra
in a pre-season scrimmage
with resulting paralysis.
Msgr. Cunningham said it
was "not only the numerical
beating but the physical pun-
ishment” such an underman
r.ed squad would have to take
that was the deciding factor
in the decision to drop foot-
ball.
There were not enough can-
didates to field two teams at
the varsity level. With about
25 boys, including two fresh-
men interested, some of whom
had never played, the squad
fell far below the advised min-
imum of 40.
Three lettermen and fewer
than 10 reserves were the
backbone of the squad.
On last year's championship
squad, Pat Quarto was the top
scorer with 115 points, nosing
out St. Benedict’s Ralph Lilore
in the North Jersey scoring
race, by two points. Quarto
and center Jim Wojtal made
The Advocate’s All-Catholic
team.
JACK MOUNT, who was
graduated from Immaculate in
1958, went on to Villanova, be-
came a linebacker with the
Jersey City Giants last year
and is now with the squad try-
ing out for the N.Y. Giants
at Fairfield University.
As an indication of how the
enrollment has been going at
Immaculate, Msgr. Cunning-
ham pointed out that 62 boys
were in last year’s senior
class, 37 in the junior class,
24 sophomore and 39 freshmen.
With only 30 increasing fresh-
man boys, hope dwindled.
The abandoning of it’s nine-
game schedule, leaves open
dates for opponents,
Saints Cut Night Tilts, Travel
ENGLEWOOD St. Cecil-
ia’s gridders will not be trav-
eling so far nor so often this
fall nor will the Saints have
to march in under the lights.
All games will be in the af-
ternoon except the traditional
Thanksgiving Day morning
clash with city-rival Engle-
wood.
The only out-of-state trip for
the Saints will be to West
Haven, Conn., to take on Notre
Dame. Xavier of New York
and Bishop Egan of Levittown,
P* . have been dropped.
Coach Ralph Cavalucci’s
Tri-County Catholic champions
have also dropped North Ber-
gen this year. They will open
against Memorial of West New
York, anew opponent. Two
other fresh opponents will be
Hackensack and Dumont.
Four of the nine games sla-
ted are against T-CCC rivals.
The complete schedule Is as
follows:
S»Pt ST Memorial tWNV).
0«. s. at Dumonl: 10. QuMe of
Peace-! u. Brrgrn Cathollc-i SO. al
Don Roam*.
Not. i. at Pope Plua-i TANARUS, it Notre
Dame (Conn.)! It. at Harktnaackl ss,
Enslnrood <11:10 a.ra.l.
* Tri-County Catholic-Conterear*
Mat AAU Slates
Junior Swim Tests
PLAINVIEW, L.I. - The
Junior Olympic Swimming
Championships will be held at
the Old Bethpage Community
Park Pool Washington Ave.,
here, Aug. 1, sponsored by the
Metropolitan AAU.
There will be 16-event pro-
grams divided among four age
groups for boys and girls.
Girls will he gin at 9
a.m.; boys at 5 p.m. Age
groups
are: midget, 10 and
under; junior, 11-12, inter-
mediate, 11-14, and senior,
15-17.
No Hard Failings
Willie ...Huh?
SAN FRANCISCO (NC)-
Paul Gillcran, 10-year-old
sixth grader at St. Charles
School here, must have had
mixed feelings on being
presented with a baseball
glove by Giant outfielder
Willie Mays and Archbish-
op Joseph T. McGuckcn
prior to a game as winner
of a CYO contest.
Each contestant had to
write why a Giant player
of his choice should be
named the most sportsman-
like. Gillcran had plugged
outfielder Jim Davenport.
Dons Get Off
To New Start
In Grid Slate
RAMSEY Don Bosco’s
football team opens its nine-
game schedule Sept. 26,
against anew opponent and
with anew coach.
Paramus represents the only
change from last year’s slate..
The Dons’ new coach, George
Pfanner, replaces Larry Sar-
tori. Pfanner moved from St.'
Michael’s, Union City, after
that school dropped football
earlier this year.
Paul Nozi will be. the back-
field captain with Walter Stef-
anski skipper in the line. Two
of the games are with teams
from across the Hudson River,
Brooklyn Prep and Xavier, •
The four-game Tri-County
Catholic Conference campaign
will reach its climax with the
traditional windup against Ber-
gen Catholic on Thanksgiving
Day.
Persistence Prods Hole in Olympic
Foils Squad for New Jersey Teacher
BAYONNE Four years
ago, Denise O' Connor of St.
Vincent’s parish was ready to
turn in her fencing foil for a
matched set of golf irons. This
October she will represent the
U.S. fencers in the Olympic
Games at Helsinki.
It was a. discouraged young
lady who explained after the
1960 Olympic trials that there
seemed to be no way she
could crack the "fencing
trust,” composed of old-line
performers who had dom-
inated the sport for close to
20 years.
BUT persistence paid off as
Denise earned her berth on
the 1964 team the first
Jerseyan to qualify by
placing second In the final
trials at the New York World’s
Fair and third in the overall
point standings which decided
the makeup of the team.
The introduction of the elec-
tric foil and the coaching
Denise has received from in-
ternational master Georges
Santelll of New York were two
other major .factors. Judging
in this gport iivfiD-more diffi-
cult than calling1 balls and
strikes in baseball and the in-
troduction of electronics has
made things fairer all around.
Denise does admit to calling
the ‘monitor” a few polite
names at times.
THE OLYMPICS will be her
first excursion Into Interna-
tional competition. Denise has
won four state titles and two
North Atlantic crowns in ad-
dition to college honors at Jer-
sey City State where she was
coached by Tom Gcrrity .also
a noted track and field men-
tor. But she had never quali-
fied for anything bigger than
the national championships be-
fore.-
A former member of St.
Vincent’s Drum and Bugle
Corps, Denise still lives in the
parish, though she now teaches
in the Cranford school system.
She plays a little golf on the
side, but her second interest
in sports now is tennis.
Oratory Seeks
Breakthrough
This Season
SUMMIT - This could be
the year that Oratory’s football
team has been doggedly work-
ing for, the one in which the
school's first victory is posted.
After three full seasons and a
27-game losing streak, the
Rams have earned a break-
through.
Coach Dorn Fico, in hts sec-
ond year at the helm, brought
his grlddors close to the verge
of victory last year. This
year's schedule Is the same
with Our Lady of the Valley
slated to challenge in the
opener Sept. 27 and a night
game closing out the season
with Harrison.
As it turned out last, year
however, neither of these
games came off as scheduled,
the Harrison finale falling to
materialize altogether.
The complete schedule for
this fall is as follows:
•til. ST. O. 1.. Vall#v*.
tfaHfcVWs 1?.
UfHI Conrtrtnct.
Player-Lema Match
TENAFLY - Gary Player
and Tony. Lema ..will play a
charity exhibition match at
the Knickerbocker Country
Club, here Aug. 15. Proceeds
will go to the Cerebral Palsy
Rehabilitation Institute.
Last Chance Set
For St. Joseph's
In CYO League
NEWARK It will be up
to second-place St. Joseph’s,
East Orange, to halt the six-
game winning streak of
the leading St. Thomas the
Apostle, Bloomfield, for a
share of the Essex County
CYO Intermediate League.
The two teams clash Aug. 2 at
Branch .Brook Extension here.
Unbeaten St. Thomas got by
St. Peter’s, Belleville, on July
26, 1-0, to draw within one
game of clinching the cham-
pionship. St. Peter's was the
team that handed St. Joseph's
its only defeat two weeks ago.
St. Joseph's stayed in the
running by ripping Sacred
Heart, Bloomfield, 13-1, July
26.
MIKE Pallino broke up a
pitching duel between St.
Thomas' Dennis Sasso and St.
Peter's Mike Welsh with a
double in the fifth inning. He
stole third base and scored on
an infield out. Sasso struck out
12 batters in his victory.
Gus Truppo led St. Joseph's
attack with three hits in four
times at bat while winning
pitcher Vincent Salerno struck
out six.
St. Rose of Lima, Newark,
moved into a third place tie
with Immaculate Conception,
Newark, by posting a 2-1 vic-
tory over St. Aloysius, New-
ark. Ray Walsh, who posted
the win and loser Buddy Pre-
stone matched three hitters.
THE STANDINGS:
Sl. Tliomaa s 0
Si. Joacph'a a i
S«. Rom of Lima 33
Immaculala 33
St. P»l«-r'« j 4
Sacred Heart j 4
St
Aloyalua 1 a
St. Lucy'a 0 (
, . AUO. J SCHEDULE
Immaculaw v. St. Aloyalua, 1 p.m.-si. Ttiomai vi. St. Joaoph'a, 3:io p.m.
v* Sacred Heart. 1 p.m.
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UNION COUNTY
CLOSE OUT SALE
IVIRY CAR RIDUCED TO COST
BRAND NEW FACTORY FRESH 1964
CHRYSLERS • PLYMOUTH* • VAUANTS • IMPERIALS
IMMEDIATE DILIVIRYI
No Down Payment - Bank Flnoneing
Budget Terms
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
SOI NO. MOAO ST., lUIAKKTH • II S-SSOO
EUxtktlb's Only AuiboriitJ Dealtr
CNEVILII e IMPIRIAL • PLYMOUTH e VALIANT
UNION COUNTY’S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD'S LARGEST
NAPRA FORD INC.
"WR»r» An AutWIMMI* tl KM l*iry M M)nvttS H
NEWARK AVB. ELIZABETH
®P«« Rvts. HI II P. M.
Si
12S Bait 3th St.,
PlainflaW
WHEN BUYING OR TRADING
fcnw jss,
Hamkbe/L.
MORE VALUE • MORE COMFORT
MORE ECONOMY • MORE STYLE
Call PL 6-8664
Hoblitzell Rambler
Authorized New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., W«*tf|#ld, NJ.
Tel: 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Pre*.
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS
Of All Maket Pontiac 3rd In New Car Salai
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
Hummer Hour.: ClaMd WrdnMdu m 4 Friday Evtnlnfi at • P.M.i
laturdaya etTl Noon.
WHERE THI ACTION IS!
• OLDSMOBILE
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER in ♦h# STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5555
400 I. IT. GIORGIS AVI. LINDEN, N.J.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET 810 J
Ilf THIM All
AT MOOR!
WHKRI YOU BUY A SAVE
MOORE CHEVROLET JSATTJL
JkrvUU I’alau County r.r Over M Vtin a<wo4 Wod. Eve*
GET
ALL3
1. Lowir Prlcu
Dhl'i
At BENICK DODGE
On The Brand New
'64 DODGE
2. Bittir Service 3. Immediate Deliviry
Shtp lonic* TodayI
BENICK
New Garden Apt.
Ot..v»tMr H.itm.tr tr Ottt.tr in
1 & 2 ltdroomi Apts.
from
* 125. m*nth
;pm»r
• wtr. lit rotmt ,
• Itp.r.ti thtrmaM.l
Iff Mik M
Room
ps...
• Hum. •( oorntr
•flRJtfB?
34 Cartorot Stroot
NIWARK
Olr.nititn Tikt lummtr Avt, tr
■rtrtwiy 1* Ctrltrtl Hrttl.
"Optn (»lly * All Diy Wttk.ndt"
HU 1.2910 MU MSS2
UNMATCHED^
LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SEACREST, N. J.
• Private Beach Club
• Fin* View of Barnegat
Bay
• Liberal Financing
available
• Select your lot now
FREE GAS DRYER WITH ALL GAS
Directions: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 82; then
East on Rt. 37 to Seaside Heights; then north (approx.) 2
miles on Rt. 35.
OPEN
SIACREST REALTY CO. 793-6241 - 349-5487
HURRY!
HOME BUYERS
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
SALEI
up to
S
«
off R»fl.
Price*
Your Fixture
Allow one*
Always Goss
Further At
LlflNtllHl
HU 7-1705
IllthllllltttJ
YOUR BEST BUY IS STILL . . .
YOUR OWN SUMMER HOME
. *
,
NOT t "Jbeil" or Prifab—tout 1 4
t room ind bilh cottagi custom bull!
completely by Forite Homes
•• Inc. on (hi plot of voui
a choice it Slut Mt. Lakes
r\ This value ii un
matched anywhere
,,y .
L i
mHi <
! 1 P,
> i
SELECT YOUR
HOMESITE—NOW!
YOUR DOWN PAYMENT
ENTITLES YOU TO_
Recroation Cooler and Club House. Picnic Arm,
Guarded White Sind Beochoi, Swimming, Witer
Sports, Fishing, Boating, Hunting. Gun Club, Moyies,
Dancing, Olympic Sue Pool, 'un For The Entire
Family.
Hundreds ol choice lakifront, lakeview, and wooded
sites available In this 4000 acre unspoiled vacation
wonderland.3 crystal-pure likes with miles of shore-
line, high atop beautiful Blue Mountain, 1500* above
sea level—ao any to reach.
Vacation Now... Retire Later...
BLUE MT. LARES
DRIVE OUT TODAY
Take Routee 3 and 46 to Danville, then right on new
interstate Route 80, to Netcong, than North on Route
206— 0r, Route 10 to 46 to Netcong, then North on
Route 206—follow the signs to beautiful Blue Mt.
lakes (open 7 days—'til dark).
vpuni hi NNVH4J
ma?
Malta Independance Voted;
Catholicism Is ‘Established’
LONDON (NC)—The House
of Commons has voted to give
Malta independence and has
approved a constitution for
that predominantly (98%)
Catholic colony in the Mediter-
ranean.
The approved constitution
has modified the Church’s priv-
ileged position called for in
the draft submitted by Cath-
olic premier Giorgio Borg
Oliver. But the Catholic
Church is the established
Church of Malta.
BOTH THE Holy See and
Maltese Church authorities
were consulted by the British
government before it amended
the draft and restricted some
Church privileges.
Colonial secretary Duncan
Sandys, who presented the
amended constitution to
Commons, said that the
“amendments which have been
made in order to strengthen
the human rights provisions
are fully approved by the ec-
clesiastical authorities in
Malta.’’
The new constitution states
that "the religion of Malta is
the Roman Catholic Apostolic
religion. The state guarantees
to the Roman Catholic Apos-
tolic Church the right freely to
exercise her proper spiritual
and ecclesiastical functions
and duties and to manage her
own affairs."
But in the chapter on fun-
damental rights and the free-
dom of the individual, the gov-
ernment deleted an entire
section construed to place the
Church above the ordinary
functioning of secular law.
The draft was approved in
Malta, 65,714 to 54,199 votes, in
•a referendum May 3. There
were 9,016 blank ballots.
MALTA’S opposition Labor
Party, led by former Premier
Dom Mintoff, had campaigned
against it on the grounds that
a favored status for the Church
would saddle Malta with a
“clerical form of colonialism.”
The constitution approved by
Parliament says all persons
will have “full freedom of
conscience and enjoy the free
exercise of their respective
mode of religious worship.”
It adds that there will be no
discrimination based on race,
place of origin, political opin-
ion, color or creed.
No date has yet been set for
Maltese independence, but it is
expected by the end of Septem-
ber. The new nation will apply
for membership in the British
Commonwealth.
...But in Vietnam
Buddhism Seen 'In'
SAIGON - Catholics and
Buddhists, Vietnamese and
Americans more than 80,-
000 jammed a Saigon square
as part of a two-day obser-
vance of the partition of Viet-
nam 10 years ago.
The tenor of the occasion
was obvious in the title “Na-
tional Shame Day” —and
from the speeches urging that
the the war be carried to the
North.
IT WAS CALLED to mourn
the loth anniversary ,of the
Geneva Agreement which gave
the north to the Communists.
Almost rubbing elbows were
Archbishop Paul Ngyen van
Binh of Saigon and Buddhist
monks. U.S. Ambassador Max-
well D. Taylor was among the
diplomatic crowd.
French and British represen-
tatives did not attend. (France
signed the Geneva Agreement
on Vietnam and the British
foreign secretary was one of
the co-chairmen of the Geneva
conference.)
„
The papal representative
Msgr. Francesco DeNittia,
and Archbishop Binh were
loudly applauded on their ar-
rival.
BUT WHILE Buddhists and
Catholics seemed to get along
fine for the two days, there
were indications that all is not
so quiet on the religious front
in Vietnam.
The demonstration was or-
iginated by the Catholics of
Saigon, but the government
stopped in when the Buddhists
said they would refuse invita-
tions from Catholics.
And two days before the ob-
servance, a letter was pub-
lished from a Buddhist monk
to prime minister Gen. Nguyen
Khanh, thanking him for help
in "the Buddhist struggle”
and making Buddhism "a na-
tional religion."
This is bound to rankle Cath-
olics, since Buddhists account
for only about 25% of the popu-
lation. The majority are Con-
fucianists.
The last time Buddhism en-
joyed official government sup-
port was five and a half cen-
turies ago.
2 Jesuits
Quit Order
For Paper
BOIS-LE-DUC, Netherlands
(RNS) Two Dutch Jesuits,
seeking to remain as journal-
ists for a newspaper published
by laymen, have been per-
mitted to resign from the So-
ciety of Jesus to become
priests of the Diocese of Bois-
le-Duc.
The announcement was
made jointly by the provincial
of Jesuits here; Bishop Willem
M. Bekkcrs of Bois-le-Duc,
and the board of directors of
the Catholic weekly, De
Nieuwe Linie.
Three Jesuits had been di-
rected to sever their associa-
tion with the publication by
Very Rev. John Baptist Jans-
sens, S.J. Belgian-born General
of the Society. Two, Father J.
Arts and Father N. Vanhces,
protested.
The third Jesuit, Father
W. Pisa, obeyed and will be
transferred soon to anew post
by his superiors.
Bishop Bekkers announced
Father Arts and Father Van-
hecs would continue their edi-
torial assignments.
Itwas said that Father Jans-
sens’ decision was inspired by
articles in De Nieuwe Linie
which discussed the “real
Presence” in the Holy
Eucharist.
The weekly originally was
published by the Jesuits. Two
years ago, however, it was
taken over by Catholic laymen
who retained the three priests
as associate editors.
The Jesuit provincial ex-
pressed regret at the decision
of the priests to leave the or-
der, but voiced understanding
on "pastoral grounds." -
TOOTH BRUSH TOWER' - This unusual bell tower, topped
by a simple cross, marks location of anew Catholic
church in Beinwill, Switzerland. The bold architectural
lines of the Church have evoked comments - pro and con
- including one that describes the tower as "the tooth
brush."
Nuncio Adds Fuel
To Spanish Debate
MADRID (NC) Archbish-
op Antonio Riberi, Papal Nun-
cio in Spain, has added his
voice to a heated current dis-
cussion of the placet of the
Church in Spanish education.
He declared that while Spain’s
concordat with the Holy See
provides that education con-
form to Catholic dogma and
ethics, “in spite of such fa-
vorable legislation it has not
always been possible to profit
from it fully.”
ARCHBISHOP RIBERI spoke
at the consecration of Auxiliary
Bishop Maximino Romero de
Lema of Madrid-Alcala.
Among those present was
Spain’s Vice President Agus-
tin Munoz Grandes.
He said that procedures used
in experimental science in the
Spanish universities can have
detrimental effects on the
"sensitive faith” of students.
And he said that some stu-
dents in the universities are
confronted for the first time
with, other ideologies and re-
ligions.
“All of this brings us to
stress the decisive influence of
the professor of religion,” the
Archbishop continued. He
"must not be merely a ‘pro-
fessor,’ but also a genuine
‘father’ for those souls seeking
Jesus the Savior."
"EDUCATION MUST be re-
formed,” he explained, “in
such a way that it not be
satisfied with informing, but
that it succeed in training real
Christians; it must not be con-
tent with representing knowl-
edge, it must represent life.”
The papal envoy’s statement
came after a Spanish Bishop
and several other Catholic
spokesmen had spoken out in
reply to the Madrid daily
Arriba, principal organ of the
Falange, the only political
movement free to organize in
Spain. It published an editorial
calling Catholic education
“prosperous business” and
recommended an investigation.
According to Arriba, “the
only guarantee that Spaniards
will receive the knowledge re-
quired by modern civilization
is in the hands of the state
and of the education paid for
and organized by the state.”
“The Church,” replied Bish-
op Pablo Gurpide of Bilbao,
“has never proposed, nor will
it propose that it alone, be-
sides the state, has the right
to teach.”
He said: “The Church has
never denied the natural rights
of private initiative, or inter-
mediate associations, but
rather has always held that
such rights are natural and
take priority over those of
government, which should re-
spect them, orient them and
stimulate them effectively and
positively. The church does
not seek privileges and is not
asking for them.”
LOOKING FOR tho right
answer to a moral problem?
Read The Question Box.
Smoldering Plank Out
Of Puerto Rican Politics
By MANUEL ARCE TRIAS
SAN JUAN, P. R. (NC) -
A Church-State friction point
that helped cause a major con-
troversy in the Puerto Rican
elections of 1960 appears on its
way to elimination well in ad-
vance of this year’s voting.
Gov. Luis Munoz Marin has
announced that a controversial
plank on morality and the
"democratic philosophy” will
be rewritten or eliminated
from this year’s Popular Dem-
ocratic party platform. The
party has no connection with
the U.S. Democrateic Party.
The plank in 1960 caused
Puerto Rico’s Bishops to for-
bid Catholics to vote for the
Popular Democrats. Despite
the prohibition, Munoz Marin’s
party swept to a landslide vic-
tory.
The Puerto Rican contro-
versy won wide attention on the
U.S. mainland, where Catholic
John F. Kennedy was running
for President.
THE TROUBLESOME plank:
“The democratic philosophy
of our party implies that only
those acts which the general
consensus of Puerto Ricans
consider immoral, such as
murder, theft and perjury, etc.,
can be prohibited with punish-
ment. But it is not licit in a
regime of liberty to prohibit
with punishment those acts
which a respectable part of
public opinion holds are not
immoral.”
The Bishops, in a pastoral
letter forbidding Catholics to
vote for the Popular Demo-
crats, characterized this state-
ment as anti-Christian and said
it was based on "modern
heresy.”
The signers of that pastoral
were Archbishop James P.
Davis of San Juan, Bishop
James E. McManus, C.SS.R.,
of Ponce, and Auxiliary Bishop
Luis Aponte Martinez of Ponce.
Archbishop Davis is now Arch-
bishop of Santa Fe, N.M..,
Bishop McManus is Auxiliary
Bishop of New York and Bishop
Aponte is Bishop of Ponce.
THE 1960 FLAREUP cli-
maxed several years of grow-
ing dissension over such issues
as education and birth control.
Earlier that year the gover-
nor's party killed a bill that
would have established a pro-
gram of released-time religious
education for public schools
students.
Asa result, the Christian Ac-
tion Parjy was set up with the
approval of the Bishops. In the
November elections the CAP
was
one of three minority
parties splitting 42% of the
vote, compared with 58% or
456,000, for the Popular Demo-
crats. The CAP itself polled
52,000 votes.
Since i960, steps have been
taken toward a reconciliation
between Catholic leaders and
the Munoz Marin regime.
Archbishop Emanuele Clarizio,
apostolic nuncio in the Domin-
ican Republic whose jurisdic-
tion includes Puerto Rico, has
visited several times with the
governor seeking solutions to
church-state differences. In
September, 1962, Archbishop
Davis lifted the ban on Catho-
lics voting for the Popular
Democrats. At the same time
he stated that the CAP is “not
a Church party.”
THE GOVERNOR said the
intention in placing the declar-
ation in the 1960 platform was
not malicious and added that
the plank had been misunder-
stood. He implied that it might
be reworded.
Christian Action Party presi-
dent Jose L. Feliu Pesquera
hailed the announcement, and
the English-language San Juan
Star urged in an editorial that
the plank be abandoned entire-
ly rather than rewritten.
“In light of the bitterness the
plank caused in the 1960 cam-
paign and the apparent ex-
pandability of what Gov. Munoz
now says was unclearly pre-
sented,” the newspaper said,
“it would be wise to abandon
the plank completely . . .”
Thousands Housed
BERLIN (RNS) - More
than 175,000 housing units for
550,000 people have been com-
pleted by Catholic building as-
sociations in West Germany
and West Berlin since the end
of the war, according to the
.Catholic Settlement Service.
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THE ADVOCATE'S ANNUAL
BACK-TO-SCHOOL ISSUE
The Advocate, with a net paid circulation of 125,480,
serves the populous North Jersey Catholic market. Its
back-to-school Issue will focus attention on the vast
educational program in this 7-County area. It will con-
tain many timely and interesting features about the
Catholic school system in North Jersey (where the pop-
ulation is 50.14% Catholic). This special edition of
TOPIC tabloid supplement to THE ADVOCATE, provides
you with an excellent medium for reaching the parents,
students, priests, sisters and others who are associated
with this huge educational operation. Why not let THE
ADVOCATE help you to extra BACK-TO-SCHOOI sales.
Call us todayl
ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
NOON - AUGUST 21
TABLOID SIZE
FOR RESERVATIONS or INFORMATION CONTACT ...
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OP THE ARCHDIOCESE
OF NEWARK AND THE DIOCESE OF PATERSON, N. J.
31 CLINTON STREET, NEWARK 2N. J. MArket 4-0700
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK
31 MULBSERRY STRUT
NEWARK 2, N.J.
Clergy
Appointments
of tho Archblthop
Rev. Joseph F. X. Cevetello, from assistant at Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Newark, to chaplain, Villa Walsh, Morristown
Rev. Richard M. Liddy, S.T.L., from studies at North Amer-
ican College, Rome, to the faculty of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Darlington
Rev. Philip E. Merdinger, M.A., from studies at North Amer-
ican College, Louvain, to assistant at Our Lady of Mercy Jer-
sey City
Rev. Frank D. Testa, M.A., from studies at North American
College, Louvain, to assistant at Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, New-
..
ark
Effective, Aug. 1
Nations Hospitals Go Up,
But Church Projects Lag
WASHINGTON, D.C. (RNS)
~ While the .value of all hos-
pital construction in the first
six months of 1964 rose 39%
over the same period of 1963,
the value of construction by
fchurch
- related hospitals
dropped 5%.
According to the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, the total
value of hospital construction
started through June reached
$942 million, compared with
$660 million in 1963. Religious-
oriented hospitals the figure
was $450 million, a drop of $23
million.
Officials at the Department
of Commerce could not readily
give an explanation of the
boom nor of the apparent lag
in construction by church-re-
lated institutions.
Expected to brighten the
picture, however, is the bill
passed by the House which
would provide funds for train-
ing facilities for more nurses.
Nearly $3OO million was ear-
marked-for this purpose.
Church and other private
sources interested in adding
facilities or new buildings can
participate in the program.
Pray for Them
Sr. Agnes Geraldine
CONVENT Sister Agnes
Geraldine Gaffigan of the Sis-
ter* of Charity of St. Elizabeth
died July 22 at St. Anne Villa
after a long illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
July 25 at the villa chapel.
A native of New York City,
Sister Agnes Geraldine entered
the Sisters of Charity in 1899.
She taught at St. Vincent’s
Academy, Newark; St. Aloysius
Academy. Jersey City, and St.
Elizabeth’s Academy here be-
fore retiring last December.
There are no immediate sur-
vivors.
Other Deaths ....
Mrs. Vincent N. Lamela, 63,
of Paterson, sister of Msgr.
John G. Delaney of St. Eliza-
beth’s Hospital, Elizabeth, and
Rev. Joseph A. Delaney, pas-
tor of Sacred Heart, Dover,
died July 22 at home.
John C. Fahcrty, 54, of Ro-
chelle Park, brother of Sister
Leonadrine, 5.M.1.C., of Spring
, Grove, ill., died July 23 at
:home.
Mrs. Alice F. Kelley of Plain-
field, mother of Rev. John A.
Kelly of St. Teresa’s, Summit,
died July 26.
Rev. Sante Gattuso, 60. for-
mer master general of the or-
der of Our Lady of Mercy,
died recently in Cleveland.
Sister Mary 'Madcleva, 77,
former president uf St. Mary’s
College, South Bend, noted au-
thor and poet, died July 25 at
New England Baptist Hospital,
Boston.
John F. Grygiel, 74, of Hill-
side, father of Rev. Andrew J.
Grygiel of St. .Van’s (PoUsh)
Church, Jersey City, died July
28 at home.
In your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
Priests:
Newark
...
Rev. John A. Huygen, July 31,
1947
Rev. Norbert Catagni, 0.F.M.,
Cap., Aug. 1, 1961
Rev. Bertin Donahue, Aug. 4,
1957
Rev. Lawrence C. Carroll,
Aug. 6. 1908
REALISM - Rev. Frank Ruff holds six-foot live bullsnake, using it as a visual aid forcatechism lesson on the temptation of Adam and Eve. North Georgia mountain chil-dren
listenattentively to the Glenmary Home Missioner, obviously aware that fangless
bullsnakes do not bite, but only constrict.
Action Stressed
Seminary's Not for Waiting
NEW YORK (RNS) “The
seminary should not be a place
where the candidate waits. . .
.
sometimes with passivity, for
a mission,” a French mission-
ary told seminary heads here
at the second annual Chris-
topher Study Wcetc.
Rev. Maurice Queguiner,
M.E.P., superior general of
the Paris Foreign Mission So-
ciety, called for a thorough
seminary education like that
of the Apostles involved
with the real world.
THEOLOGIANS AND semin-
ary leaders from as far away
as Colombia and Japan, sub-
mitted 21 papers detailing how
apostolic dynamism can en-
liven seminary studies.
Changing times can affect
the continuing renewal of
moral theology, Rev. Bernard
Haering, C.SS.R., moral theol-
ogian from Rome’s Alfonsi-
anum Institute said.
“St Thomas Aquinas, a man
truly open to the needs of his
own day, attempted anewpre-
sentation, anew systematic
moral,” said Father Haering.
“The same needs to be done
today and always.”
THE SEMINARY should
teach future priests that a vi-
tal parish is open to the needs
of the world, the secretary
general of studies of the Dom-
inican Order in Rome stressed
in another address.
Rev. Jerome Hamer, 0.P.,
said “the openness or uni-
versality of a parish would
strengthen its unity, augment
its sanctity and give a strong
impetus to its apostolic activ-
ity.”
* The reason for priest and
parish to be responsive to the
wor*l was seen by a Jesuit
theologian in the world’s need
for material expression of
spiritual drives.
Plan Farewell Party Aug. 9
For Two Chinese Priests
PATERSON A farewell
party to honor Rev. Stanislaus
b. Chang and Rev. John Ly
will be held Aug. 9 at St.
Boniface Auditorium here by
parishioners and friends of
Our Lady of Providence Mis-
sion, where the two served for
10 years.
The two Chinese priests,
whose home dioceses were tak-
en over by Communists, were
studying in Spain in 1953 when
Bishop McNulty invited them
to minister to the Spanish-
speaking people of the Pater-
son Diocese.
Recently, Father Chang was
assigned to assist Thomas
Cardinal Tien with the erec-
tion of anew hospital in For-
mosa, where the exiled Chi-
nese prelate is now apostolic
administrator. Father Ly was
recently transferred to St.
Boniface, but will leave in the
fall to assist the office of in-
formation to the Chinese at
the Vatican Council.
Bishop Navagh will attend
the party. Rev. Francis X.
Dennehy, chaplain of St. Jo-
seph’s Hospital here, will
speak.
U.S. News Briefs
House Passes Mail Smut Bill
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
House has passed and sent
to the Senate
a bill to give
recipients of "morally offen-
sive” mail anew weapon
against its senders.
The measure won over-
whelming approval 325-19
despite criticism from the Post
Office and Justice De-
partments and opposition from
the American Civil Liberties
Union.
The bill would permit a per-
son to return "morally offen-
sive,” mail to the Post Office
and request the postmaster
general to direct the sender to
remove his name from his
mailing list in 30 days.
If mailings continue, the
postmaster general could ask
the Justice Department to re-
quest a federal injunction
against further mailings. Vio-
lation of the injunction would
make the sender subject to
contempt of court penalties.
The Justice Department has
said the measure raises
"grave constitutional ques-
tions.” The Post Office has
suggested that it would create
administrative problems.
Rep. Glenn Cunningham of
Nebraska, chief sponsor of ‘.he
bill, said it is based on the
principle that "a man’s home
is his castle.”
Rep. John V. Lindsay of
New York, leading the con-
gressional fight against the
bill, argued that “under this
legislation the post office must
act at the behest of a single
person without due process
a plain perversion of the First
Amendment.”
•
Blast Abortion Plan
SAN FRANCISCO (NC)
Catholic spokesmen voiced the
only opposition to a bill to re-
lax California’s abortion law
during hearings by the State
Assembly committee on crim-
inal procedure.
Catholics attacked the pro-
posal on moral, legal and med-
ical grounds. But support for
the measure came from other
religious groups, the State De-
partment of Public Health and
the California Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
The bill would legalize abor-
tions for women pregnant as
a result of rape or incest or
in cases where there was a
risk that either mother or
child would suffer grave im-
pairment of physical or men-
tal health. Hospitals would be
authorized to set- up boards of
five doctors to decide whether
or not an abortion should be
performed.
Present California law per-
mits abortion to save the life
of the mother.
•
Blasts Quotas
WASHINGTON (NC) - Atty.
Gen. Robert F. Kennedy has
called the country’s immigra-
tion law "a standing affront
to millions of our citizens and
our friends abroad” and said
it should be scrapped.
Kennedy called for dropping
the national origins quota sys-
tem and replacing it with a
preference system based on
potential usefulness of an im-
migrant to the nation and on
relationship to persons already
living here.
Under the national origins
quota system, immigration
quotas are allotted to countries
on the basis of national or-
igins of the U.S. population
in 1920.
Kennedy said this system
"implies that regardless of in-
dividual qualifications, a man
or woman born in Italy or
Greece or Poland or Portu-
gal or Czechoslovakia or the
Ukraine is not as good as
someone born in Ireland or
England or Sweden.”
The plan Kennedy advocates
would raise the annual immi-
gration allotment from 157,
000 to 165,000 and would make
individual qualifications and
relationship the basis rather
than national origin.
Immigration from any one
country would be limited to
10% of the total allotment in
a given year. Unused allot-
ments would be placed in a
pool for use by countries that
wanted them. The present na-
tional origins system would be
phased out over five years.
•
First Lay Head
WHEELING, W.Va. (NC)
Wheeling Hospital will have a
lay administrator for the first
time since the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Wheeling began op-
erating the hospital 111 years
ago.
Named to the post was Sam-
uel G. Nazzaro, who has been
assistant administrator.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, AUG. I
4 p.m., Groundbreaking, no-
vitiate and college, Sisters of
St. John the Baptist, Woodcliff
Lake
MONDAY, AUG. 3
4 p.m., First departure cere-
mony, Newark International
Lay Volunteers, Our Lady’s
Chapel, Sacred Heard Cathe-
dral
THURSDAY, AUG. •
9 a.m., Tonsure, Immacu-
late Conception Seminary, Dar-
lington
SUNDAY, AUG. •
9 a.m., Dlaconate ordina-
tions, Immaculate Conception
Seminary
Mt. Carmel Guild Marks
Deaf Sunday Aug. 2
NEWARK - The Mt. Car-
mel Guild Apostolate for the
Deaf will sponsor its annual
Ephphcta Sunday Mass Aug. 2
at 10 a.m.in St. Patrick's Pro-
Cathedral.
The Mass will be celebrated
by Rev. Francis Rcinbold, Un-
ion County director and pastor
of St. Michael's, Elizabeth.
The sermon will be preached
in sign language by Rev. John
P. Hourihan, archdiocesan di-
rector of the apostolate.
Following the Mass, there
will be a picnic held at Ma-
guire’s Grove in Red Bank.
John Renick of Elizabeth is
chairman.
The 11th Sunday after Pen-
tccost was established by Pope
St. Pius X as a special day to
remember the Church’s work
for the deaf. The Gospel of the
day tells of Christ's cure of a
deaf mute with the work
"Kphpheta," (let it be opeu).
In the Newark Archdiocese,
there have been spiritual and
social activities for the deaf
for tlie past 50 years. The pro-
gram is'how under the direc-
tion of the Mt. Carmel Guild,
which has centers in each of
the four dioceses as well as
four catechetical schools.
Edith Stein Guild
To Honor Patron
NEW YORK The Edith
Stein Guild will sponsor a
Mass for its patron and her
Nazi prison camp companions
Aug. 8 at 9 a.m. in St. John’s
Church, 30th St.
Rev. Michael Mellach,
0.F.M., like Edith Stein a con-
vert from Judaism, will cele-
brate the Mass and preach.
Bishop Navagh's
Appointments
SATURDAY, AUG. 8
7:30 p.m., Tonsure and din*
conate ordinations at St. John’a
Cathedral.
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TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS • PLYMOUTHB
CHRYSLERS a IMPERIALS
Guaranteed Ueed* Can
PARTS a SERVICE a BODY SHOP
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Dial BRidg* 6-0898
_
111 Sou'll Ave , E. Cranford
Movlnf 6 Trut'klns. Reduced ralea lor all
*♦*•»*» . Walter balzi
In Jartay city and All Hudaoa County
Call
GALLAGHER
movino a storage INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
For local and loos dlatanca movlns
HENRY P. TOWNSEND
MOVINO STORAGE PACKING
Al Your Prompt Sorvlra
PL 5-1881 • AD 2-4464
MI NortS Avo. W. WaaUlald, N. 1
Call lhaau Phonai,
CH 5-2483 • MU 8-4465
NURSING HOMES
BROOKBEND
CONVALESCENT HOME
Whara
pnlaaaloaal nuralna cart
la suaranlaad to lha medical,
aurslcal and asad patient by
RUTH D. HINSON. R.N.
Owner A Ray. Nurae In Charfa
Dial iM Nawark Pomptun TM
OXford tSM.
~ A CKHTIFIia
c^-.iiuo
,
u.o
,
'
4
:a' ,zs? r *.°~
abloi ELmwood JUuJk P.O. Boall
Sprlns Vaßoy. Now York.
THE HEMLOCKS'
:fe^AjSS!S
Surroundlnji
:
!Wg
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Juno Rlcelo, Re*. Phar.
Baby Need#
Preecrlptlona Promptly rilled
Cut Rata Druia and Caamatlca
Sl* Franklin Ava. North \
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI, Raa. Phar.
Preecrlptlona Baby Naada
Photo Dept. Free Delivery
733 Weet Side Ava., opp. Kalrvtew
Jereey City. N. J.
PHONE: DE 3-2034
NEWARK
Sam 4 George Martorana. Propf.
LISS PHARMACY
Eatabllahed over 10 yaara
Four Reflaierad Pharmaolata
Free Delivery Open Every Day
From 4 am. to II pm.
744 Mt. Proapart Avenue, cor.
Montclair Avenue.
HU 3-4741 Newark. N. J.
PLUMBING & HEATING
>WN. No
pay moot (or •
to pay. SORTMINI RROft.
m. Ptalnllold PL 7-MO.
NO MONEY DOWN
month*. 7 yoari
Nowart ES 14440.
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
FRANK KUBERSKI
KURER INSURANCE AGENCY
REAL ESTATE . INSURANCE
MORTGAGES a APPRAISALS
Member Union County MLS
Dial FU 4-7471
424 RARITAN RD. CLARK
In Cranlord Call
SHAHEEN AGENCY
Over 90 Yeara of Service
REALTORS • INSURORS
Member Union Cos MI.S
14-17 NORTH Avit.
B
K CRANFORD, N. J,
SMITH-WISE & CO.
"Be Wire - Cell Smllh-Wlee'*
Dial rU 4-4400
• REALTORS a MORTGAGES
• FREE SALES ESTIMATES
CUSTOM BUILDING f
KINDS)
491
RAHWAI
■hat
CL 44010.
TRAILERS FOR SALE
NIMROD CAMP TRAILERS
Sill?? •£*• PUMtr *"■Hantala Mo. per week - Jim
27S RL a. Wayne. N. J. l
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO
TRAVEL SERVICE
Honeymgon
U,
REAL ESTATE POR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
R. MARASHUAN & CO. Rtolto
“ "
NJ. PI |4U
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BAYVIUJ
WiU aay* Mill”
ThrMtbrfreomi. welt maintained ranch,
•t iwlwrt raraaa, acreaned arbor, beaull-
full «ar4*n. •10400.
Clwln hlchway proparly, tafoon—aummar
ana yaar round houaaa, aaa ua bafora you
CRAVEN REALTY
«M Rmita • opp. ASP Bayvllla. N. J.
Phona 349-3001
BELMAR
ST. ROSE PARISH
BD4(AIt AREA—Spacloua all brick ranch
jalh foraeoui yard on ovur a ball acra.
wall planned layout. Uvlnf roam, dining
•Pt -t”*? aat-ln kitchen, 3 bedreoma.Ula bath, aria acraanadbraataway. 1 car
laraga. 101 l baaamant. caat Iron baaabaard
ff* ( ***l loada at cloaat apaca.
wfodowa and acraana. Eaoellent con-
dllloa, Eaay dlatanca to a vary flna paro-
radtte**2r taSoo' “ <I Wlh •c, ‘ool- J“‘
DAN.SKIN. BROWN, CONOVER. INC.
Koul* S» at Allaire Road
Wall Townahlp
Plaaaa phona 440-MU or OI 04000
FAVION LAKES
faysoiTlakes
Vaar 'Hound VacaUon Uvlny
five bedrooms
Bp*doua mw bom* ready for decoratint
woofl+d pram. Every
gjfSfWisSEfui, w.i
£?F'-'Fr* ™ Vo*
nWr
ua. Art now! Select your own dacoratlona.
Property In a superb
... -f
children will attendthe new
M,,[,lUlc* , Parochial School.
FAYSON LAKES
COMPANY
■aonto. rSig Lah. M.
TZrntoJ'V&f"*'- ?• J
FREEHOLD
Moving to tho Country??
ALPERN, Realtor
Krtohold, N, J.
OLEN RIDGE
~
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC
■lnc; IMO
W Kldrowood Avt. ~aro,,
PI 3-5600
HIUSDAUE
nun
hiluoauT ‘
J bedroom*. 214 belli*, rec
J Mr deolrablo location.
wooocurr lakh Wgol
L;zz r:si- i m b* u“-
•jprss-
C Sl . Broker«■ HUtadel# Avoouo
N. J,
wMM Ev*. MJ-OUt
KEARNY .
~~
BORGOS~a,
—
BORGOS
*■* "anjßtap pma!,“
Phono WYmon 1-4344
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
UTTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Realtors • (nturors
.
„
PIMM: 396-3600
11 Cantar Avu.. UtUa fall*
LITTLE SILVER
Little Silver: Pour bedroom. 2M Radii
Colon!*!, Fire place in living room, Con-
ventional dining room, den k game room,
full basement with built In her. Large
•hade treea. Excellent neighborhood.
Offered at 139,600. Weart-Nemetn Agency
Realtor*. 102 W. Front St.. Red Bank.
N.J. Call 741-1340 lor appointment.
MANASQUAN
lmmacul.U (our badroom. 1 til. bath,
brick 4 (rama Colonial Capa Cod. Situated
on beautifully landacapad 7i'ilW lot with-
In walking dlaUnca o« town cantat.
achoola. bathing 4 tranaportatlon. Largo
living room with cheery (Iraplaca. full
dining room, oocloaad jaloualad aun porch,
mod.rn kttchan. Full baaamant, hot water
haat, two car datachad garage. Ural lima
oMarad and priced reallatlcally at m.OOO.
LONGSTREET AGENCY
Jll Morrta Ava.. Sprln* Laka. 44MW
MpNMOUTH COUNTY
iiqcpfidNAL value, Vhdrm. iuncC
I Batha, Lari* Uvlaf Room, Kltchan with
Mpural* braakfaat ana. Playroom Callar
16x32 iwlm pool. 622.000.
J. LESTER RIGBY, Aiioc, Inc.
IM Shrawabury Ava., Naw Shr.w.bury
Phona 74177 U
NEW SHREWSBURY
WATERFRONT ‘siitt Uvaf." ~ Towaitti
•Jwda Waa*. apadona around., dock. Staoa
Jfrtpltff In. Llvln* Room. Plva IwOrooma.
u. r1.":
lan. II E. Front Rad Bank. 741-0700.
POINT PLEASANT
UmMot frowUf family, cm Bock from
Private beach. « badroomi. bath and a
half, full dormer Capo Cod, hot air oil
haal, knotty pin* Interior, attached (arafe.
H7JOO, law Boat Drlvo. Point Pleaaanl.
A port act homo for vacation or all year
WATERFRONT
“
SWffWrr!?. ■"*: 'an*
Mortly
r °furnl.had.
READY TO RETIRE
&Js?g& ir iff ££. ftaj*
U*vln«' ■?•?**■ *** • Cr#*nj - pr«*«nt owiltfaItaviaf itm. ft rooma and bath, 913300.
fciD lANK, RUMSON
D. A. MAHONEY REALTOR
IMO B»v»r
PlMuat. N.J.
RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
•SJJVrtATION 18 VOIIR
0F HATISrACITIOW
ii<M iu ■ u,,an?
rmAve. 5MH
jSvjßi 15 mil'
MTIIENH REAL B
S.&&>
AND CVEMiNOb
At*. JUditwooo
K«*rnj
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
lUdtor Il'a Kurgan la la. Bergen
41 Park Avenue Rulhertnrd
WBM2O4
SEAGIRT
"
GERALD A. MURPHY
Realtor • MulUpla l-laling Member
Sparloua home overlooking the ocean la
Immaculaterondllon. t bedroornei 1 hathal
center halli oU heati open porch aernaa
front: amalt hunfalow at rear at UDxMt
lot nullable for ranting. SIMM,
too Waahiniton Bird. lan Otrt
01 *-7171
SCOTCH PLAINS
Three pear old apllt-leval. beat location.
In apotlaia condition. Near alam. and high
•chool. abort walk to 81. Bartholomew*!
church and echool. 1 twin alaa badrooma.
attached overatied garage. IVb hatha,
paneled rec. room. gag beat, largo living
and dining room with wall-to-wall. 12a15
patio, laundry room, alum., atorma and
acraena. Iraaa. Other ealraa *23.500 prtn-
to aaa call »m7.
SHORT HILLS
KITA COLE'S SUBURBAN RIALTV
Serving Short HlUa. MUlburn
frrlnrflatl wa vieUta
1 SHORT HriJ.l AVE SHORT HILLS
REALTORS DREXEL 648M
SPARTA'
'
Serving -“lake Mohawk • Sparta Ana
Developing ■ Prat Hollow Parnaa. Sgnrta
E. G. ANDERSON, Rsoltor
See Our Multiple Liatingr
_Ofllca. Rt. 11. Sparta TIMiSVgTW
SUMMIT
14 Baachwnod ltd..
Let our aapariancad etaff
glad a home lot rot
We Will Taka Your Homeln Trade
HOLMES AGENCY
Realtor - Eat. UM
2*l Morrla Ava., Summit. CR *4400
SPRING LAKE HEIGHTS
• room, year round houM plot 1 itimntf
roltagri. boarhoart) hral, ecreaned porchaa.
tully lurnlahad, IK.aoQ. Call Cl Hit
UNION
In Union County <■ rurroundlna ana.
><•» Ua halp yon to aalaot a horn* (at
your comfort and happtnata.
pur aaparlanca la your proleelleo to
buy or tall, call oa
JOHN P. MeMAHON
IBM Morrta Ava.. Union MU MW
WAYNE
SUMMER VACATION RENTALS
■Ping piKET'attraeflVe f room homo
s**/ beach.
Half aaaaon from Auguat let.
•MO. JSlbaon 0-8174.
JJ)R RENT- Two bedroom bouaa oat
» from baach at Orata laland. near
. ..>a River. Kurnlahad - ready far lm-
mediate occupancy. Call l4Mtt7. By week
hf month, ,
TRACY A HANKINS. INC.
FOR SALE, HOTEL I
“Tzansssissa
SUMMER HOTEL
Seaelde Park, N. J., is rooma. excellent
**,*u«'oO' tarma cut
cr pb0“• "** •«*
FAMILY MONUMINTR
John f. a. McGovern
/fltov MEMORIALS
[nff* AUTHORIZED DEALKR
lyjCTTy I "1001 ROAD
NORTH ARLINGTON. N. 4.
WYmin (-1471 DlUwar* 1-4111
Raton I Iniartlon 42i par lino 4 Iniartioni 40c
par llna Minimum 3 llnae
Deadline! Monday 4 P.M.
Wrlto lo Th# Advocate
31 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
or phono MArket 4-0700, Ext. 32
Protestant
Missioner
To Speak
SOUTH ORANGE Chris-
tianity in Latin America and
the response of U.S. Catholics
to Christian imperatives will
be the subjects of the last
tjvo open lectures presented at
the Institute of International
Service here Aug. 3 and 7 by
the Association for Internation-
al Development.
Dr. Richard Shaull of
Princeton
Theological Semin-
ary, a former missionary in
Brazil, will speak on "Revo-
lutionary Moods in Latin
American Christianity," Aug.
S at McNulty Hall. Dr. Shaull
has served his church in Col-
ombia and Brazil.
On Aug. 7, William E. Mor-
an Jr., dean of the School of
Foreign Service at George-
town University and president
of the Catholic Association for
International Peace, will de-
liver the summation lecture of
the six-week institute on
"American Catholics and
Christian Imperatives."
Delay Birth
Info Plan
FREEHOLD The pro-
posed program of birth con-
trol information to be supplied
hy the Monmouth County Wel-
fare Board was temporarily
shelved at a meeting of the
Board of Freeholders here
July 22.
At the suggestion of Free-
holder Marcus Daly, head of
the welfare committee, the
statement of policy prepared
for the board was withheld for
further clarification of its lan-
guage. A committee will be
appointed to draw up anew
•tatement. »
Daly contended that the
Wording presented to the
hoard July 22 could introduce
the concept of compulsion in
clients. He also asked that the
•tatement define the "appro-
priate agencies” to which
clients might be directed.
Earlier, Daly had been in-
strumental in having Msgr.
Theodore A. Opdenaker, exec-
utive director of the Catholie
Welfare Bureau of the Tren-
ton Diocese, appear before the
board to explain the Church’s
position on the dissemination
of birth control information.
Msgr. Opdenaker said the mat-
ter would be best left in the
hands of voluntary agenciea,
and urged that extreme care
be taken to avoid violation of
the conscience of a client or
pressure by agencies handing
out benefits.
Sodality Plans
Mass at Fair
NEWARK _ The Union of
Adult Societies of the Newark
Archdiocese will participate in
a Dialogue Mass at theVatican
Pavilion of the World’a Fair
Sept. 27 at 4 p.m.
■. Msgr. Leo L. Mahoney, pas-
tor of St. Paul’s, Jersey City.
And archdiocesan director of
•odaHties, will ceiebrat® the
Mass. Sermon will be by Rev.
George M. Keating, asaiitant
•pi ritual director of Immacu-
Jate Conception Seminary and
moderator of the Adult Sodal-
ity Union,
Further information may be
obtained from Nicholas Mink,
president of the aodallty un-
ton, at 8S Lexington Ave., Ba-
yonne (HE 6-2943).
Nutley to House
Youth Delegates
NUTLEY - This city hat
been designated as the host for
37'foreign students who will
attend the World Assembly of
Youth which will be held from
July 31 _ Aug. 13 at Amherst.
Mas*.
•• Jerry Leopaldi, executive di-
rector of Labor’s Peace Corps,
.is serving as chairman of the
•program, which will provide
lodgings for the delegate®-from
Aug. 16 _ 19 while they tour
Jhe metropolitan area.
* ®ppeal has been Issued
to residents to accept one or
•nor® of the delegates Into
Jheir homes during thl® period.
Those interested may contact
Leopaldi at 26 Washington St.,
KuUey (No 7-4107) or at the
International Telephone and
.-Telegraph laboratories (264-
J507).
Deaf Guild Picnic
Planned For Aug. 2
ELIZABETH The annual
picnic of the Mt. Carmel
Guild Apostolate for the Deaf,
>lll be held Aug. a at The
Oak®, Red Bank.
3 The day will open with io
• m. Masa at St. Patrick’s Pro-
Cathedral, Newark. Steven
Renick of Elizabeth k chair-
jinan.
Family Life
• aaa-CAMA sob tm» inoaoid
*#m>* Ho** u* p*fk- AMiunpUoa.
chrt*°-
16 THE ADVOCATE
July SB, 19041
'■i •• '
Unicard•j
AT
I m.L
C
0
"CHARGE
IT"
TAKE
MONTHS
TO PAY!
juejy
SHOP EVENINGS TILL 10
.YEAR CUAR^tt10
/
"MELNOR
SWINGIN' SPRAY
OSCILLATING
LAWN SPRINKLER
88
LIST
12.95
0-466
• Aqua-Dial for In.tant 4-Po»rtion
Control of Spray Aroa
• Covers Areas Up To 2,600 Sq. Ft
mr—
50.FT. Vxl - VISIBLE
NYLON REINFORCID
GARDEN HOSE
IKHI 99
10W W M M
mk^,.
FULL FLOW BRASS COUPLINGS
n
SKIL' SUMMER
SPECIAL!
"SKIL" 6Vx INCH
POWER SAW
88
#534
44.95
VALUE
B-2594
HANDLES ALL CUTTING JOBS IN HOME AND
WORKSHOP. POWERFUL 9.0 AMP. MOTOR . . .
SKILSAW . .
. "VARI-TORQUE" CLUTCH.
NO MONEY DOWN
RICKEL HAS A COMPLETE LINE OF|
• ATTIC FANSw
SHUTTERS & ACCESSORIES
24" BELT DRIVE
ATTIC FAN
MBBliet 1X3.00
PAN ONLY
[5
"SKIL"
SHRUB
SHEAR
•m-VVI B.H.T. FAMOUS ENGLISH
HAND GARDEN
TOOLS >
• Trims Crass. Shapes Shrubs
• Compact,Lightweight
HANDPORK
.
C-326 t
HAND CULTIVATOR
G-304
TRANSPLANTING TROWEL
0-322
HAND TROWEL
G314
• Tempered English Steel
• Hardwood Handle
NATIONALLY ADVERTISER
AT $1 EACH
.
Ltm
YOUR CHOICK
><**BBRKKIL
LOW
HKI
EACH
LIST 39.95 o-i«m
"SKIL"
HEDGE TRIMMER
• Fotioge-Gripping"permit* ,
cutting of larger branches 44cYOURCHOICE EACHin one stroke• Shapes, Trims Shrubs Unicard
6
Venturi Datian
1/3 H P. G.E. Motor
1 Ball-Bearing Drive*
SUMMER POOL CLEARANCE!
HURRY, HURRY IN FOR THIS FANTASTIC SAI
WHILE TH£Y LAST!
ATTICFAN PACKAGES
1 Venturi Design
30-inch siie 89”
| • Automatic Fan Timer
(As illustrated) 36-inch size 99”
110.09
Vein!
ies.es I
Vein!
STOP! LOOK!
Uji{-card
YOU'LL BUY!
RICKEL SUMMER FERTILIZING HINT!
PIOFTS"! LIGHTWEIGHT FERTILIZER for TURF,
40 COVERS
W 5,000
BAG s<** n-
RICKEL
LOW PRICE J
OUR GREATEST SALE of
WINDOW CANOPIES EVER!
• AU MITALCONSTRUCTION
• GRACIFUI FLUTtDROOF ond SCROLLS
• IXCIUSIVI PRESSURE COAT FINISH in
GREEN AND WHITE
• PRECISION MADE—FOR QUICK.
EASY HANGING
youk choice
36"# 42", 48
rr
12«36
18x48
ALUMINUM WALL
BLAST CRABGRASS
BEFORE THE DAMAGE IS DONE!
COMBINATION
OFFER!
CLOUT PLUS
E-Z SPREAD
CLOUT
VALUE
19.95
lACH
PARKWAY'
AUTOMATIC
TOP POOL
SKIMMER
Easily attaches to intake
of filter lor automatic
skimming action. Cleone
floating and surface
debris. High impact
polystyrene and poly-
propylene, hoc onepiece
floating weir with amaz-
ing "living hinge", re-
movable Teal strainer,
adjustable anodized
aluminum support
brackets.
Your problems are solved with Scotts
Clout. By treating the entire lawn with
Clout, you make sure no crabgrass
ex-
capes- But as tough as Clout is
on crab-
grass, it lets good grass grow merrily
on. Enough to cover 5,000 square ft.
REG. 6.95
SCOTTS
E-ISPREP
...The latest word in lawn spread-
ers makes application so easy.
Hdt automatic shut-off control
and has full 18" spreading width.
Lightweight, treats up to 5,000
square feet without refilling.
rig 5.95
TOTAL VALUE 12.90
BUY BOTH FOR ONLY
B 8
’’PARKWAY"
DO-IT-YOURSELF
POOL FILTER KIT
USES YOUR OWN MOTOR
Complete With
ANTHRAFILT & ACCESSORIES
NICKEL
LOW
NNICI REA 100
Lew
PATIO
6957
CARPENTER
[CONTRACTORS
WELCOME
CAR WASH BRUSH
74
• MI-IMPACTSTYRENE
| • PLASTIC BRISTLES
• ALUMINUM HANOU.
• BUILT-IN SHUT-OFF VALVE
2“**ty Srond l«lon Tfendu«n« ,
A» the'
. INaUOES
I • Alum
19- i/L' ... J2T" •sssasr.12 x1
6... 126.70e 10'X2Q'.
..
gag to
*
DECORATOR
SHUTTERETTES
THE ULTIMATE in INTERIOR
WINDOW DECORATION!
EACH
most sizes in stock
Ot LOW RICKEL PRICES!
•BSi
Rl 10, SU
•-INCHCHROME A WHITE
KITCHEN or BATH
ELECTRICAL FIXTURE
s 1.88
Only. All Hint At Pickup Prlctt, Dtllwry Sin
PRE-FINISHED
OAK PARQUET
FLOORING
6"x6” —3 /I" Thitk f
Tongue & Grooved. 4 Sides I M
MJNIONandSycCASUNNA Forfa»V Cement Application. I mr!r*
V*v>ll<lll «' w« The Right Tb Limit Qmntltlss.
urn
;»vn.iin. ii'mmi. neilia
KM
fIV
. 17, PARAMUS
